


The Enforcers .... 
AUTHENTIC FULL SIZE MACHINED METAL REPLICAS 

OF THE LEGENDARY GUNS THAT WON THE WEST! 
FUNCTION, FEEL AND DISASSEMBLE LIKE ORIGINALS! 

DOUBLE DERRINGER "hideaway'' 
pistol, favorite of Western gun-

~~~trs. ~~~. '.i~:'.~~at. ~~~b~ 1s5 
DERRINGER, nickel plated, ;3i51~ 

Unbelievable realism! These authentic replicas of popular 
firearms are not kit-assembly products, but completely fin

ished imposters that can be field stripped. They have the weight and feel 
of the real McCoy. These models are already favorites of collectors and mil
itary hobbyists the world over. Although they appear to be duplicates of the 
originals, they are actually "non-guns"-absolutely incapable of chambering 
or firing live ammunition. Delivered fully assembled, 

"FAST DRAW.44" Old 
West Pistol, fabled 
companion of John 
Wayne, Texas Rangers, 
etc. 1100 ...... . $19 

istol, 5-1/2" barrel. 
........ , ... $19 

ecial, 12" barrii 

--------- ... 

~~~-~ 
~(y!, 

1f!tt 
DISASSEMBLE 

LIKE ORIGINALS! 
CIVIL WAR .36 NAVY COLT, 
favored sidearm of Union and 
Confederate forces. if400 . . $21 
NAVY COLT with engraved cylin-

SPECIAL! .44/40 DUMMY CARTRIDGES for use with 
$100, 1f 101 and 1fl02 pistols, box of 12 .. , .... , .. $2 

der, ;,401 _ ........... . $25 

----MORE COUNTERFEIT GUNS-ACTUALLY FOOL EXPERTS-----

P08 DESIGNED BY GEORGE 
LUGER, Toggle action works like 
ori inal, world's most famous 
pis ol, F.200 .......... .. $21 

ARTILLERY MODEL OFTHE P08 with 
8-inch barrel, 1202 .......... $23 

GERMAN PPK "JAMES 
BONO" MODEL, a favo
rite of international se
curity agencies, com
pact, trim. Double· ac-
tion, 1205 ...... $17 

ORDER DIRECT FROM► 
Send check or money order-do NOT send cash. 
Add $1.25 each model for postage. 

1896 MILITARY MAU
SER, first successful 
automatic ever devel-
oped, 1f206 ...... $35 

THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN, 
model 1921, the legendary "Chopper" 
or "Chicago Piano" .45 submachine 
gun from the days of the big mob
sters. An FBI and secret service fa
vorite. 1700 with- 20-round maga-
zine (add $3 postage) ....... $89.50 
50-Round Orum Magazine if701 SIS 

U.S. GOVERNMENT .45 AUTO· 
MATIC, standard sidearm of U.S. 
troops since Mexican War and 
WWl,1300 ....... ...... $19 

COMMANDER .. 45 AUTOMATIC, compact 
version of famed government .45, it301 . . $19 

ITALIAN 1934 AUTOMATIC, a favo
rite souvenir from World War II. 
1302 ..................... $17 

MORE MODELS! 

.357 "PYTHON" REVOLVER, 
rep I ica of one uf the most 
Powerful revolvers made, 
11108 .......... , , .. $21 

GERMAN HSc AUTOMATIC, preferred sidearm-of Ges-
tapo and SS, double action, ,;303 .............. S 17 
WESTERN "66" GOLDEN BOY CARBINE, lever action 
like original, hardwood stock, over 3 ft. long (add $3 
postage). 11505 ......... , , ................. $54 
CHIEF SPECIAL .38 Snub Revolver, simulated target 
wood grips, U09 ......... , ............. , .·.$19 

.375 COMBAT REVOLVER, standard sidearm of many U.S. police 
departments, favored by border patrol, 11107 ............ $23 

REPLICA MODELS, Inc. Dept. GM-1, 610 Frankl in Street 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

Canadian buyers write: Replica Models Ltd, 127 Portland, Toronto 2B, Ontario, CANADA. 
United Kfngdom buyers write: Replica Models (UK) Ltd, 5 No~th Street, Hai!sham, Sussex, ENGLAND Sales prohibited in N.Y. City 
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A GUN AND¼ 
Now take your choice. The .44 Auto Mag, the new .357 Auto Mag, or "A GUN AND A HALF" 
- the all stainless steel Auto Mag frame plus a barrel assembly in each caliber. 

The .44 Auto Mag has already proven its claim to the title of "The World's Most Powerful 
Pistol" but the .357 is going to be the new champ. Velocities easily in excess of 2000 fps be
hind 125, 140, or 158 grain bullets provide the power to put away anything from alligator to 
zebra. 

Delivery of the new .357 Auto Mag will begin in March, 1972, but if you're already the owner 
of a .44 Auto Mag you can get a 30 day jump on the crowd because the .357 barrel 
conversion unit will be available in February. 

The handloader can form .357 Auto Mag brass from standard .44 Auto 
Mag cases .. 357 Auto Mag loading dies will be available at the same 
time the first barrels are shipped. Factory ammo available by 
June, 1972 . 

.44 or .357 Auto Mag pistols are priced at 
$275.00. Make your Auto Mag "A GUN 
AND A HALF" for another $150.00. 
Order through your local F.F.L. Dealer or 
direct from Auto Mag, P.O. Box 2468-D, 
Pasadena, California 91105. 

AUT<> IVIIA~ 



I
N RESPO.NSE to many requests for
more of the "lnside Look" exploded 

views of guns, we are proud to an
nounce that beginning in this issue we 
are intrnducing the new, expanded 
version of one of our most popular 
columns. We have purchased all of 
the drawings from "Firearms Ency
clopedia," and have added many new 
drawings. Each month we will present 
at least two drawings, complete with 
historical and technical information. 
These will be full page size, and will 
be laid out so that they may be re
moved from the magazine and placed 
in any standard three-ring binder. 
Start your collection today. See page 
48. 

• • • 

As we begin the new year. I'd like 
to take the time to thank all of our 
readers for their continued support. 
Our success, in a time when guns and 
shooters are catching hell from all 
sides and magazines in general are in 
economic trouble, is reassuring to us, 
and an incentive to work even harder 
to give you what you want. However, 
if we don't know what you want, it 
is hard to select material that will 
satisfy the majority of readers. Why 

not take time to speak your mind, as 
many have already done? 

A great many readers have re
quested prints of some of our covers 
and 4-color pages for framing. Next 
month, the entire 4-color section will 
be devoted to color prints-without 
type-of some of our better gun photo
graphs. 

• • • 

The scene on TV was a sporting 
goods store, and the man was buying 
a rifle, scope and ammunition. The 
clerk passed him a form, and when 
the customer asked if identification 
was required the clerk said: "Not if 
you're over 21." The customer then 
signed the form "George C. Patton." 
This was on "Hawaii 5-0." (Oct. 19). 
How many millions of people do you 
think will now, because of this pr<;>
gram, believe that-as many anti-gun 
legislators have been saying for years 
-buying a gun is as easy as buying
a candy bar? We all know that this is
untrue, yet there it was in black and
white and "living color." Perhaps we
should say "lying color." Letter·s of 
protest have gone out to NBC, but we
really don't expect an intelligent reply.
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THE COYER 
One of o pair of really handsome 28 

gauge doubles made by Roy Vail. The 
story of this exrraordinary gunsmith is 
told on page 37. Color photos by 
George Cassidy. 
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Newg f tom the ... 
SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA 
Dedicated to the Constitutional Right of Every Citizen to Keep and Bear Arms 

A TI-FIREARMS LOBBY HAS SNAKE PIT PHILOSOPHY 

The anti-firearms lobby is once again busy in Congress with 
their demands to forbid the sale of handguns and collect all hand
guns that are now registered. This whole approach reminds me 
of the great French philosopher Francois Voltaire, and the ob
servation he made about the way a mass public will try to solve 
a social problem that involves a minority of the public. He 
observed that when the mass public is faced with a social problem 
from a minority of the public, the mass has a range of choice. 
On one hand they can react with a cruel and animalistic solution, 
or on the other hand they can react in a humanistic manner. 
Voltaire observed that the mass will try the anirnalistic approach 
first. He pointed out several examples from Ancient and Middle 
Ages history. We might also find many examples in modern 
American history. The American Indian is one example: The mass 
public could have shown empathy with the Indian or could have 
tried to extern1inate him. Our first choice was to e:,.ierminate. In 
mental hospitals of the last century there was the choice of trying 
to understand the mentally sick or torturing them into submission. 
At first doctors chose the snake pit method for "reforming" the 
patients. The first reaction to the presence of Negros in America 
was in the unhuman category. Only after a hundred years did the 
mass public begin to realize that the bitter treatment of the Negro 
was bad for everyone in the nation. And even today, the prison 
system with Attica type prisons represents the barbaric solution 
to a social problem. 

The present day anti-fireanns lobby is right in the same boat 
as the inquistion people, the snake pit people, the Indian killer 
people, and the believers in Attica type prisons. They want to 
cause as much suffering for as many people as possible regardless 
of guilt or innocence and regardless of past performance and 
record. The anti-firearms lobby wants to confiscate all the hand
guns from everyone who has them registered. They want our 
Federal Government to go to the thousands of honest family men, 
with respected jobs and solid community reputations, and force 
them to surrender their property or the FBI or Federal Firearn1s 
Division will destroy their reputations through criminal prosecu
tion. 

It's a known fact that most problems with firearms are caused 
by a few small well defined groups who have personal and social
psychological problems. The humanistic and sane approach is to 
help these people overcome the problems that cause the anti-

social action. This could be done at only 1/2.o the cost of collecting 
firearms from honest family sportsmen. But the anti-firearms 
group does not want to help anyone. That is the last thing they 
want to do. They are only interested in how much useless and 
senseless suffering they can cause for as many people as possible. 
In this case, Voltaire's description of human action fits the anti
firearms lobby perfectly. 

What would happen if a law to collect firearms was passed by 
Congress? ( 1) It would not work because it would not be obeyed. 
Thousands of firearms owners just would not give up their prop
erty. ( 2) The Federal Government would be forced into prosecut
ing thousands of people who in every other way were pillers of 
our Nation. ( 3) This would alienate a large segment of the middle 
class sporting public to both the Government and its laws. The 
local and Federal Government has already alienated a large seg
ment of our youth population with its barbaric treatment of drug 
addicts. Rather than treat them as sick people they throw them 
in jail. The Government seems to also be pushing for the destruc
tion of loyalty for the middle age sportsman. 

Anyone who fights the anti-fiream1s lobby can do so with the 
best of conscience. The anti-firearms lobby represents those ele
ments which are the most evil part of human beings. The manner 
in which they want to operate is senseless and cruel. It is our 
duty as Americans, as men who want the best for 01:1r Country to 
do everything we possible can to stop them form their evil course. 

Let your State and National representatives know how you feel 
about the firearms question. It does make a difference if you 
send a letter. It might seem like only one, but with the many 
other letters it lets our representatives know that there is a better 
way to handle the solution. Join good organizations that fight for 
the rights that were given to us in the Constitution. Groups like 
the National Rifle Association and SHOOTERS CLUB OF 
AMERICA can do a lot to see that the real story is presented to 
the right people. Do not let the anti-fiream1s lobby commit this 
crime agairtst our Nation. We owe it to our ancestors and the 
founders of America to do everything we can to put a stop to 
their operation. Help today by writing to your Congressman. 
And by filling out the self addressed and stamped card opposite 
this page and mailing it today. 

Col. Edward Becker 

SUP PO RT YOUR RIGHT TO OWN AND USE FIREARMS! 
You Get All These Valuable Benefits With Your Membership 
• SPECIAL SHOOTERS CLUB 

LEGISLATIVE NEWSLETTER 
• NEW 1972 REDBOOK OF USED GUN 

VALUES-A $2.50 VALUE! 
• CLOTH EMBLEM 

• NUMBERED MEMBERSHIP 
CARD 

• OFFICIAL DECAL 

• 20% DISCOUNT ON SHOOTING, 
HUNTING AND FIREARMS BOOKS 

JOIN THE S.C.A. TODAY! 

MAIL THIS 
HANDY 
POSTAGE-FREE 
ENVELOPE TODAY! 
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Dun Books 
Sam Colt. Genius 
A new biography and major reference 
work with a fresh slant plus little-known 
research material. Illus. $6.50 

The Springfield Armory in 1852 
An eyewitness tour 
of our most famous 
armory, heavily illus., 
with extensive his
torical notes. New 
enlarged edition. 

$4,00 •

·n"• " •• _·· ~· .L. 
7 
•. 

-- ~--

-About Cannon in 1862 
A rare history of cannon from 1300s to 
CW, with new intro, Illus. $4 

The Mfg. of Firearms & Ammo 
Tells and shows how firearms were made 
from 1817 to 1882, Covers all major 
inventors and mfgrs. Illus. $4 

A.B.C. of Snap Shooting 

A great "how to" book 
from the 1880's, for 
target, trap, skeet, wing 
and other shooters of 
today. Covers the fam
ous Doc Carver tech-

s·.~ nique. Illus. $3 

All shipped post1:aid in the U.S. Cash, 
check or M.O. 25¢ for catalog. 

Americana Archives Publishing 
Box 314-G, Topsfield; Mass. 01983 

FFYPF 
NEW UP-TO-DATE 
MAGAZINE/PARTS 

CATALOG IS HERE! 
A must for collectors, buffs or gunsmiths! 
From the world's largest manufacturer of 
hard-to-find magazines - over 200 scale 
line drawings of self-loading guns - each 
with its national origin. weight, caliber. 
le!lgth, magazine length. history and retail 
value. A complete list of high quality parts. 
magazines, belts and holsters for current 
and obsolete self-loading pistols. All pro
ducts carry a full money-back guarantee. 
Bed real gun expert - send coupon today! 

r~-,.;-;;7;;;~-;;~~;~~------1 
I~~ ~~B I 
:56B Sixth Ave .. San Diego. Calif.92101 : 
IPlease send catalog. $1 enclosed. I 
:1$1 catalog price will be refundecil 
•with first purchase.) I 
I I 
~Name ______________ I 

I I 
~~~~ I 
I 
lcity ______________ __ 

' IState. ZIP-------------" 
I I 

~-,~-,-~--~ 
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Hand Grenade Case 
A recent Circuit Court case decision 

directly aimed at the disastrous Ken
yon Ballew case has also affected the 
case involving Ronald Edward Shafer 
of Granite City, Illinois who was ar
rested May 28, 1968 for possession of 
destructive devices in the form of 
practice hand grenades and their 
fuses. 

Public Law 9.0-618 (Gun Control 
Act of 1968), under title II, subchapter 
B, section 5845, paragraph (f) defines 
as illegal, "any combination of parts 
either designed or intended for use in 
converting any device into a destruc
tive device . . ." and this includes 
hand grenades. Mr. Shafer's letter 
reads in part: 

"The practice grenade fuses were 
bought by me at a gun show. They 
were used for training and would pop 
like firecrackers when set off. They 
were not dangerous! 

"The grenades were purchased by 
me for a friend of mine on his re
quest. This so-called friend turned 
out to be an undercover agent for the 
A.T.F.D. I was set up at least five 
months before the GCA '68 went into 
effect. On December 17, 1968 the Act 
went into effect. That day my "friend" 
came to my shop to pick up ten prac
tice grenades, which he had ordered. 
On December 18, 1968 he returned for 
ten more. On the 27th of April, 1969 
he purchased nine more practice gre
nades. It was not until May 28, 1969 
that I was arrested, five full months 
after the first purchase, one month 
after the last purchase. Why was I not 
indicted after the first two sales? 

"The component part that was to 
activate the 29 practice grenades into 

"Sooper Dooper" weapons was less 
than one pound of 4831 rifle propel
lant powder. The federal prosecutor 
stated, 'as far as he was concerned, 
there was no difference between pro
pellant powder and flake T.N.T.' My 
innocence could have been proven ei
ther in or outside the courtroom but 
was flatly denied by the trial judge 
because he deemed it too dangerous. 
This demonstration would have been 
the detonation of one of the grenades. 
One of my lawyers even offered to 
hold one of the grenades in his hand 
while setting it off! 

"The agents in charge never ana
lyzed or tested any of the powder, but 
special agent in charge, Sidney R. 
Anderson did do something. He 
couldn't find any place to store the 
evidence, which had been kept in a 
wooden closet and in wooden desk 
drawers for six months, so he had it 
destroyed. This was after he had got
ten an eleven count indictment 
against me! That way nobody could 
examine the evidence the government 
was holding as exhibits. 

"I am now on my way to serve ten 
long years in prison. I could have 
proven my innocence in the court 
room by a simple, harmless demon
stration but was denied. Probation 
also was denied because I am consid
ered too dangerous to be left on the 
streets. After all, this is the first time 
I have been in trouble in my entire 
life! 

"Kenyon Ballew and many others 
have suffered considerably because of 
prejudices and ridiculous laws. Who's 
next?" 

GUNS 

Ronald Shafer 
Granite City, Ill. 
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CENTENNIAL FIGHTS INFLATION 
CENTENNIAL HOLDS THE LINE, IMPORTED GUNS GOING UP!!!!!! 

Muzzle loaders are EXEMPT from government regulations and may be shipped anywhere without federal restrictions, 
We will not be UNDERSOLD. We will HONOR any advertised price on any gun of the same type and quality as ours . 

NOW 

~ 

$59.50 

1860 COLT 
NEW MODEL ARMY 
Engraved Scene, .44 Cap & Ball Revol
ver. Now better than ever; beautiful 
pistol with an 8-inch barrel, walnut 
grips, blue finish and round cylinder. 
NOW special finely engraved cylinder 
at no extra charge. Has a special steel 
frame, casehardened. 

SUPER 
SPECIAL $45.00 

. 44 or .36 Cal. 

REMINGTON 
NEW MODEL ARMY 

Made in Belgium, fully proofed in famous Liege Proof House. Please specify caliber. 

A reproduction of the Famous 
Remington Civil War Gun. Full 
top strap and rugged frame. A 
very reliable Civil War type re
volver, fine shooter. Made in Italy, 
proofed . 

. 44 Cal. 

Available in either Percussion or 
Flintlock. Please Specify. 

THE KENTUCKY PISTOL 

Length 15½ ". Case hardened lock & hammer, hand 
crafted, brass guard front sight and trim. Hand rubbed 
walnut stock. Rifled steel blue finish barrel. 

$18:GCJ SPECIAL $49.90 
NOW STRONGER 

THAN EVER 
Model 1863 ZOUAVE Remington 

! .58 Cal. 

NOW 

.44 Cal. 

~ 
$78.50 

\~ ---···· 

36 CAL. NAVY 
Also available in .44 Cal. 

Steel Casehardened Frame 

FINEST PERCUSSION SHOOTING RIFLE ON THE MARKET TODAY! 
Rifled 33" barrel. The Model 1863 was, in its original form, a composite of the best features of 
the time. Lock plate is marked with an eagle. Lock, lock plate and hammer are casehardened, 
blue-black barrel. Trigger band springs, and screws are blued. Butt plate and other fittings in brass. 
Sights; front blade, rear 3-notch type graduated in 100, 200, and 300 yard increments. Made In 
Italy, proofed. 

RIFLE 

m either Percussion or Flintlock. Please specify. 
Length 50 inches, Octagon barrel, 36", . casehardened finish,. walnut wood 
stock, light engraving in patchwork and side plate. Fine Quality piece. 

GR Ill Tower 

:-.- REVOLUTIONARY WAR 

Special $89.00 

i O ?'frl 

.36 Cal. or .44 Cal. 
BRASS NAVY 

Brass framed, percussion revolver. 
Made in Italy. fully proofed. 

Steel frame, casehardened, engraved cylinder, 
octagon barrel, similar to the Army. Made in 
Italy, proofed. 

FLINT HORSE PISTOL CAL. 69 
Replica of the famous British Tower flintlock 
pistol; brass mountings, these are visually a 
"knock out". We sell these smooth-bore Cal. 
.69 pistols for decorators. 

~ NOW .36 Cal. $29.50 
Please specify caliber .44 Cal. $32.00 

$8$-.9:S: NOW $37.50 
.36 Cal. Sheriff's Model same as .36 brass 
Navy, Except with 5" Barrel now $29.50 

Also available .36 Cal. Sheriff's Model with 
Steel Frame. Please specify ~ NOW $19.50 

NOW AVAILABLE, DELUXE version of 
Sheriff's Model with casehardened Engraved 
Cylinder - $4.00 EXTRA caliber & Model. 

Please specify Sheriff's Model, DELUXE 

No C.O.D. Order MUST be accompanied with payment. Allow $3.50 per rifle for handling, packing, shipping and insurance fees and $2 per 
pistol (No Stamps). If shipping costs not received, merchandise will be shipped out via Railway Express COLLECT. Every shipped F.O.B. 
Chicago. M.O. and Certified Checks handled first, all other checks held 3 weeks. Open for sales on Saturday only, 10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M. 
Ill. residents add 5% sales tax. Listings and price sheets available for 50¢ to cover the cost of mailing and handling. 

Muzzle Loaders are exempt under Government Regulations and may move freely in interstate commerce, but PLEASE include a statement that you 
are over 21 years of age and there are no local restrictions against purchasing this piece. Ill. residents MUST send copy of Ill. Firearms I. D. card. 

SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT SALE ON FLASKS & MOULDS (add $1 each for handling & shipping" BULLET 
. .36 or .44 Cal. ~ Colt Type MOULDS 

ii AdJ~~~!~ 1,:"~~ass ' ZOUAVE ' Rem. or Colt Type 'Adjustable Charger .36 or 
Charger for Rifles, l FLASK ' COPPER FLASKS for .36 or .44 cal. .44 cal. 
Large Walker or 8 ~ ~ 

Dragon type pistols raSS ~ ....-,.~ • 
;:yr. 7,7' SPECIAL $8.50 SPECIAL 

~ ·,J ~ SPECIAL $6.90 Zouave Mini-Ball Mould, .58 cal. $6.90 
SPECIAL $8.90 SPECIAL $7.90 Please specify type and Cal. ~ SPECIAL $8.90 

CENTENNIAL ARMS CORP. Dept. G, 3318 W. Devon Ave., Lincolnwood, Ill. 60659 
F. F. L. No. 36-2716 
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YOU CAN 
SEE THE 

POWER 
OF A CCI - -m1n1-1nag 

Just like a big game bullet, CCl's 
extra heavy copper plate gives you 
reliable mushrooming performance, 
every time. It's just one of the 
quality extras you get with CCI 
Mini-Mag 22's. Pick-up a "100 Pak" 
and see the difference. 

FOR "22 RIMFIRE BOOKLET" SEND 25C TO; 

CCI OPERA T/ONS 
BOX 856 LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 

o,9,l'(l/}R!f. 
Sporting Equipment Division 

FOR ME there is nothing quite like 
the solid boom and billowing white 

smoke cloud of black powder-fol
lowed perhaps seconds later by the 
solid backward-drifting thud of an 
ounce or more of lead belting the 'tar
get or backstop. 

Even better is to take one of those 
old big-bores hunting, preferrably a 
single shot, and kill your winter meat 
the hard way, the way Great Gran
pappy did it west of the Mississippi 
back in the '80's. 

I've always been partial to the old 
big-bore rifles and have found them a 
never-ending source of shooting 
pleasure. Give me an old Sharps or a 
Remington rolling block with a bore 
as big as your thumb, a hand full of 
cases, a can of FFg black powder, and 
a supply of cast bullets, primers, and 
a rudimentary tool or two, carry me 
to the range, and I'm set for the day, 

Of course, it goes without saying 
that shooting those old guns and cali
bers is a handloading proposition. 

Don't get the impression they can't 
be shot with smokeless powder. If the 
gun is in good condition and modern 
cases (no old folded heads, please) 
are used, smokeless works fine, It 
must however, be used with great 
discretion, both as to amount and 
type. The old guns are generally weak 
(by today's standards) in both design 
and materials. After all, they date from 
a period when wrought iron was con
sidered first-class material for receiv
ers, bolts, and barrels. 

All the same, the shooting isn't near
ly as much fun nor nearly so challeng
ing with smokeless. There simply isn't 
as much romance in touching off an an
cient .50-70 when it doesn't produce 
that billowing flame-shot cloud of 
white smoke and that delightful 
aroma of charcoal, sulphur, and 
saltpetre. 

Guns are plentiful-M-1871 series 
11mm Mausers; .43 caliber Remington 
rolling blocks; .50 caliber Sharps and 

Remingtons; Peabodys; .577-450 Mar
tinis; Trapdoor Springfields in .45 and 
.50 caliber; and on and on, including 
God knows how many 1873, 1876, 
1886, etc. Winchester repeaters. 

To get to the meat of the matter, if 
you have or can get a rifle, good car
tridge cases are next on the menu. If 
you've garnered a .50- 70, by all 
means squander a few bucks for ten 
or twenty new cases from Old Reli
able Cartridge Company, 3135 S. Tay
lor Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
or, perhaps from Dixie Gun Works, 
Union City, Tennessee. If it's some 
other U.S. caliber, try the latter 
source-the latest DGW catalog lists 
cases in quite a few obsolete calibers. 
If yours is an 11mm Mauser, scare up 
a box or two of ".43 Mauser" of Cana
dian CIL make. All these take stand
ard Boxer primers to simplify loading. 

If you happen to have one of those 
wonderful old Martini-Henry rifles in 
.577-450 caliber, look around a bit and 
you'll be able to turn up a few ten
round red and blue boxes of paper
patch Kynoch ammunition imported a 
while back by Century Arms, 3-5 
Federal St., St. Albans, Vermont, 
05478. The cases require the large-di
ameter Berdan primer but it is avail
able and really quite easy to use. 

Of course, if you are lucky, your 
black powder rifle may be chambered 
for the .45-70 or one of its longer var
iants such as the .45-90, .45-2-4/10 
Sharps, etc. Since .45- 70 cases are still 
produced just buy a couple boxes of 
them. They can be used equally well 
in the longer chambers for the type of 
shooting we are discussing. 

If other sources fail to produce cases, 
I hope you'll excuse me for recom
mending you get a copy of my book 
Cartridge C011.versions, (Stackpole, 
$8.95) which tells in detail how to 
make what you need from what is 
currently available. 

You don't really need many cases. I 
( Continued on page 45) 
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Join the 
NRA Today Because .. 
Only you, the sportsman, can take the American Hunter off 
the endangered species list. 

The misinformed could succeed in their efforts to make hunt
ing illegal unless a strong voice is raised. 

You can be identified with the organization which has stood 
up for the rights of hunters and other shooter-sportsmen for 
100 years. And since your voice will be magnified one million 
times, your voice will be heard. 

NRA HAS CONSISTENTLY CAMPAIGNED AGAINST UN
JUST, unwise legislation designed to restrict the law abiding 
citizen's right to own and use guns-and has helped to make 
hunting a safer, more enjoyable sport through nationwide 
hunter-safety, game conservation and hunter-landowner rela
tions programs. 

As a member of the National Rifle Association, you· will 
receive: 

* A subscription to The AMERICAN RIFLEMAN magazine 
recognized authority on hunting and shooting. 

* Hunting Information Bulletins on game availability, gun 
laws, hunting dates, shooting preserves. 

* Hunting Awards. 

* Opportunity to qualify as an NRA Hunter Safety, Rifle, 
Pistol or Shotgun Instructor. 

* Introduction to NRA-affiliated hunting or gun clubs in your 
area. 

* Prompt answers to your personal questions by the staff of 
NRA's Hunting and Firearms Information Services. 

* Low cost gun and personal accident insurance. 

* Eligibility to shoot in national, regional and local recrea
tional shooting tournaments. 

* Plus Many Other Benefits. You'll receive complete list with your membership card. 

,-------------------------------------------i 
l NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION I 

SPECIAL BONUS 
Join now and you'll re
ceive - free of charge 
-an official NRA lapel 
emblem-PLUS a copy 
of the current edition of 
the DENALI GUIDE, a register of 
North American guides, outfitters 
and hunting camps. 
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J 1600 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W. ■ Washington, D.C. 20036 J 

I I 
I Please enter my subscription to The American Rifleman-and send 1 
I I 
1 

me a confirming membership application-so that I'll be entitled to all I 
1 the benefits and services available to NRA members. Also send me the 1 

: free NRA Lapel Emblem and copy of the DENALI GUIDE. t 
. I 
1 D I enclose $7.50 dues for one full year. D Please bill me. I 
I 1032 A-1 : 

J Name_______________________ : 
I (Please Print) I 
1 Address I I ---------------------- I 
I I j City ___________ State ______ Zip____ I 

I 

~--------------------------------·----------J 
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FULL-LINE SERVICE 
for MUZZLE LOADERS 

DIXIE'S GUN 
CATALOG IS 
THE SECOND 
MOST WIDELY 
READ IN 
THE WORLD 
... BUT 
WEARE 
WORKING 
HARDER! 

17~xo••-=••• 
Rue Anriq.~~-9~n Supplies 

NEW DIXIE CATALOG NO. 120C 
Just $2.00 postpaid-Outside USA $3.00 

• Giant-size 15th Anniversary Edition 
• Over 100 modern muzzle-loading rep

lica firearms to choose from. 
• Over 250 pages of rare antique gun sup

plies, including complete kits for building 
your own muzzle loader. 

• ~~J!r!~i~fre~1-~~
1
r;~1ri~~~a~~-g can be 

~.,. ______ _ 
~ □IXIE GUN WORKS 

Dept. 2, Union City, Tenn. 38261 

llilt 
SILENCERS CVOL. 

1. USJ 
Never before such n book, detailln~ the hislory, de
velopment, design and use or firearm silencers from 
antiques to OSS and CIA Super-S1>.v weapons, an,t 
silencers now In use In Viet Nnm. Even double-bar• 
.-elect and comhlnatlon lm.vonet-silencers, oddities 
home-made and Improvised silencers - plus data ori 
how to construct a IC'~al silencer for Indoor ranges, 
.ill revenled with over 200 <letnlled lllustratlOns, $4. 

AR-15/M-16 RIFLES 
AR-15/ M-16 RIFLES u brand new 1·elease, with com
plele cover.age of civilian and late mllltarv develou
menls, plus specs on the Comnwndo Sub-l\·lachlnegun 
.223 HBAn and 40mm Iaunchc1·s. Every facet cOVl!rc-ci 
from use, detnll disassembly, repair :md m:llntenancc 
vm•ious civilian and mlllt:1r.v models - the comnlet~ 
story on the controversial l\f-1 O family. A must boolc 
for every AR-15 owner or M-16 user. Lar_g-e format, 
over a hundred J)ages, hundreds or detailed Illus
trations. $3.!;0. 

THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUNS 
THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUNS the richest collection 
of JJractic:11 :md tectmlcal Tummy gun lnfOl'mation 
ever compiled under one cover! Over 200 profusely 
Illustrated pages·. Everything ri-0111 use to compleLo 
ovcrh:llll and relJUlldlng, only $4, 

SUBMACHINE GUNS 
SUBMACHINE GUNS .45 M3 :ind M3Al. The famous 
R·re:1scguns of WWII nnd J-:oren, cove1·ed ln 150 pngcR 
of lllustrnlcd cletnil; use, maintenance to complete 
rebulldln:.! sa. 

GERMAN INFANTRY WEAPONS 
GERMAN INFANTRY WEAPONS recent declassffl.catlon 
ot lntellig-ence documents permits release of the boolc 
~~~•ve been walling for, 203 well mustrated pages. 

.30 CARBINES 
.30 CARBINES Ml, l\UAl, l\12 ancl M3, the standanl 
reference worlc on the US .30 Carbine family. Use, 
nollce automntlc conversion, to all details or com
J>1ete rebuilding. 221 profusely Illustrated pages, $3. 

GARAND RIFLES 
!~~~~ ~~l~U~~J.n~Hin ~\Cg ~1:::.· Nr~!~~:ii'ins~seto

13 
pages, Includes section on .308 conversions, $3. 
All nooks Postpaid. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money 
Back. Write for free l,~w c .. :. .. :..:?." or boolcs on wenp
ons, mllltnrla, military and police science. 
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Normount Armament, Box 211 GNS 
Forest Grove, Or. 97116, USA 

By COL. CHARLES ASKINS 

UNQUESTIONABLY there isn't a 
more interesting family of car

tridges than the huge elephant loads. 
In calibers ranging from .450 to .600, 
with cases as long as 3½ inches, these 
"Big Bertha" numbers hold a measure 
of fascination. Mostly designed around 
the turn of the century, the lot were 
fired in double express rifles. Devel
oped by English ammo makers for 
English rifles, these powerful car
tridges were used extensively in Af
rica and India. Made up on long cy
lindrical cases, most of them with no 
bottleneck and indeed very little 
taper, bullet weights ranged from 400 
grains to 900 grains and velocities 
were invariably quite moderate. En
ergy hovered around the 5000 ft. lb. 
level, with the exception of the .600 
which was the most powerful sporting 
rifle with an energy quotient of 7600 ft. 
lbs. The recoil ranged from 60 ft. lbs. 
to 100. 

H&H .375 Flanged Magnum. 

Just how it was decided that 5,000 ft. 
lbs. was about right for tuskers, buf
falo and rhino has never been ex
plained, but this level of knockdown 
"oomph" was settled upon by British 
designers and, interestingly, it is just 
about right. The extra thump of the 
big .600 has never been indicated to 
really do any more efficient job than 
the more moderate loadings. 

Because of the extraordinarily long 
dimensions of most. of these big car
tridges it was not too practical to con-

sider them for anything save express 
rifles. The British have long been ar
dent shotgunners. It was convenient 
when the demand grew for heavy ri
fles in Africa and India that the shot
gun type action would be converted 
to the big cartridges. Happily the 
lengthy shells would function through 
the express rifle very smoothly. Vir
tually all of them are rimmed and as 
everyone knows the rim does not 
adapt itself to a magazine arm very 
efficiently. 

That only 2 shots might appeal to 
some sportsman as a trifle short for 
dangerous work at close range-a 
commonplace with elephants-did not 
deter the Britisher. He was supremely 
confident he could down the toughest 
old bull tusker in the herd with his 
two rounds. But just in case he didn't, 
he carried an extra pair of cartridges 
between the fingers of the forward 
hand and practiced hasty reloading! 
Many is the time when he had to use 
them, too! 

It used to be on African safari, be
fore the advent of our .458 magnum 
caliber, the .378 magnum and the .460 
magnum, that the American sports
man had to use the express rifle. It 
felt strangely awkward in his hands. 
The statement has been often re
peated that the well built Holland & 
Holland handles just like a well bal
anced shotgun. This is pure malarky. 
The rifle has an atrociously poor bal
ance; all the weight is in the tubes. 
Built with an excessive amount of 
metal in the barrels to withstand the 
pressures, the rifle has about as much 
aliveness and good feel as an eight
foot scantling. The fact that our early 
safarists managed to kill their tusker, 
buffalo and rhino with the strange 
feeling shooting iron was more be
cause the white hunter got them up in 
eyeball-to-eyeball confrontation than 
from the good fit and feel of the gun. 

The better made double express had 
a set of open sights. The rear was a 
shallow "V" and the front was a tiny 
bead. The sights could be aligned with 
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good promptness but they were non
adjustable and sighted, usually, for 
never more than 100 yards. The two 
barrels shot within about 5 inches of 
each other at that distance if the firer 
was shooting Kynoch ammo. The bar
rels were adjusted, as were the sights, 
for the standard Kynoch load and woe 
be the owner who deviated from the 
regular fodder. There were-and still 
are-Americans who swear by the 
British double rifle. They think it is 
the greatest thing since sex and many 

Center: Lewis .470 Nitro Express. 

of them have tinkered with their own 
reloads, usually to their considerable 
mystification. It isn't too difficult to 
work up a handload which will finally 
shoot to the non-movable sights at 
100 yards but strangely the other bar
rel won't print into the same group 
with the first. Too, there are owners 
who believe the hogwash that with a 
carefully worked up kitchen load you 
can get both barrels to plop all their 
shots into a 1.5" group at 100 steps. I 
well remember one of these stories 
from an old aficionado of the double 
rifle who informed Jack O'Connor one 
day that his Westley Richards .476 
would shoot a 5" group from both 
barrels at 500 yards. Old Jack liked to 
have dropped his teeth! 

Remington .458 Magnum 

The truth is now, sad to say, both the 
double express and its banana-like 
cartridge are disappearing. This has 
been due to a number of factors, none 
because of a shortage of game. What 
has happened is that the British 
sportsman on the "Tight Little Isle" 
has been handicapped since World 
War II by the edict of his government 
that he cannot go abroad with enough 

(Continued on page 63) 
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Hornady's Great Thirty-Bight 
Supreme Accuracy 
on 50-yard target ranges. 
This lead bullet won't 
be outshot by any other 
.38 bullet available. 

Special lubricant 

' $waged, 
is clean to handle and 
dry to the touch -
not sticky ... 
Hornady's exclu
sive formula. 
It completely 
fi Ifs grooves 
for minimum 
leading. 

not cast, 
assuring 

uniform den
•. sity. Bullets 

~ ft>'rmed by swag-7 ing have none of 
the voids found 

.;a in many cast bul
lets. On the range, 
uniformity means 

consistent accuracy. 
Hollow-base 
Design gives 
ultimate accuracy. 

Retail Price of this 148-gr. 
hollow-base wadcutter 

bullet is $3.00 per hundred.* 
86 Bullets for Handloading. Send for list 

*Also available in round nose 
and semi-wadcutter, 158 gr., 
for $3.20 per hundred. Vol
ume users write for prices. N D~!f1~~y 

HORNADY MANUFACTURING CO. 
Dept. G. Grand Island, Nebr. 68801 

HELP WORKS LIKE A CAN 
OF HAIR SPRAY 

Against Personal Att~ck 
for Yourself, Wife and Family 
on the street, at home and traveling 
Now! Personal protection that's truly effective and truly safe. 
(Protector is the pocket model of the world famous chemical 
weapon carried by more than 200,000 policemen.) Renders an 
assailant helpless - yet the effects wear off in 15-30 minutes 
with no permanent or long-lasting injury! No danger to user 
or bystander. Completely nonflammable and non-toxic. Not an 
"irritant" under Federal Hazardous Substances Labeling Act. 

WEARS OFF IN 
15-30 MINUTES 

Not intended 
for sale where 

prohibited 
by law. 

A pocket model of same chemical 
used by police. ------

118 cc UNIT 

Over half-a-million CHEMICAL WEAPON@ units are 
now in use throughout the world: 
Fully tested and approved by the nations leading 
biological laboratories, PROTECTOR1!' and CHEMICAL 
WEAPON.a, have been effectively field-tested 
with positive results by tactical units of major 
metropolitan Police Departments and military agen
cies on three continents. 
Effectively used in thousands of documented, poten
tially tragic criminal assaults, CHEMICAL WEAPONID 
and PROTECTOR1ll act as an INSTANTANEOUS, hu
mane and TOTALLY NON-LETHAL deterrent force. 

The larger 118cc Chemical Weapon is perfect for 
protection at home or in business. Range 15-20 feet 
it fires a highly directional shotgun type pattern of 
heavy droplets. Capacity 40 one second bursts of 
2.5 grams - up to 100 short bursts. 

MIDDLE WEST MARKETING CO. 

HOLSTER FOR 118 cc 

216 South Hoyne Asenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60612 D 1-1-18 cc Chemical 

NAMc:_ ___________ _ 

Please send me: 
o 1 Protector $3.95 
□ 3 Protectors $10.00 
Shipping charges prepaid. □ Leather Holsters for 

Weapon $7.95 ea. 
□ 3-118 cc Chemical 

Weapons $18.00 

ADDRESS __________ _ 

CITY ____ STATE ___ ZIP __ _ 

Send Check or M.O. 118 cc $2.50 ea. Street Number only, no P.O. Boxes 
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BO-MAR RIBS & SIGHTS 
Accuracy Products 

Custorn Mad~ Pistol Accessories of 
Proven Quality 

t.OW PROFILE RIBS. for Colt, Browning, 
Smith & Wesson and Hi-Standard. BO-MAR 
DELUXE SIGHTS • 16 various models. 

Dc.,lcr Inquiry Welcome 
Bo-Mer Tool (:, Mtg, Co., Dept, G, 

Carthage, Texas 75633 

Build Your Own 
GUN CABINET 

It's EASY! With 
Gunberth@ Plans & Kits 

All details on Plans, Kits and 
Hardware for 35 J\fodels are 
listed in NEW, 80 PAGE ... 

"Handbook"-Catalog, 
... illustrated in Color! Also 
contains tios on hcst design. 
Send NOW! Only $2.0-0 ppd., 
rcfqnd::tblc first $10.00 order. 
'For Air i\iail, add $1.00 extra) 

Coladonato Bros. G-12 Hailet011. Pa. 18201 

The MUST catalog 
for outdoorsmen. Features 

hundreds of items, fully illustrated, 
accurately described. Save money on outdoor 
clothing, boots, packs, tents, hunting, fishing, 
back-packing equipment, many Gov't surplus 
items, etc. All merchandise sold on money-back 
guarantee. Write for your FREE copy today. 

P&S SALES, Dept. GM-1 
P.O. Box 45095, Tulsa, Okla. 74145 

Bonanza Presents... The All New 

BONANZA BULLS-EYE 
PISTOL POWDER 

MEASURE 
Designed for fast, accurate measur• 
ing of Hercules Bullseye Pistol Pow
der. The Bonani:a Bul/1-Eye Pl1tol 
Powder Measure is machined of 
tool steel, equipped with transpar
ent hopper ond attaching bracket. 
Powder lloton are drilled to dis• 
pense a fixed amount of powder. 
"Eliminates the nMd for a powder 
scale." Rotors ovailable in choice 
of groin weights [2.5, 2.7, 3, 3.5, 4, 
4.5, 5, 5.3, 5.5, 8.4). 
PRICE -------------$14.95 ppd. 

(Includes one rotor, state groin 
weight. Extra Rotors $1.50.) 

"See our dealer first" 
For complete information on all Bonanza Products drop us a 
note for ou FIEE co of BONANZA ALL PRODUCT CATALOG. 

BONANZA SPORTS, MFG. 
RELOADING DIVISION 

412- ~5 Wfftern Avenue • Faribault, Minnesota 55021 

TYLER'S "T" GRIP 
BETTER SHOOTING 
with th Is llllflrOVCd 
cast Al111ninum Grip 
ADAPTOR. For COLT 
;ind S & W MODERN 
Revolvers. DURABLE 
PRACTICAL-EASY TO 
INSTALL. NOW IN 
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS 

Polished or Black $3.50; Gold $3.75 

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE 
D11rable light weight cast aluminum 
for Colt, S & W and many other mod• 
crn pistols, rifles and shot911ns. 
POLISHED 52.50 BLACK S:2.50 GOLD 52.75 

AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER or SEND DEALERS NAME, 
Send rnalw, model and type of gun. No c.o.O.'s please. 
Full Guarantee - Prompt Postpaid - Dealers Inquire, 
SEND FOR LIST: "TRU-FIT GUN GRIPS" GENUINE 

PEARL-ST AG-ROS EWOO 0-P EAR LITE-ST AGLITE 

MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST. 
1326 W. Britton Rd,, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114 
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STEVENSON on 
HandGuM 

THOSE of you with long memories 
may recall that last April we 

launched a three-part rehash of the 
eternal revolver vs. automatic hassle, 
and saw fit in the first installment to 
give Bill Jordan a wall-to-wall shel
lacking for the dismally mistaken 
point of view on the subject which he 
had expounded in his book, No Sec
ond Place Winner. Some of you 
thought this tactic was the height of 
poor taste; others thought I was griev
ously ill-advised to assault a totem 
of Mr. Jordan's imposing stature. Still 
others thought it was all jolly good 
fun, and a few, the silent minority no 
doubt, shared my view that such a 
display of uncringing temerity was 
demonstrative of positive virtue. 

But I must confess that my courage 
was buttressed by the certainty that I 
had nothing to fear from my audacity. 
Bill Jordan, for those few of you who 
may not have crossed his sign, was for 
several decades the U.S. Border Pa
trol's top pistol shark. Unquestionably 
he is one of the finest combat revolver 
shots who ever lived, and is probably 
the best still alive. Among his lesser 
titles are those of Lifetime Master 
with the target pistol, high power 
rifle, and smallbore rifle; "AA" classi
fication in both the smoothbore disci
plines; and the military Distinguished 
Marksman rating. Under no circum
stances would I goad such an individ
ual to gunning anger. 

But I had a sleeve card, for I knew 
that Bill Jordan was a gentleman in 
the fine old sense of the term, and 
would view my forensic forays in a 
kindly light. I had, in my younger 
days, shadowed him at half a dozen 
NRA conventions, discrete, unobtru
sive, and unobserved, with a careful 
ear cocked to catch whatever pearls 
of wisdom he might let fall in his 
wake; and I had seen that he always 
conducted himself with perfect grace. 

So early last spring I was feeling 

pretty confident of my personal 
safety. But I soon realized that I had 
overstepped the bounds of reasonable 
etiquette, not by any personal act, but 
rather due to the renowned ineptitude 
of the U.S. Postal Service. Squaring 
off for a solid shot at another man's 
viewpoints is perfect cricket as far as 
I am concerned, but not when his 
back is turned. It was in a mood of 
seemly contrition then that I sat down 
to write to Bill Jordan: 

19, March 1971 
Dear Mr. Jordan: 
Likely by now someone has 
brought to your attention the first 
part of a three-part article of 
mine on the old revolver vs. 
semi-auto rhubarb, which ap
peared in the April issue of Guns, 
and wherein I tore after your 
views on this question, as ex
pressed in No Second Place Win
ner, with some fine vigor. 

Ordinarily they send me an ad
vance copy of the magazine, and I 
had intended, as a mark of cour
tesy and respect, to send you my 
copy immediately so that you 
could read it over before the 
magazine reached the public. 
However, fate seems to have 
foiled my efforts to conduct my
self as a gentleman, for I've just 
received the May issue, but have 
never seen April's. I've just got
ten some letters from readers on 
it, so it must be out, and mine 
must have been lost in the mail. 
In this event, all I can do is apol
ogize to you. 
If you'd care to, I'd like to invite 
you to crucify my views on this 
issue in a rebuttal article, and 
would be pleased to send you a 
carbon of the manuscript for the 
third installment, so you could 
work with the complete series. I 
assume that the editor would be 
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delighted to grant you equal time 
if you wish to avail yourself of it. 

If, however, you prefer the 
sword to the pen, I'll be down for 
the NRA show, and while my au
tomatic is jammed up you can just 
blow the hell out of me with your 
old wheelgun. I'd hope though 
that you'd prefer the bottle to the 
sword, for I'll have some good 
bourbon along. 

Yours sincerely, 
Jan A. Stevenson 

A few days later, with the Post Of
fice functioning properly for a change, 
came a reply from the Texas-Loui
siana border: 

March 26, 1971 
Dear Mr. Stevenson: 

My old friend "Skeeter" Skelton 
called me the other day, ostensi
bly because he had been unable 
to get a hotel reservation for the 
NRA convention and demanding 
that I do something about it. 
Having delivered himself of that 
problem he then breathlessly ad
vised me that I had been called to 
task in the public prints and vol
unteered to (1) hold my coat; (2) 
act for me as second or counsel, 
depending on whether violence or 
legal action was contemplated. 
Having ascertained that my name 
had been spelled correctly and 
that No Second Place Winner had 
been prominently mentioned I 
told him that I would call him if 
needed and that under no cir
cumstances should he call me
collect. Not but that I would be 
glad for him to act for me, nor
mally, but in this instance he 
seemed a bit overly eager, which, 
knowing Skeeter, I could attrib
ute to a number of circum
stances: (1) In the event of hos
tilities he would be in only the 
nominal, and acceptable, personal 
peril of wild swings, ricochets, 
etc; (2) He is well known for 
being chronically short of funds 
due to a lifelong weakness for 
handmade hats and benchmade 
boots, arousing a suspicion as to 
the purity of his motives; he 
would stand to gain by an on
the-scene report, complete with 
pictures, to Shooting Times; and 
(3) In the event of a draw with 
NO First Place Winner, single ac
tion revolvers, which he is known 
to affect, would be in an enviable 
position, uncontested. 

Actually, although prodded by 
curiosity into visiting a number of 
magazine stands without finding a 
copy of the April Guns, I have 
been until now unable to lay 
hands on a copy of your article so 
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I don't know how mad I am. 
However, it appears probable to 
me from your letter that we have 
an area of disagreement more se
rious than any academic argu
ment over the relative merits of 
"wheel guns" and automatics, 
both of which have been known 
to kill a goodly number of folks 
very dead indeed. I refer to your 
choice of potables. Having spent 
my entire life below the Smith & 
Wesson Line, with the exception 
of a few mid-summer excursions 
to Camp Perry, "Williams on the 
Range", and Bruce Hodgdon's 
prairie dog preserves, I have 
learned the hard way that red li
quor is inadvisable as a steady 
diet. It not only lacks reliability 
as opposed to pure, clear white 
beverages such as tequila, vodka, 
gin, but it does not mix well with 
quinine water, a necessity in 
these warm climates. (Note: Here 
one is constantly subjected to 
bites by swarming mosquitos, any 
one of which could turn out to be 
a female anopholes making it 
necessary to keep the body well 
saturated with quinine). Since 
encounters with poisonous rep
tiles are also not uncommon, 
some form of pure alcoholic dilut
er which will not angry up the 
blood like red liquor but act as a 
specific in snake bite cases and 
also improve the flavor of the 
tonic, is indicated. 
Although I must decline to acc·ept 
your invitation to write a refuta
tion of your article, since the 
NRA has repeatedly advised me 
that I am working for them and 
not employed as a writer, I will 
be happy to debate you on the 
relative merits of pure white bev
erages as against alcoholic tipples 
polluted with color at any time. 
Since this is outside the realm of 
firearms, the NRA interposes no 
objection to my indulging in other 
healthful, relaxing hobbies on 
NRA time. In this projected de
bate, I will insist on Skelton ( who 
will also be in Washington) act
ing as arbiter. 

Since I stick up about a foot 
above normal head level it will be 
easy for you to spot me in Wash
ington. Please give me a hail. 
However, I will appreciate a 
thoughtful approach. Although 
now six years removed from Bor
der Patrol festivities, my nerves 
are not yet up to having my name 
called loudly-from behind. 

Yours truly 
Bill Jordan 

(Continued on page 62) 
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Don't miss this fascinating 
fully illustrated Sales Catalog 

No. 33. Fill in coupon (please print), 
mail entire ad. 

ROBERT ABELS Inc U-157 E. 64 St. (at. Lex.) 
, • New York, N.Y. 10021 

Send me your Catalog No. 33 with backgrounds, illus
t rntions of old guns, daggers, swords, armor. I enclose 
Sl to cover handling and postage. 

NAME .................................... . 

ADDRESS .......................••..••••••• 

Quality cowhide, steel rein
forced, fully-lined belt and 
holster. Hand carving includ
ed in price. State gun type, 
barrel length, waist size. Nat
ural or Black. Tooled or 
plain. Dl,r.c 

-,_-._;:::ii~ Dealer Inquiries welcomed. 
Send ~ Enclose $1.00 postage and hdlg. 
2Sc for ~;'

010
9 ,, Calif. residents include 5% tax. 

Over 6½ L. Barrel $2. add. Return for full refund within 
Over 4611 Waist - 50¢ 11 add. JO days if not satisfied. 

Cade'!; f:ntere.1•ide,J 
P. 0. BOX 3545 Chula Vista. Califarnia 92011 

E-Z LOADER-NEW FOR .22 RIFLES! 
Pat. Pend. n 

This new product eliminates time-consuming and 
awkwnrd to.:idlng of .22 rifles wilh tubular maga
zines. Holds 6 run loads that can be emptied into 
your rifle In seconds-not minutes. Ideal Cor hunting 
and target practice. Accepts all types or .22 rlmf\re 
c:1rtrldgcs. I\Jagnzlne capncity in number or .22LR 
or mngnum cartridges must be specified wlth order. 
$9.95 Pl>, 

DEL REY PRODUCTS DEP~ GM 
P.O. Box 91561, Los Angeles, Calif. 90009 

Crafted by 125 year old Scandinavian knife 
manufacturer with worldwide reputation. A 
super-honed, stainless steel, true Copenhagen 
Blade set in a genuine Rosewood handle. Ex
cellent balance. Sturdy leather sheath. For 
camping, hunting, fishing. You can't go 
wrong, because satisfaction is guaranteed. 
Absolutely. Available in U.S. only from us at 
this special low price. $950 

Send check or money order 
Add 50¢ for postage and handling 

COPEN HAGEN CRAFTS 
516 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036 
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U.S. and Canadian Pat. 
Complete job as shown for 

Most guns $35 & 540 

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel 
The de-kicker de luxe that is precision 
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding 
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for 
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no jump. All but pre
vents iet thrust (secondary recoil). Guar
arateed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts. 

PENDLETON GUNSHOP 12,:'v";.~~.~-a~;0~~~:.". 

~-------------------------J 

5000 
FIREARMS 
BARGAINS 

• SHOJ.§Y.!L~EWS _ 
_ ;;;-;_...:;w,)O\...:.:;-i'. 

-~1~~~:1:e 
' ~.:-J 

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are 

you just plain interes1ed in guns? If you 

are, you'll profit from reading the bargain

filled columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now 

published twice eetcl1 month. It's the lead

ing publication for the sole, purchc1se ond 

trade of firecirms and accessories of all 

types. SHOTGUN NEWS has etided thou

sands of gun enthusiasts locate firearms, 

both modern and antique-rifles, shotguns, 

pistols, revolvers, scopes, mounts ... cdl at 

money-saving prices. The money you save 

on 1he purchase of any one of the more 

than 5,000 listings twice a month more than 

pays your subscription cost. You can't af

ford to be without this unique publication. 

Free triol offer! 
Money Back Guarantee. 

As c1 specicd introductory offer, we'll send 

you the first issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free 

of charge with your one year subscription. 

That means you get 25 big issues. What's 

mare, if you're not completely satisfied, just 

tell us. We'll immediately refund your 

money in full and you can keep the issues 

you already have. Fair enough? You bet! 

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today! 

SAMPLE COPY • 50c 

THE SHOTGUN NEWS 
Columbus, Nebr. 68601 

G-1 

Yes, send me the first issue of SHOTGUN 
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one 
year. $4 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not 
completely satisfied. Foreign $10.00. 

Nome ................................... . 

Address ................................. . 

City & Stote ............................. . 

~-------------------------
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Star Model BKS 
The latest Star auto pistol is the 

Model BKS imported by Firearms In
ternational, the subsidiary company of 
the Garcia Corporation. The new 
BKS, shows a "kissin' kin" resem
blance to the .45 M1911. It is in 9 mm 
Parabellum caliber, with a full capac
ity of 9 rounds. Made by "Star" Boni
facio Echeverria, S.A. of Eibar, 
Spain's largest arms maker, the new 
pistol has a lot going for it. Mostly 
this is plenty of punch in the 9 mm 
Luger round plus a size and heft 
which ideally suits the pistol to un
dercover carry. 

With a length of 7.6 inches and a 
depth of 5 inches, the pistol has been 
designed with thinness in mind; a lack 
of width through its cross-section 
which permits stowing it away in the 
Safariland M55 thumb-break belt rig 
or the Hume skeletonized belt-loop 
holster so that there is neither bulge 
nor lump beneath the lightest jacket. 
It rides, I find, especially well with 
the butt turned to the front and 
pushed back almost over the hip 
pocket. Not a fast draw location but 
ideal for every day carry. The lack of 
poundage is achieved through the use 
of alloys. The receiver is an alloyed 
steel, but the slide and barrel are 
all-steel. Despite the feathery 26 
ounces, the recoil is scarcely notice
able at all. When gripped 2-handed it 
is trifling. Sights ai;e partridge, the 
front presenting the well accepted 
one-eighth inch post outline. The rear 
is movable for windage. The sights 
are intended for the standard factory 
9 mm ammo; the stuff that is made up 
of the 124-gr. bullet at 1120 fps MV. I 
fired the Super Vel 90-gr. loading at 
1420 fps MV. It struck low. This is be
cause the much greater velocity of the 
bullet gets it out of the muzzle 
quicker. The barrel has not had time 
to rise into alignment with the target 

before the slug is gone. I corrected 
this by having my local gunsmith at
tach a custom-made higher rear sight. 
I intend to fire Super Vel in this baby 
exclusively. It is now zeroed to hit 
dead center at 25 yards. 

The BKS was test fired with 100 
rounds each of Rem.-Peters, Win.
Western and Norma 9 mm ammo. 
This was followed with 100 rounds of 
Super Vel. The pistol functioned per
fectly. Some of my 9 mm guns will 
not eject the Super Vel case. The Star 
handled the hot loading without a 
bobble. The trigger pull was rough 
and too heavy. It weighed 5-pounds 
3-ounces. I reduced this to 3½
pounds and made it clean-breaking. 
This is not a target pistol yet, 2-
handed at 25 yards on the standard 
American target it was easy to run 
scores of 96% average. 

Thirty years ago Star won the 
Spanish army trials with a pistol 
which was the spitting image of the 
.45 M1911. The Star submitted for the 
tests was the 9 mm Bayard. Since that 
time the pistol has been modified 
somewhat. Star engineers did away 
with the grip safety, modified the 
takedown, adapted a different driving 
spring, altered the trigger mechanism 
and made other changes. But the gun 
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remains essentially the Browning de
sign. It is a good one. I have possessed 
every model of Star, this to include 
the .45 ACP, the .38 Super and the 9 
mm Luger. And along with these the 
DK Model which is a .380. The Star 
.22 auto is a variation of the common 
pattern. It is a good handgun, a 
semi-target number, designed after a 
now obsolete Walther. 

Firearms International imports the 
Models A, B and P, in calibers .38 
Super, 9 mm and .45 ACP. Also the 
DK in .380, the .22 which is Model FR, 
and now the BKS. This latter, like the 
others fills a legitimate spot in the 
handgun firmament. It is a real "wal
loper" in a handy small-size package. 
Small, neat, unobtrusive, the 9 mm 
loading gives it real authority. Charles 
Askins. 

Ugartechea Shotguns 
In Eibar, Spain, one of the oldest 

gun-building cities in the world, there 
are 62 different arms makers. Franco 
does not permit any rifle manufacture 
with the exception of a few double 
express, so the principal arms turned 
out are pistols and scatterguns, with 
most of the accent on the smooth
bores. Of the dozens of shotgun build
ers, there are about six that are really 
outstanding. Among these is the 
smallish firm of Ignacio U gartechea. 
Ugartechea is a shooter and a hunter 
himself. He avidly follows the live
bird matches throughout Spain and 
wins his share. His shotguns are cov
eted by the pigeon shooters and when 
he turns out a custom-made job it is a 
thing of great beauty, and marvelous 
utility. His scatterguns are patterned 
after the Purdey, a common practice 
in Spain. But infinitely less costly. 

Not all Ugartechea guns are tai
lored by hand. He makes a brand for 
export and this gun, quite naturally, 
is not so fancy. It must lend itself to 
quantity production and this produces 
a sturdy gun but one without all the 
hand finishing and fancy touches. 
Such a model is the "Falcon" cur
rently under importation by the 
American Import Co. of San Fran
cisco. This is a moderately priced 

(.Continued on page 62) 
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Another generation, another pair 
of hands ... all part of the Buck tradition. 

A heritage of blades hand-crafted with three 
generations of skill to produce the very finest 

in edge-holding quality ... truly an heirloom 
to be passed from father to son. Finely 

balanced knives with blades of high-carbon 
stain-resistant Buck steel. Traditionally the 

finest. Guaranteed for life. See the complete 
selection at your dealer today. Write for a 

free copy of Knife Know-How, 
Buck Knives, 1717 North Magnolia Ave., 
El Cajon, California 92022. 

~G-FBUCK KNIVES 
famous for holding an edge. 

Books that hit the mark 
from The Remington Sportsmen's Library 

Trapshooting with D. Lee Braun 
and the Remington Pros-Three of 

America's master trapshooters 
show you how to improve your 

score at 16-yard, handicap and ; 
doubles. 160 pages. Illus- ,'. 

trated. Giant pullout chart of /i' · 
trap fundamentals. Stiff !i 

cover. $2.95 iii 
~ .. 

The Remington Historical 
Treasury of American Guns 

-Guns in war and peace. 
Famous personalities. Hun
dreds of pictures, many in 
full color. Everything from 
the muzzle-loaders of the 

early 1800's to the precision 
rifles and shotguns of 

today. $2.95 

\ 
\ 

\ 
Famous Shooting 
Prints-Rare 1875 

Currier and Ives 
humorous prints. Full 

color on fine paper. 
15" x 19" including 

border. Originals cost , 
$50 or more each. 

Set of four, only $4. 

Skeet Shooting with D. Lee Braun
How to be a winner at skeet and 
a better field shooter, too. 160 
pages. 129 photos and diagrams. 
Giant pullout chart of skeet 
fundamentals. $1.95 

Wild Game Cookbook-Hundreds of 
zesty wild game dishes. New ways to 

serve old favorites. Tips on field 
dressing, packing and shipping, 

serving. 160 pages. Illustrated. 
$2.95 -----------, 
Remington Sportsmen's Library, 
Dept. GM2 P. 0. Box 731, 
Bridgeport, Conn. 06601 

Please send me the following: 
_copies of "Skeet Shooting" 

' @ $1.95 each 
_copies of "Trapshooting" 
@ $2.95 each 
_copies of "Historical 
Guns" @ $2.95 each 
_copies of "Wild Game 
Cookbook" @ $2.95 each 
_sets of "Shooting 
Prints" @ $4 for a set of 4 

Enclosed is check or money 
I order for $-

I Name ___________ _ 

I I Ac!dress __________ _ 

I City _____ State ___ Zip __ :J 
L------------
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LEARN CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATION -----The Guns Magazine-----
Prepare at home for an exciting job, good 
pay, security! We teach you at home in 
sparefime.LearnFingerPrinting,Fire- pj I F & 
t~~~Ji11~!i1~h~i~~~a~h

1
;1iL~

1
j~i:tt~~:; ;gr, e O perl~ terms. Over800Bureausof Identification 

:,P5.~~x~iE~~~;~lf i~1, l~Kir.;~ 
INSTITUTE OF APPLIED SCIENCE. 1020 Sunnyside Ave .• 

Dept. 2G IC. Chicago, 111. 60040 

AUTOMATIC 70-SH0T PELLET STINGER 
Dogs, Other Animals, Assailants In- • 
stantly Repulsed The pellet is harm
less but STINGS. Holds and fires 70 
pellets automatically as fast as you 
can pull the trigger to knock most stub
born assailants off guard. Portable, fits 
easily in pocket or purse. Made of high impact 
styrene for long life, trouble-free use. Fully 
guaranteed. Keeps dogs, animal pests cff your proper• 
ty, Sond $1.98 cash, check, or Money Order plus 27¢ 
shipping, we include 70 pellets. Deluxe M.S. Corona 
100 shot automatic, walnut color stock is contoured 
to fit the hand. Smooth, jam-proof action guaranteed. 
Send 52.98 cash, cherk, or Money Order plus 37C 
shipping, we include 100 pellets. (140 rounds $1.00) 
(350 rounds $2.00) (1050 rounds $5.00) 

BARGAIN GUN CO., Dept. 1-G. 1 Park Ave. 
New York, New York 10016 

SA VE! ~Y. from. 
Ciiant! HUNTINCi OR 
FISHINCi CATALOCi 

ALL BRAND·NAME MERCHANDISE 
AT LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES 

FISHING & HUNTING CATALOGS 
BOTH FULLY ILLUSTRATED 

ORDERS FILLED UPON RECEIPT 
FROM HUGE INVENTORY. 

Send $1 for each for Postag., & Handling 

::E»..A...~~:E:~ 
DISTRIBUTORS """'· c.172 

40 INDUSTRIAL PL., NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. 10805 
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1. Each question should be sent directly to the panel member best 
suited to solve your problem_. Mail questions directly to the expert 
at the address shown below. 

2. Each question-only one question per lette'r, please-must be ac
companied by a self-addressed stamped envelope ond $1.00. 

3. You will receive the _answer to your question directly from the 
expert. o·ur panel will select the most interesting· questions for 
publication in this column, but you don't have to wait for the 
magazine tci get your answer. 

4. Letters with questions which do not have $ 1.00 will be disregard-· 
ed; those without a self-addressed envelope will be answered in 
the magazine, and not directly. 

We have enlarged the staff of -0ur Panel of Experts to give you the 
best possible service on· your questions. Remember, write -directly to 
the expert at the address below-do not send questions to GUNS Maga
zine-and be sure to include the $1.00 and the self addressed envelope. 

Robert Mandel-Antique Arms 
P.O. Box 499, Wilmette, Ill. 60091 

Shelley Braverman-Modern Arms; Forensic ballistics 
Dept. Q, Athens, New York 12015 

William Schumaker-Gunsmithing 
208 W. Fifth, Dept. Q, Colville, Washington 99114 

Les Bowman-Hunting 
Box 286, Bountiful, Utah 84010 

C. George Charles-Handloading 
P.O. Box 3302, Dept. Q, Peoria, Illinois 61614 

George E. Virgines-Fast Draw 
P.O. Box 2014, Northlake, Illinois 60614 

Maj. R. 0. Ackerman-Black Powder Shooting 
9627 Arvada Ave. NE, Dept. Q, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112 

Dick Miller-Trap & Skeet 
Casa Correo Sta., P.O. Box 21276, Dept. Q, Concord, Calif. 95421 

Llama Conversion 
I would like to know if it is possible 

to convert the Llama 9mm Largo auto 
pistol to the Colt .38 Super round. All 
the parts of my gun interchange with 
the .45 and .38 super autos that Stoe
gers sells. Availability of ammo is my 
reason for wanting to convert. 

E. A. Wherly 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Little, often none at all, alteration is 
required to convert the Llama 9mm 
Largo pistol to handle the .38 Colt 
Super automatic cartridge. First, the 
makers of this pistol consider the 
9mm Largo and .38 Super cartridge 
interchangeable, though some of the 
earlier guns will not accept the 
slightly larger rim diameter of the 
Colt case. In addition, the Spanish 
Government proof house maintains 
that the proof pressures for the 9mm 
Largo are identical to those for the .38 
Super. Consequently, • there is no 
question of the ability of the gun to 
handle .38 Super pressures. 

Simply charge the magazine of your 
Largo pistol with .38 Super ammuni-

tion and attempt to cycle it through 
the action. If the cartridges feed cor
rectly and the slide goes fully into 
battery, you may use that ammunition 
without any problem whatever. If the 
slide fails by a very small amount to 
go fully into battery, then it is neces
sary to open up the recess in the 
breech face inside the slide so that it 
will freely accept the larger rim of the 
.38 Super case. No other alteration is 
necessary unless you have a very 
early production barrel which does 
not have the shallow rim recess in the 
rear face of the upper barrel tang. If 
the lower edge of the tang contains a 
shallow recess, you are in business, 
but if it does not, a clearance cut for 
the cartridge rim must b-e ground or 
filed there. You do not need a new 
barrel. The internal dimensions and 
the chamber of the 9mm Largo barrel 
are suitable for use with the .38 Super 
cartridge.-G.C.N. 

Marlin Revolver 
I have a pistol that was made by 
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Marlin Firearms Co. The patent is in 
two dates being Aug. 2, 1887 and Aug. 
9, 1887. The pistol has a top-break ac
tion and has automatic extractors. It 
is a six shot revolver in approxi
mately .32 caliber centerfire, and is 
double action. Barrel length is 3¾". 
The frame is engraved and it has 
pearl grips. Can you give the value 
and history of this gun? 

John Pratt 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

Your Marlin-made .32 caliber re
volver has a slight interest in the col
lector's field. One helpful item is the 
fact that it is engraved and this alone 
will enhance it's vabue. Made approxi
mately at the turn of the century, its 
collector's value with engraved frame 
and pearl grips should be approxi
mately $35.00.-R.M. 

Colt 1863 Musket 
My question concerns the Colt 1863 

Military Musket. Serven's book states 
that all artillery models have 35¼'' 
barrels, with barrel band springs, etc. 
I have one that has a 36½ barrel, 
with the bands held by screws. The 
gun has not been altered and seems 
to be completely original. Can you 
explain the descrepancy? 

David Angeluceri 
Vineland, N. J. 

As a Civil War contractor, Colt 
Arms Mfg. Co. made a special model 
rifled musket patterned after the reg
ular Model 1861, but with some minor 
differences; principle of which were 
bands held in place by screws instead 
of band springs. I am sure that your 
rifle is one of the above, and if in 
very fine condition, its collectors 
value shoubd be around $250 or so. 
Don't Worry, it's a winner!-R.M. 

Rust? 
Why are the chambers on the S&W 

Model 60 stainless steel revolver 
coated with a rust-colored substance? 
One would think stainless steel would 
withstand nearly everything. 

Steve Burns 
New York, N. Y. 

Steels (including• Stainless Steel) 
are actually porous in n·ature; during. 
the . manufacture, test-firing and 
cleaning, various lubricants a7J,d. 
cleaners are forced into the pores of 
the metal and eventually exude out. 

The cleaning of a Stainless Steel 
gun is accomplished exactly the same 
as any other gun; clean it after use, 
and then again about 72 hours Later; it 
may be then oiled and put away. This 
"double cleaning" will allow time for 
the absorbed substances to come out 
... actually, what you refer to is not 
really a stain, but a deposit, and not a 
fault of the gun or its m,aterial.-S.B. 
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DYED-IN-THE-WOOL 

GUN FANCIERS 

who don't own originals 

own our "authentic replicas" 

. and we do mean AUTHENTIC, 
down to the last detail-there just isn't 
a finer replica made anywhere! An original is 
a rare find-own the next best thing ... only you 
will know the difference-if it's an 

"authent;c rnpl;. ~~~1~~(~,~!~, 
0 

HIP-G'RIP PISTOL HANDLE-HOLSTER 
• Eliminates Holster 
• Hooks on Belt or Pants 

Most comfortable and convenient way to 
ca·rry a concealed weapon. 
Recommended for Plain Clothesmen, Detec
tives, Off-Duty Policemen, Bank Tellers, Retail 
Businessmen, Truck Drivers, ... Any Author
ized Citizen. 

·-----------------------------------~ 

Only 

$695 

PLEASE CHECK MARK FOR PISTOL MAKE AND MODEL 

No. SMITH & WESSON 
86 .38 Square Butt - Medium or K Frame 

85 .38 Round Butt - Medium or K Frame 
84 .38 Square Butt - Small or J Frame 
83 .38 Round Butt - Small or J Frame 

COLT 
82 .38 Detective Special (Old Model) 
82 .38 Cobra (Old Model) - Round Butt 
81 .38 Cobra (New Model) - Round Butt 
81 .38 Detective Special (New Model) 

89 .38 Agent - Round Butt 

CHARTER ARMS 
88 .38 Undercover Special 

MAKE CHECK OUT FOR $6.9S TO
BARAMI SALES, 
62S0 E. 7 MILE ROAD, DETROIT, MICH. 48234 

NAME _________________ _ 

ADDRESS -----------------

CITY _________________ _ 

STATE ____________ ZIP----

Order Today - We Pay Postage 

·-----------------------------------
0 0 6250 E. Seven Mile Road BARAMI CORP RATI N Detroit, Michigan 48234 

Dealers and distributors inquiries invited. 
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Vern Swiggett of Midland, Texas bagged this beautiful black buck at the YO Ranch. He used 
his Remington Model 660 in .308 Winchester with Speer 130-grain hollow point handloads. 

THE VISION in both my eyes was 
slightly impaired as an aftermath 

of recent major surgery; yet looking 
into the darkness of the jungle of foli
age which cut off most of the light, I 
could see my quarry. The very ab
sence of sound and motion gave the 
setting an ominous quality. I knew, 
however, that cruel tusks jutted from 
jaws. I knew that cold, evil eyes were 
observing me in every move that I 
made. My guide said: 

"You'll have to take him from here. 
Make your first shot count, for if you 
don't get him he'll move like lighting. 
We hope he'll go the other way, but 
he's just as likely to come this way." 

I sat down and tried to find a vital 
spot on the misshapen figure through 
the aperture of my sights. The ivory 
bead stood out against the target 
which was completely black. I aimed 
for a point which I hoped would pre
vent my target from running either 
way and squeezed the trigger. The re
sponse was instantaneous. If I had hit 
him, he didn't show it. I cranked an
other cartridge into the chamber and 
fired again. This time, I heard the im
pact of the bullet and saw him go 
cartwheeling in a shower of leaves 

)8 

and loose soil. When this had cleared, 
we saw him lurch to his feet and 
come straight for us. I heard my 
guide's hoarse whisper, "Here he 
comes!" 

I worked the bolt and fired as the 
rifle settled against my shoulder. This 
time my quarry hit the ground and 
came sliding toward me like a tobog
gan, stopping not more than four rifle 
lengths away. I remained seated on the 
ground without moving and very de
liberately ejected the spent hull and 
slid the bolt forward to seat another. 

The trophy was the first European 
or "Russian" Boar I had ever faced. 
The scene was the Great Smoky 
Mountains, and the adventure was 
one which launched me into an exotic 
game hunting career which has con
tinued over a number of years. It has 
convinced me that exotic game hunt
ing has far more to offer the Ameri
can sportsman than is commonly rec
ognized. I am convinced that it may 
provide an answer, in some cases the 
only answer, to many ·of the perplex
ing problems facing big game hunting 
in the future. 

Some excellent articles have been 
written about exotic game in this 

country, but I have long felt that 
something more needed to be said in 
view of the situation faced by big 
game hunting around the world. I am 
going to say what I have been afraid 
to say up to now. Now, it needs to be 
said. Trophy hunting for big game is 
in serious trouble. I would suggest 
that if you must have an outstanding 
trophy of almost any species you had 
better get it within the next decade. 
That isn't a happy thought but it is 
true. We have read recently that our 
big bears are in grave danger. This 
may not actually be true insofar as 
their facing immediate extinction is 
concerned. The total kill is holding up 
remarkably well. However, the size of 
the average specimen grows smaller 
each year. 

The curtain has fallen, within the 
past couple of years, on hunting for 
one of the world's great trophies-the 
Indian tiger. Lion hunting in India is 
gone, likely forever. In Africa, the 
range of the lion is diminishing year 
by year. Protective measures are 
being put into effect, but lion hunting 
will never again be what it once was. 
I have been unable to learn the status 
of the jaguar. Of all the big cats the 
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leopard seems to have the best chance 
for holding his own. He is a rapid 
breeder and far more adaptable than 
his larger cousins. With a little help 
he may be able to increase his num
bers. 

Laws recently passed which forbid 
the bringing into this country of any 
cat skin without proper documenta
tion that it was legally taken will pro
vide tremendous protection to all the 
big felines. I think it would be in 
order for me to point out that hunters 
were among the chief supporters of 
this legislation. Hunters have always 
been in the vanguard of those who 
sought to preserve wildlife. No species 
was ever overlooked in these troubled 
times. 

In these days when the popular 
course seems to be to make the 
hunter the villain, there has arisen a 
group of neoenvironmentalists who 
have never shown any real interest in 
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wildlife. They know little, or nothing, 
of the history of wildlife conservation. 
Almost overnight they have blos
somed out as full-blown experts. Last 
fall while I was on Safari Island, a 
major network television program 
aired a piece which presented a com
plete distortion of the facts. The pro
gram pictured the owners of the is
land as heartless butchers who get 
their kicks from inflicting cruel suf
fering on poor dumb creatures. This 
subjected the owners of the island, at 
least those known to the public, to al
most unbelieveable persecution. I un
derstand the matter is now in litiga
tion and trust it may be a step toward 
teaching television commentators to 
confine themselves to areas about 
which they know something. These 
modern "champions of conservation" 
are the same ones who, a few years 
ago, were putting on special programs 
to support legislation designed to limit 
your right to own firearms for legiti
mate purposes. 

The Indian Guar has entered the 
twilight. This is a truly disturbing 
fact, for, like the tiger, this was one of 
the world's great trophies. He is the 
largest remaining remnant of the wild 
cattle of the world. Thus, two of the 
top prizes in big game hunting have 
passed during the past decade. The 

same is true of the great Asiatic water 
buffalo. As a matter of fact, I think it 
would not be an exaggeration to state 
that virtually all Indian wildlife faces 
a very grim future. My good friend, 
Bert Klineburger, recently wrote: 
"The gr·eat non-hunting people of In
dia have destroyed one of the greatest 
reservoirs of wildlife in the world." 

Even these specific examples tell 
only a small part of the tragic story. 
Most of the really desirable species, 
even in America where game protec
tion under government management 
has reached its highest level, have 
their backs to the wall. Last season I 
hunted in one of the outstanding mule 
deer areas in Wyoming. I hunted for 
half a day on new-fallen snow, and I 
saw less than a dozen tracks-all of 
them small. 

The plain, hard facts are that wild 
game just cannot compete \\·ith man 
on land which both of thC'111 need. 
Game has been pushed back further 
and further to areas where it does not 
have to compete with man. Now, as I 
have already stated, its back is to the 
wall. It can retreat no further. We 
have come to that state in man's evo
lutionary process where almost any 
area capable of producing game is ca
pable of producing something else 
which man needs. Since hunters are, 
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At Camp La Junta, for young hunters and their fathers, the game abounds not only in domestics, 
but also in the exotic types. The terrain to which the exotics are introduced is very closely matched 
to that of their native land making it quite adaptable and it also allows them to breed easily. 

as many of them as there may be, a 
minority group, game is going to suf
fer more and more. It cannot exist 
forever with such protection as can be 
provided by politicians who are har
ried almost beyond measure by com
peting lobbyists who represent pow
erful special interests. 

I know that what I am saying will 
not be popular, but that does not pre
vent it from being true. If someone 
wants to argue, let them argue with 
the facts of what is taking place in 
Alaska. Man needs oil, and oil exists 
where game abounds. The production 
of oil does harm (at least it has up to 
now) to the wildlife population. 
Therefore, the game must suffer. Take 
another example from Alaska-that of 
her great Kodiak National Wildlife 
Refuge. The natives of the area are 
claiming that they need the area cov
ered by the refuge, and there is every 
reason to admit that they may "prove 
their case." Population increase will 
virtually guarantee their doing so. 
The results are inevitable. 

I think there is little reason to drive 
ourselves out of our minds trying to 
figure out what the possibilities ac
tually are. Where men go into an area 
and increase beyond a certain point, 
wildlife decreases. It is just that sim
ple. Unless we Americans prove our
selves wiser than other peoples who 
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have taken over the land, the wildlife 
will continue to decrease. 

Big game would have disappeared 
from Europe long ago, had its perpe
tuity not been taken over by private 
management on privately owned 
lands. Right here is a place where we 
might draw a most revealing conclu
sion. Germany has, relatively, the 
same population density as India and 
Pakistan. The Indians and Pakistanis 
have virtually exterminated their 
wildlife populations. The Germans 
have, in spite of their crowded condi
tions, managed to maintain a rather 
substantial wildlife population-deer 
boar, etc.-on privately owned lands. 
The Germans are a hunting people 
whereas the Pakistanis and the In
dians are not. Draw your own conclu
sion. Wildlife has little to hope for 
from the "bleeding hearts" and the 
neo-conservationists. 

That brings us to the focal point of 
all I am trying to say. The big game 
population of this country will not 
survive permanently under public 
management. In all probability there 
will be game for the lifetime of most 
of us who have passed the halfway 
mark. But what about .our children? 
Well, there is hope but no guarantee. 
The oustanding possibility is that your 
grandchildren, if they are ever able 
to fill a trophy room with desira-

ble trophies, will do it from privately 
managed preserves. Here, then, is the 
"punch line." This does not mean that 
they will need to feel that they have 
been "short changed." 

I have, in addition to hunting for 
exotic species, hunted many of our 
native big game animals-black bear, 
whitetail and mule deer, antelope, elk 
and moose. By and large, I have 
found hunting the exotics just as re
warding and fulfilling. 

Let me give the reader some idea of 
just what is available on private 
hunting preserves across this country. 
One would find the following: In ant
lered deer - Axis (India), Sika 
(Japan and Formosa), Red Stag (Eu
rope), Fallow ( Southern Europe), 
Sambar (India); in antelope-Black 
Buck (India), Greater Kutlu (Af
rica), Gemsbok or Giant Oryx (Af
rica); in sheep-Corsican or Mouflon 
(Southern Europe) and Barbary (Sa
hara Desert of Africa); European or 
"Russian" Boar (Black Forest in Ger
many). 

By special arrangement, you can 
take Sitatunga (Africa), Eland (Af
rica), Four-horned sheep (Asia), 
Barasangha (India), Himalayan Tahr 
(Asia) and Zebra (Africa). One pre
serve has tried to offer African lion, 
but has been prevented thus far by 
the State Game Department. 
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I should point out that native spe
cies are also available on some pre
serves. With these, as with the exot
ics, you get your game or you do not 

. pay. To that, some may react by con
cluding that preserve hunting must be 
like potting hens in a barnyard. In re
lation to that, let me say that my 
Black Buck trophy was taken on the 
Y. 0. Ranch in south-central Texas 
after five days of the hardest hunting 
I have ever done in my life. During 
that time we completely wrecked one 
4-wheel drive hunting car. I took my 
Axis deer trophy at the J. M. Caven
der Ranch, Leakey, Texas, after four 
days of extremely difficult hunting. I 
took him during the last hour of the 
last day of my hunt. Of course, hunt
ing exotics is -like every other kind of 
hunting in that luck plays a big role. 
You may walk out and stumble over 
your trophy the first few minutes of 
your hunt, but don't count on it. 

If you are still of the opinion that 
hunting exotic game is much like 
shooting dairy cows in a pasture, let 
me lay that idea to rest as quickly as 
possible. I hunt elk in the Gros Ven
ture Elk Area near Jackson, Wyo
ming. These elk are the ones which 
spend their winters on the National 
Elk Refuge. There they follow the hay 
wagons around like domestic cows. If 
you think that makes them a "cinch" 
to bring down during the hunting 
season, let me suggest, very kindly, 
that you are mistaken. If that does not 
convince you, then go to the man who 
has driven half way across the na
tion, and who has laid down his 
thousand dollars per year to hunt 
them several years without bagging a 
real trophy. Tell him that he has been 
a sucker-that he has been hunting 
semi-domestic animals. If, after the 
swelling leaves your eyes, you still 
need more convincing, come on out 
and lay down your thousand dollars 
for a ten day hunt, plus your $125.00 
for a license if you can get one. You 
will need no further convincing after 
that, I am sure. 

I haven't hunted Black Buck on Sa
fari Island, but I have hunted other 
game there. I have observed enough 
Black Buck to know that whitetail 
hunting would be a "lead pipe cinch" 
to hunting them on that terrain. I may 
never hunt on Safari Island again 
after Bert Klineburger reads this, but 
I am going to give you a "peek" at a 
little secret. Not everyone who goes to 
the island gets a trophy, especially 
Black Buck or Barbary Rams. There 
is a bright spot in this however. If 
you don't get your trophy this year, 
you won't have to give the manage
ment your money. You can save it 
and go back for another try next year. 

Since I am trying to "take the 
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Frank Hopper 
P.O. Box 617 
Falfurrias, Texas 78355 

Black Eagle Ranch 
Route 2, Box 164 
Fredricksburg, Texas 78624 

Camp La Junta, Inc. 
Box 136 
Hunt Texas 78025 

Priour Ranch 
P.O. Box 401 
Ingraham, Texas 78025 

Brinks Brangun 
Route 1, Box 45 
Kerrville, Texas 78028 

Indian Creek Ranch 
P .0. Box 1466 
Kerrville, Texas 78028 

Take It Easy Ranch 
P.O. Box 351 
Kerrville, Texas 78028 

Inks Ranch 
Llano, Texas 78643 

T. D. Hall 
Mountain Home, Texas 78058 

Y. 0. Ranch 
P.O. Box 77 
Mountain Home, Texas 78058 

J. M. Cavender, Jr. 
P.O. Box 418 
San Antonio, Texas 78206 

Patio Ranch 
P.O.Box21100 
San Antonio, Texas 78221 

wraps off" hunting exotics, perhaps I 
should say something about the at
mosphere on various preserves. If you 
were to be blindfolded and taken ei
ther to East Africa or the area north of 
San Antonio, Texas, the Y. 0. Ranch, 
you would not know in which place 
you were when the blindfold was re
moved. On the J.M. Cavender Ranch, 
you might think you were in some of 
the forests of Europe. There are 
enough different kinds of terrain rep
resented by the various hunting pre
serves around the country that you 
can take your pick, from the Africa
like, rolling hills of the Y. 0. to the 
almost jungle-like forests of Tennes
see. 

Eagle Ranch 
2345 W. Mockingbird Lane 
Dallas, Texas 75235 

Fred W. Shield 
1442 Milam Bldg. 
San Antonio, Texas 78205 

Hemlock Acres Hunting Preserve 
239 Iron St. 
Bloomsbury, Pa. 17815 

Cedarland Shooting Preserve 
Box 69 
Colon, Michigan 

Louie's Big Game Preserve 
12780 N. Territorial Rd. 
Dexter, Mich. 48130 

Gene Seratino Preserve 
RD #1 
Mohrsville, Pa. 19541 

Tioga Hunting Preserve 
Toiga, Pa. 19541 

Jonas Bros. of Seattle 
1507 12th Avenue 
Seattle, Washington 

North Star Shooting Preserve 
Montour, Iowa 

Lou Wyman Ranch 
P.O. Box 278 
Craig, Colorado 

Parch Corn Creek Preserve 
Box 667 
Jamestown, Tenn. 

Darrell York 
Box 536 
Marfa, Texas 79843 

I haven't been to all the preserves, 
but I am sure that each has an attrac
tion all its own. I can think of no 
more satisfying goal than to set out to 
take a trophy from each of them. For 
beauty of setting, I have found noth
ing to quite equal Safari Island. For a 
land-lubber like myself, the trip to 
and from the island is a treat to be 
remembered. Seeing the bobbing 
heads of hair seals and the great bull 
sea lion as he splashes into the water 
at the approach of your boat will 
never be forgotten. 

The one outstanding preserve I 
have not visited, or hunted, is the fa
mous Patio Game Ranch at Hunt. 

(Continued on page 70) 
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For dove shooting, the author feels that 
his 28 gauge modified-choke gun Is ideal. 

' I 
I t• I 

By CLAIR F. REES 

For duck blind work, Rees prefers modified-choke autoloaders or pump guns. Most of the decoyed birds 
are shot at 30-yards or less from the gun, minimizing hits if the shooter Is using a full-choke gun. 
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LAST PHEASA ·T SEASON, I was kicking the brush 
with a good friend of mine and his younger brother. 

It was a typical day-after-the-opener hunt, and the birds 
were holding tighter than just-scratched ticks. 

\Ve were hunling without a dog, and as a result prac
tically steppe<l on the birds that we flushed. This made for 
some difficult, off-stride shooting, but my friend and I 
eventually managed to collect our three birds apiece with
out too much difficulty. 

The brother, Don, on the other hand, had been con
sistently missing his shots and had only a single, badly 
shot-up cock to sho,r for his efforts at the encl of the day. 

"I can't figure it out," he said as we unloaded our guns 
before getting into the pickup. "In the duck blind last 
weekend, I was doing real well-and some of the mallards 
I dumped were 'way out there." 

"Maybe that's a clue to your problem," I replied. "What 
kind of choke are you using?" 

As it turned out, Don was using the type of gun-and 
choke-owned by the vast majority of scattergunners on 
this continent, and in almost universal use in the western 
United States-a 12-gauge pump, with a 30-inch, full
choked barrel. 

This is a great combination for pass-shooting at high
flying waterfowl, or even for clowning wild-flushing ring
necks at the end of the season. But for most other types of 
hunting, it's the poorest choice imaginable. 

Don't get me wrong-there's nothing wrong with pump
guns. I was using one myself that day-but it wore a 
251/2 -inch skeet-choked barrel. And my cleadeyed friend 
was carrying his pet double with 26-inch tubes choked 
improved cylinder and modified. With these short-barreled 
guns, ire were able to get on target fast, and the open 
chokes we ,rere using allmrcd some room for aiming error. 
Too, the thinner patterns ( only about 35 percent of the 
pellets in each load would print within a 30-inch circle at 
40 yards) spoiled little meat, even at the short ranges we 
1rere shooting over. 

Brother Don's gun, however, was slower and more 
clumsy with its 30-inch barrel, and the tight, 70-percent 
patterns it was throwing allowed little room for error. As 
a matter of fact, at 20 yards ( p1:obably the average range 
we were shooting at that clay), 90 percent of this gun's 
pattern would print within a 12-inch circle with 11/4-ounce 
loads of 6's. This meant that Don had to be right on his 
bird to connect-and when (if) he did connect, he would 
be lucky to salvage enough good meat to make pheasant 
noodle soup. 

Actually, most of the bird shooting clone in the United 
States is at targets less than 30 yards away from the gun. 
This is even true in the cluck blind, where decoys are being 
used effectively. And since the true full choke is at its 
best onlv at the more extreme ranges-sav, 40 to 50 yards 
( especially 1rith the current loads with their plastic shot 
collars )-the average nimrod is only handicapping him
self with a gun so choked. 

Then why do so many people buy full-choked guns to 
handle their scaltergunning chores? 

I'm not sure why most gunners buy full-choked guns
but I am sure that they clo. Go into almost any sporting 
goods or hardware store in the U.S., and vou'll find the 
gun racks filled mostly with "hard-shootin'" full-choked 
shotguns. I have asked several store managers about this 
phenomenon, and they replied that it was the old story of 
supply and demand. 
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"More than 90 percent of the shotguns we sell are in 
full choke," one sporting goods store owner told me. 
"That's 1drnt our customers ask for. And if a salesman 
tries to talk them into buying a modified or improved 
cylinder-choked gun, the customers almost invariably ask, 
'will this gun kill game as far away as a full-choked gun?' 
And when the answer comes back, 'No,' the customer de
mands-and gets-the tighter boring." 

"When you try to educate customers," another confided. 
"you risk losing a sale. So every year ire continue to do a 
land-office business 11·ith full-choked guns, and sell only an 
occasional modified or improved-cylinder choke. And 
since we stock to fill the demand, an enlightened customer 
who wants a more open choke in a particular model may 
have to wait until we can order one from the distributor." 

"Why do American shooters have this illogical fixation 
for full-choked shotguns? Perhaps it can be partly blamed 
011 the exaggerated advertising rhetoric used by gunmak
ers around the turn of the century. 

Up until about 100 ye:us ago, the concept of "choking" 
a gun lo get tighter patterns was unknown. All shotguns 
in use prior to that .time were true "cylinder" bores that 
would keep only perhaps 30 percent of a load of pellets 
within a 30-inch circle at 40 yards. This made for a gun 
that was deadly at shorter ranges, but ineffective much be
yond 30 yards. 

When it was discovered that, by using a small degree of 
construction at the muzzle, it (Continued on page 60) 

Patterns that ore too den1e 
short ranges ancf they nd td 
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By FRED THACKER and 
JAMES M. TRIGGS 

Acme Custom Gun Works 
3245 Pershing Street 
Los Angeles, California 
dere mr Acmi, 

Last saturday down at Charleys 
barber shop i seen a magazine while i 
was waitin to get my hair cut and i 
seen wher you all fix guns. i ast 
Charley hes the barber and has a 
bunch of guns anyways i ast him if 
you ali was a good outfit for fixin 
guns. Charley says custom guns is 
kinda like fancy saddles you pay all 
kinds of money gettin one and then 
youre afraid of gettin it all scratched 
up in the chapparel so you leave it 
home. i told Charley i dont want no 
custom gun what i want is to get the 
one i got from Slick Williams fixed 
up cause it dont shoot hard enuf atall. 
how much will it cost? Sure dri here. 

sincirly 
Jake Smith 

August 7, 1970 
Mr. Jake Smith 
Rural Delivery 
Cottonwood, Texas 
Dear Mr. Smith: 

Thank you for your inquiry of the 
3rd. Due to a lack of information as to 
the nature of the trouble you are hav
ing with your gun we are unable to 
quote repair prices. If you will advise 
us exactly what is wrong with your 
gun and state the make, model and 
caliber, we will be most happy to be 
of service to you. We have a very 
modern shop and are equipped to do 
the finest type of gunsmith work. 
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Yours truly, 
Frank S. Miller 
President 

aug 16 
Cottonwood, TEXAS 

Acmi Gun works 
los angelis Calif 
dere mr Acmi, 

i got yttre letter yesturday i got off 
the tractor and run over to the house 
when i seen old man Jonas stop at the 
male box hes the maleman anyways i 
was pretty hot and feelin like some 
lemonaid anyways my old lady makes 
good lemonaid when its hot and dri 
like its been here the las 7 years on 
account of the drowt and it dont look 
like its goin to rane none today either 
if J/Ott ast me its all on acconnt of the 
ADAM bombs cause it snre ennf iista 
rane before the governmint went to 
blowin them things up and i dont rec
kon its goin to get any better now 
theyr shootin them thinqs up in space 
and poisinin the atmosfear. Anyways 
whats the matter with the gun is it 
dont shoot hard enuf and i sure want 
to kill that cayote thats been gettin 
my old ladys chickens and is eatin 
more chicken than we are which aint 
hardlu fair and i got enuf trouble with 
this farm and when a man wurks hnrd 
he shud have chicken on SUNDAY 
which is the LORDS day anyways 
that old cayote was standin no further 
than here to the gate on the pigpen 
which aint far atall i pulled the trig
ger and that bullet hit the durt aboiit 
ten foot in front of me and it was goin 
rite at that cayote but dont shoot hard 
enuf to get more than ten foot out 
which aint near ennf. 

yoii all ast me what this gnn is well 
its a rifel the kind that has a kinda 
thing like a wing that sits on the bot
tom and is sorta folded up insideways 
can you all fix it so its shoots hard 
enuf like it shnd and how mnch will it 
cost? 

yoiirs truli 
Jake Smith 

P.S. cayote nm off account of the 
nois. 

August 20, 1970 
Mr. Jake Smith 
Rural Delivery 
Cottonwood, Texas 
Dear Mr. Smith: 

Thank you for your letter of the 
16th. It will not be possible for us to 
quote repair costs for your rifle with
out knowing the exact nature of the 
trouble and the make, model and cali
ber. We are enclosing a folder show
ing our custom guns which lists the 
prices of some specific alterations. We 
hope that this folder will give you 
some idea of the work which we do. 
Upon receipt of the above information 
from you, we will be most happy to 
quote a price and will look forward 
to serving you. 

Yours truly, 
Frank S. Miller 
President 

Cottonwood, TEXAS 
dere mr Acmi, 

i got yure letter was shur glad to
hear from you that cayote got off with 
another chicken last nite and my old 
ladys fit to be tide. i looked over the 
folder you all sent its real nice but i 
told you i dont want no custom gun i 
got this gun alredy. you ast what 
make this gun is well i looked it all 
over and the writin is abont wore off 
and it looks like the one i had in the 
WAR not the last ones i mean the one 
that dam repnblican wilson got ns in 
wernt none of our qnarrel to start with 
anyways this gun aint exactly like the 
one i had but it almost is except for 
this thing that sticks out sideways and 
turns when you pull bak on her and 
then goes bak when you push her for
ward agin but down. i got this rifel 
from Slick Williams in a trade and i 
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am beginnin to think Slick aint just 
plum fair and square. he give me some 
30 30 shells to shoot that cayote but 
this gun dont shoot hard enuf so please 
let me know whut it is going to cost to 
make this gun shoot hard enuf like it 
shud. 

Yr obt servt 
Jake Smith 

August 30, 1970 
Mr. Jake Smith 
Rural Delivery 
Cottonwood, Texas 
Dear Mr. Smith: 

Thank you for your letter. It is im
possible for us to tell you what it will 
cost to repair your rifle without hav
ing full particulars. It is respectfully 
suggested that you take your rifle to 
someone who knows about guns so 
that he may help you to properly 
identify the arm. Perhaps your friend 
Charley could be of help to you in 
this regard. 

Yours truly, 
Frank S. Miller 
President 

Cottonwood TEXAS 
dere mr Acmi, 

i did like you said i showed the gun 
to Charley hes the barber and knos 
all about guns and he gets all the 
magazines he said to tell you this here 
rifel is a swis wedderly forty 1 so 
please tell me whut its going to cost 
to make it shoot hard enuf like it 
shud. 

i seen that old cayote agin and shes 
looking pretty hevy and befoar long 
shes having pups and shur as shooting 
shell teach them pups to steel my old 
ladys chickens cause them momma 
cayotes teach their pups everything 
they kno which is plenty and whuts 
more them pups lern everything ther 
momma teaches them or they starf to 
death which aint hard in this country 
seein how its so dri on account of 
them ADAM bombs and radio anten
nas dont help none shootin all them 
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radio waves in the air and spookin off 
the rane clouds with electriciti and 
shocks and LORD knos whut all else 
them guvermint people are dreming 
of i even heard they spent millions of 
dollars making saddle lites and i ast 
you Mr acmi just whut earthly use 
are elektrik lites on a saddle my 
LORD. 

i seen that cayote anuther time up 
real close and i coulda shot her with 
that owl head pistol i traded Slick 
Williams for this rifel that dont shoot 
hard enuf i kno for a fact that owl 
head pistol shoots plenty hard enuf 
its the pistol my uncle HUBERT shot 
Lucky Elkins with in 1909 when it 
usta rane proper like it shud anways 
the Doc said Lucky lived true to his 
name and was even lucky the day he 
was shot seein how the 6 shots uncle 
HUBERT pumped in him only one 
was fatel Doc said. 

Please tell me what it is going to 
cost to fix this here rifel to shoot hard 
enuf like it shud. You all been gettin 
any rane? 

sincirly 
Jake Smith 

September 14, 1970 
Mr. Jake Smith 
Rural Delivery 
Cottonwood, Texas 
Dear Mr. Smith: 

Thank you for your letter of the 
10th. We are not sure, however we 
think the rifle you have is probably 
a .41 caliber Swiss Vetterli. Please 
advise if this is the case so we may 
quote exact repair costs. 

Sincerely, 
Frank S. Miller 
President 

Cottonwood TEXAS 
dere mr Acmi, 

i got yur letter and i was glad to 
here from you since i dont get many 
letters only your letters and the ones 
from the OIL people sending the 
check every munth for them wels 

they dug on my place they sure enuf 
messed up my place with them wels 
and grease and oil all over so no grass 
will grow anymore and they got them 
truks runnin in here every 4 or 5 days 
trackin up the place with ruts all over 
mighty near ruin the place wurse 
than it is and dri on top of everything 
else i never wud have sined the pa
pers if my old lady hadnt nagged me 
into it anyways the money aint gone 
to her head like Jim Swartz and his 
old lady on the place nex to mine they 
have gotten so bad they wont eat hog 
fat without shampane to drink LORD 
some people just cant stand prosperiti. 

i ast Charley hes the barber he says 
my gun is shur enuf what you all said 
so please let me kno whut it is going 
to cost to make it shoot hard enuf like 
it shud, i got another shot at that old 
cayote and that 30 30 bullet still dont 
go more than ten foot which plum 
aint near enuf. 

yours truli 
Jake Smith 

P.S. no rane yet 

September 21, 1970 
Mr. Jake Smith 
Rural Delivery 
Cottonwood, Texas 

The cost of our custom alteration 
of your gun is as follows: 

Cutsom barrel (Cal. .30-30) $30.00 
Installation, head spacing 
and chambering 20.00 
Altering magazine to .30-30 22.50 
Altering bolt to .30-30 17.50 
Postage and handling 7.50 

Total $97 .50 
Frankly, it is our opinion that the 

Vetterli rifle you have is a poor gun 
to alter to the .30-30 cartridge in view 
of the attendant cost of the alteration 
compared to the overall value of the 
gun. We are quoting the above price 
only in view of your insistence. 

It is beyond our comprehension how 
you ever fired a .30-30 cartridge in 
this gun and we do not doubt in the 
least that it does not shoot "hard 

( Continued on page 53) 
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• Longer barrels are more popular on the 
Colt Single Action and it is a simple 
matter to change the cylinder and barrel. 
It is always wise to verify the caliber 
with the serial number as to the year of 
manufacture. More often than not, the 
caliber will be .38 Special, one not avail
able when the gun was manufactured. 

A very common act of restoration is the 
returning of an original barrel to its 
standard length. This is frequently done 
on the Colt "Open Top Frontier" Model 
of 1872. It is advisable to examin~ 
any barrel prior to the purchase of any 
gun as the inside may tell stories the 
,outside cannot. Metal dis-coloration is 
one of the things to look out for here. 

This 1875 Remington has been re-finished 
and re-stocked innocently by it's owner 
and thus decreased in value by nearly 
50 per cent. Many fine antiques are the 
victims of such "restoration" by owners 
who don't really know what this does to 
the value, but should be advised of such 
by the shop doing the re-finishing work. 

THERE IS AN invisible fine line be-
tween the antique per se, and in 

harsh words, "the replica-fake." There 
are no written standards to abide by 
when it comes to restoring an antique. 
but over the years, there are some ac
ceptable limits that have been estab
lished by dealers and collectors. Some 
limits have conflicted with the ideas of 
others and were finalized in court. As 
the demand for antique arms has in
creased the supply has decreased. In 
fact, expressing it mathematically, the 
supply has decreased by the square of 
the demand. Such a condition has 
prompted dealers and collectors to re
turn to their storage archives and res
urrect many parts and pieces whose 
obituaries were long since ,nitten off. 
Items once considered as "junk" are 
now looked upon with new apprecia
tion and latent possibilities. 

Conversely, there are some enthusi
asts who innocently decrease the value 
of a treasured arm in an attempt at 
restoration. How far then can one go 
before an antique ceases to be an 
antique or its value has been jeopard
ized? 

Many arms enthusiasts, whether col
lector or sportsman, often possess a 
favorite old weayon that has had some 
portion of the barrel removed during 
its tour of duty. Many ponder the 
question of what to do with amputa
tion, especially if it is a rare model and 
the fact that it is missing some of its 
original length definitely lessens its 
worth. "Barrel Stretching," as it is 
called, is viewed by some as acceptable, 
Yet inasmuch as it increased the chance 

Colt cylinder scenes have also been 
faked. At far left is an original. 
Near left shows one that has been 
re-rolled. The arrow indicates the 
pressure mounds at the rear of the 
scene which is apparent on all of 
the faked cylinders seen by author. 
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•• By E. DIXON LARSON 

This is the infamous Walker Colt model that sold for $4,300 mentioned 
in the text. It was offered as an original and after a lengthy court 
battle, the court ruled it a "False or Replica" due to the fact that less 
than 65 per cent of the major components were not original Colt Walker 
parts native to the arm and the period of manufacture. The buyer was 
refunded his money by the seller. When the stakes are as high as these 
were, close examination .of the desired piece is definitely needed. Fak
ers are clever and more than one opinion should be had before buying. 

of misrepresentation of an arm to an 
unsuspecting buyer, it has a bad con
notation that overshadows the practice 
and is fro1rned upon by this writer/ 
collector. 

Many dealers ha\'e offered antique 
firearms with "stretched barrels," but 
they have represented them as snch. 
However. the clanger is in purchasing 
an antique firearm at the market price 
and then discovering the barrel has 
been stretched. This is very disappoint
ing and, unfortunately, too common. 
This then becomes a form of "faking" 
and "misrepresentation." A word of 
real WAR NI G: the most unnoticed 
method of stretching a barrel is not 
only lo 11"eld back a piece of correct 
length, but then to bore out the barrel 
and sleeve it with a correctly rifled 
insert. This makes a clean job, but 
certainly one that a collector must be 
on the alert against. Some try to ;-ay 
this is restoration, along with re-stock
ing, re-bluing, shrinking, barrel bulges, 
re-stamping, markings, or replacing 
mechanical parts. Another common 
practice. termed as restoration is the 
removing of ungodly front sights and 
re-welding and replacing with original 
type sights. 

Re-rolled cylinder engravings have 
become common and quite undetect
able if one chances to overlook the 
pressure mounds on the cylinder that 
usual! y are created by th is practice. A 
GUNS JANUARY 1972 

few say this too is restoration; how
ever, the clanger still exists when the 
gun changes hands that the operation 
will go unnoticed, or un-mentionecl by 
a slight intentional oversight on the 
seller's part. 

Barrels that have been cropped on 
long guns are common. On \Vinchesters 
for example the barrel is frequently 
replaced in its entirety. This is ex
tremelv difficult lo detect and more 
often than not forgotten and passed-off 
as the original. Cylinders and barrels 

are frequently replaced in Colt Fron
tiers, generally readily detected by 
comparing caliber with serial number 
and elate of manufacture. as in most 
cases. cylinders and barrels will be of 
a caliber that was not in production 
when the gun was made. This is par
ticularly common in the .38 special. 
and has victimized manv single action 
fanciers. It would be nice to believe 
that all of these alterations. in effect. 
are not intended as a means of fooling 
an\'one, but (Continued 011 page 65) 

Replica/fake of the scarce 1861 Colt Navy Model cut for 
shoulder stock. About 30 per cent of the major parts are 
original and it has been finely re-finished, re-stamped. 
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By 
CHAltES ASKINS 

Jim Clark holding the National Pistol Championship trophy won by him 
in 1958. He is the only civilian to win the event in the past 50 years. 
He turns out an average of 540 accurized pistols (.22 and .45) yearly. 

MASTER 
PISTOLSMITH 
28 

IF I WAS SEEKING the best in a 
custom-finished riAe I would hunt 

out Dale Goens; if it was a riAe barrel 
second to none on the score of accura
cy and dependability my choice would 
be Ed Shilen. And if I was having 
hard-to-resolve shotgun troubles I 
would put all my trust in Frank Pach
mayr. These three are tops in their 
specialties and I question if there are 
any better technicians anywhere. For 
handguns, I'd beat a path to the door 
of Jim Clark, master pistolsmith. 

This remarkable technician provides 
the proof of his pudding; he first 
builds the pistol and then takes it out 
and wins championships with it. Sort 
of like Al lJnser, the race driver put
ting together his own machine and 
then annexing the Indy 500; or Lee 
Trevino whittling out his own set of 
clubs and then cleaning up the ·• .S. 
Open. Clark is the only civilian in the 
last 50 years to win the pistol cham
pionship of the United States. He was 
the fifth marksman to break 2600 and 
the 4,th to hit the lofty plateau of 2650 
points. We have a little coterie of pis
tolsmiths in this country, all of them 
good, but none who have demonstrated, 
quite as strikingly as our Shreveport 
artisan, that both he and his shooting 
irons can really produce the goods. 

Clark, built like a Brangus bull, 
with a 16½-inch neck, 16-inch biceps 
and a size 44 chest, is a natural as a 
pistolman. It is my contention that the 
short powerful man has a built-in ad
vantage. He isn't blown around by 
the wind and his foreshortened arm is 
closer to his body where he can main
tain better control over it and the gun 
clutched at its extremity. Clark and 
Joe Benner are built a great deal alike. 
The shooting records of both serve to 
bolster my contention. 

Our Boy commenced to shoot pistol 
matches in '47. He immediately won 
most of them. He was a tool and die 
maker by trade, an ex-Marine "·ith a 
superb war record from WW-II-he 
was seriously wounded on Saipan. He 
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was irresistibly drawn to pistol work in 
'49 and went into a local shop with a 
partner. In '52, after a second hitch 
in the Marines and another war, this 
time in Korea, he started his own sl'Oj' 
He has been at it ever since, w • 'l ,,., 
partner but with three gifted t. • , r.i 
cians to bear a part of the load. l~c

spite the fact that Clark is a Texan, 
born and raised in Waco, he has main
tained his gun shop in Shreveport, 
Louisiana since its inception. He is 
not, properly speaking in the city at 
all but is in a suburb, at Keithville, La., 
with an address of Route 2, Box 22A. 
The shop turns out a yearly average 
(1970 figures) of 540 of the superbly 
turned Clark custom pistols. These in 
.38 and .4,5 calibers. There is no work 
at all on target revolvers. " ot even 
as much as 17, ," Clark explains. There 
is a great deal of accuracy work 011 .22 
target pistols and these jobs will more 
than double the number of centerfire 
units completed. "These are the S&W 
Model 41 and the High Standards," 
Clark commented. He has designed 
two heavy barrel units for the High 
Standard Military model, one of 5" 
length and the other of 6" length. High 
Standard has a similar heavy barrel 
attachment on their new "Victor" tar
get gun, obviously a copy of the Clark 
design. 

This unit is unique in design. The 
barrel is bored and riAed by Douglas, 
to Clark specifications which are .225-

• 
\__, 

.2235 bore diameter, .2135-.2195 land 
diameter, with a land depth of .040 
and a twist of 1 turn in 15 inches. 
Clark guarantees l½-inches or better 
at 50 yards from these tubes. The bar
rel is not round at all but is flat sided 
with a Bo-Mar rib sight on top. This 

sight is actually a full length rib with 
both 1/1," undercut front sight and a 
micrometered adjustable rear. The rib 
is securely bolted to the barrel with 
Allen screws and extends over the 
breechblock but is not attached to it. 
Total weight (Continued on page 66) 

Colt's Commander in 9mm as accurized 
for Askins by Clark. Note the Clark 
signature on the left side of slide. 

Barrels and slides in various stages of completion. 
Some have barrel positioners and sights installed . 

.-~, '1 ... 
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Clark points to the kind of groups he expects 
from his accuracy jobs before the gun is sent 
to it's owner. The gun must group from l ½" to 
2½" at 50 yards or it goes back for more work. 

The various steps in the production of a Clark 
target barrel. The bored and rifled blank from 
Douglas measures 13/a" in diameter. It is then 
milled and turned to final dimensions by Clark. 
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By CHAUNCEY THOMAS 

CONTRARY to the general im
pression today, nursed by the 

movies and the so-called "Wes tern" 
stories, there was but little need of 
firearms on the frontier by the emi
grants during the California, the Mor
mon, and the Pikes Peak movements 
across the plains and over the moun
tains. The "Mountain Men" or early 
trappers and fur traders, of course, 
had daily need of firearms, but this 
was not the case with the early emi
grants to the West, who had little 
trouble with the Indians and needed 
guns only as food getters. 

But during the Civil War period 
conditions changed. The increase of 
whites on the plains, the destruction 
of the buffalo, and the civil strife 
among the whites altered matters. 
The Indian, seeing his land and his 
food supply rapidly vanishing under 
white invasion, took to war to save 
what was his own. Then, from about 
1862 on, the whites did need firearms 
for protection and also for offense. 
Also by this time the criminal element 
among the whites was flocking to the 
frontier to escape punishment in civ
ilization and to avoid army service. 
But even during these times not all 
men by any means carried firearms. 

30 

FRONTIER 
With the kind permission of the 

editor, we have re-printed this article from 
the May, 1930 issue of The 

Colorado Magazine. The style of gun writing has 
changed considerably, as you will see. 

In this article I shall deal with fire
arms on the western frontier, by 
which I mean the region west of the 
Missouri. When a gun was invented, 
when placed on the market, and when 
widely used upon the frontier are, of 
course, successive dates. Here we are 
concerned primarily with the out
standing firearms generally used on 
the frontier. 

The "Plains Rifle" was one of the 
unique weapons of the West. To bet
ter understand it let us look at its 
antecedents. In the forests of the East 
the rifle was of small bore, about .32 
caliber, and with a very long, four to 
five foot, barrel, and shot a round ball 
with a light powder load. It was fired, 
like all other firearms in America, first 
with flint, then with percussion cap. 
It was almost universally single-bar
reled. The reason for this odd and 
apparently unreasonable combination 
was to give a very light "whip-like" 
report, a sound that might easily be 
mistaken for the breaking of a dry 
branch. This was much less likely to 
bring down a nearby foe upon the 
shooter, especially before he could 
slowly reload his rifle. And the game 
was small, and all at short range, us
ually about sixty yards or less. Thus, 

too, the lead could easily be recovered 
in the body of the game and remould
ed for lead was heavy to carry and 
very hard to get in the non-mineral 
regions where the forests stretched 
for hundreds of miles. 

Although the forestman used pack 
horses, he himself usually traveled on 
foot, hence he could readily carry this 
long and comparatively silent rifle. 
It was known mostly as the "Ken
tucky squirrel rifle," although of 
course by other names earlier. 

But when this rifle came west of the 
"Big Muddy," out onto the open 
plains, with the buffalo and the horse
man hard to kill, not to mention the 
elk and the grizzly bear-then a plains 
animal along the timbered river bot
toms across the plains-this rifle was 
nearly worthless. Concealment was 
no longer possible, and all travel was 
on horseback. So the barrel of the 
rifle was cut off to about thirty inches, 
almost never longer than thirty-six 
inches, and was bored out to a much 
larger caliber. The smallest caliber 
was about .40 and it ranged up to .45 
and .50, sometimes even to .60. The 
round ball was discarded as of too 
short range, and a long, heavy lead 
projectile was rammed down the bar-

-
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FIREARMS 
Chauncey Thomas, although he was a firearms expert of his time, was 
best known as a short story writer. His "Snow Story" was, when this 
article was written, a classic in the field. Mr. Thomas was a man of 
the West as well as a student and champion of the frontier. Those 
that knew the West as he did are now mostly gone, and first-hand 
accounts of what life was really like are now nearly non-existent, 
as is the frontier, in the true sense of the word. 

rel on top of from two to four times 
as much powder as was used in the 
former squirrel rifle. Now the rifle, 
transformed into the "Plains Rifle" of 
the collectors today, could and did 
kill buffalo, and kept the mounted 
hair-hunters and their 200-yard bows 
at a fighting distance, or else dropped 
the running war ponies as readily as it 
put an elk to grass. 

The first and most famous revolver 
on the western frontier was the Colt. 
Though invented in the early '30s, 
it did not come into prominent use in 
the West for a decade or so. It was 
a cap-and-ball weapon, this being be
fore the invention of the metallic 
cartridge. After the Mexican War this 
revolver was of three sizes, one very 
large, weighing about four pounds, 
too heavy for anything but horseback 
use, and known as the "Dragoon" then 
one of about the same caliber, tech
nically a ".44," but of lighter load and 
weight, about three pounds, with no 
special name; and one of still lighter 
weight and load and less caliber, a 
.36 caliber, called the "Navy"-not 
because it was used in the navy, but 
because it has a scene of a naval bat-
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tle engraved around its cylinder as an 
ornament, as also had the ".44." This 
"Navy revolver" or "Colt Navy" was 
the favorite revolver for many years, 
as it was light enough so that two 
could be carried, or "packed" as the 
frontier term was. 

Two of the two-pound revolvers 
were often worn, because of the un
certainty of fire and slowness to re
load. But when the cartridge remover 
came, about 1870, the habit of wear
ing two guns rapidly vanished, and 
only one was worn, as the cartridge 
revolver was very sure of fire, as sure 
then as now, and was easy and fast 
to reload. When my father first met 
Jas. Hickok ("Wild Bill") he was car
rying two .44 caliber ivory-handled, 
cap-and-ball Colts; my father (W. R. 
Thomas, a newspaper man in Denver 
then) did not even own a gun. 

Men sometimes carried a beltful of 
these cap-and-ball revolvers to the 
exclusion of the rifle, musket, or car
bine, this especially in warfare on the 
frontier. Some altered this rather 
heavy system in carrying two such 
revolvers on the side of the saddle 

(Continued on page 72) 

Chauncey Thomas 
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COM 8 AT 11"//7J Tff77' AUTOMATIC 
*COMMANDER *\vWJLJ.l CAUSER .45 ~~lilllllllllllll ~ 

COLT RECENTLY phased-out the virtually unchanged, 
time honored and combat proven Model 1911 .45 ACP 

pistol when it replaced it with the Mark 4 version fitted 
with their new barrel bushing with mated barrel that not 
only increased basic production accuracy but also kept the 
pistol shooting accurately for a longer time. This big pistol 
has been, and remains, the unchallenged combat weapon 
for the professional soldier, officer and outdoorsman who 
need complete reliability plus maximum stopping power 
combined with the ability to instantly reload the pistol. 

For a good many years there has been a moderate but 
persistent demand for a smaller version of the big Model 
1911 pistol. Colt tried to fill this need with their Com
mander with its all steel slide and aluminum receiver but 
it never did quite fill the requirements that called for solid 
weight, moderate handling and ruggedness. Few people 
could nail down the specific facts in the case because per
sonal likes and dislikes enter the picture. But, after watch
ing custom gunsmiths cut down the Model 1911 's, shorten, 
and modify them and then charge $300 to $500 for the 
work, Colt decided that the solution for the average person 
was to finally, at long last, design an all-steel Commander. 
Colt has now brought out their Combat Commander and, 
before I get into a discussion of the new gun, let me com-
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By MASON WILLIAMS 

pare it with both the Model 1911 and with the conventional 
Commander. 

The comparative specifications are as follows: 
Combat 

Model1911 Commander Commander 

Bbl. Length 5" 4,¼" 4¼" 
Length 8½" 8" 8" 
Weight 39 oz. 26½ oz. 33 oz. 
Stocks Plastic Plastic Wood 

As may be seen, the basic differences are in the length 
and the weight. These differences may not appear to 
amount to much on paper, but in reality they make all the 
difference in the world in handling and recoil control. 
The half-inch off the Model 1911 does things that are far 
out of proportion to the fact that one half inch has been 
removed from the over-all length. Similarly, six ounces 
less in weight also makes quite a difference. The combina
tion, in my opinion, is unbeatable. The result is a shorter. 
lighter weight Model 1911 pistol that handles-if this is 
the right word-better than the big pistol and considerably 
better than the Commander. If so, what is wrong with the 
Commander? 

One of the problems with the Commander with its alu-
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The satin-nickel finish adds considerably to the appearance of the new 
Combat Commander. The gun is available in .38 Super, .45 ACP and 9mm 
Luger, a spread that should please almost everyone. The all steel version 
has less recoil and handles better. Also available in the deep blue finish. 

minum receiver is the excessive recoil during firing. This 
is lacking in the Combat Commander. The shorter, all steel 
Combat Commander is so fast handling and so easy to 
control during firing that it cannot be compared to either 
of the other two. The Combat Commander must be han
dled and fired to be appreciated! 

The Combat Commander did not spring full blown from 
the drawing board overnight. If rumor is true and scuttle
butt accurate, just about everyone who ever worked for 
Colt in the engineering department took home an all steel 
Commander over the years and studied and handled it. 
Remember, these men were and are professionals. The 
Combat Commander is the ultimate result of a great many 
years of study, thought and development. It certainly has 
been worth waiting for! 

Colt has, for many years, been sandblasting the Model 
1911 and turning it out with a soft, dull Parkerized finish 
for the military. It's an extremely attractive finish. Then, 
rumor has it, years ago some engineer figured out that if 
a sandblasted finish were coated with copper and then 

nickled the resulting finish might just end up being eye 
catching plus non-reflecting. And so the new Colt Satin 
finish came into being. This is possibly the toughest, most 
durable finish Colt has ever put on a handgun. They tell 
me it must be ground off because the sandblasting so 
locks-on the copper and the nickel that it is difficult to 
wear it off or to rust this finish. The finish becomes part 
of the metal. It is not a coating on a smocth flat surface. 

Having gone this far, Colt decided not to stop so they 
went ahead and produced a new type of grips for the Com
bat Commander. At first glance they appear to be un
checkered wood. Upon closer examination they turn out 
to be wood alright, but with a special plastic finish which 
imparts a rough feel to the hand accomplishing the same 
thing as checkering. 

This combination of a special finish on the grips and 
the satin finish on the metal combine to produce an un
usually attractive pistol. All component parts are finished 
with this satin finish with the exception of the sear and 
the disconnector, thus giving (Continued on page 70) 

Compared to the standard Model 1911, the new Combat Commander is more trim 
and has cleaner lines. Weight has been reduced considerably to give better han
dling. All of the ammunition shown functioned perfectly through the new gun 
without a flaw. Author feels his "pet" handloads will also perform well in the gun 
without altering it. New finish concept for grips eliminates need for checkering. 
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SIDEARM 
Time was when police holsters were 

filled with either a Colt or S&W revolver; 
but new guns are appearing, and 

the officer's choice has widened. 

By C. GEORGE CHARLES 

NOT so very long ago, there wasn't much for a new 
police officer to do when picking out his first service 

revolver-and revolver it must be, even yet, except in very 
few instances. He went down to the local gun shop or 
police supply house (if fortunate enough to be near one 
of the latter) and looked at a selection of two makes; 
Colt's and Smith & Wesson. Each offered a single basic 
model from which he might make his choice-the 1902-
vintage S&W Military & Police Model (M-10 in today's 
catalogs) and the Colt's equally-venerable Official Police 
Model. In four- and six-inch barrel lengths those two guns 
constituted the armament of the majority of the uniformed 
police officers of this Nation. 

To be sure, a number of minor variations could be had 
in both guns: fixed or target sights; round or square butts; 
service or target stocks; wide or standard hammers and 
triggers; blue or nickel finish; heavy or standard barrels 
and ribbed or plain barrels; calibers .38 Special or .357 
:VIagnum; etc. None of those variations alter the fact that 
there were only those two basic designs being offered-in 
fact, within each make, many parts were the same, even 
though different names and model designations were ap-



FOR POLICE 
plied for cataloging and advertising purposes. And both 
of those designs dated from the turn of the century! 

The officer who wanted (and was permitted) to obtain 
and use a larger or more powerful gun could get it in .44 
or .45 caliber, but it was those same designs simply scaled 
up to larger dimensions. After about 1946 only big-bore 
SW's were available, For Colt's had discontinued its vener
able New Service Model. 

At the other end of the scale there were the small guns 
for concealment and off-duty wear. Discounting the short 
. 38 and .32 calibers which never have been by any means 
suitable for serious police use, the story was the same. 
Both Colt's and SW offered scaled-down versions of the 
standard models with smaller frames and cylinders and 
shorter barrels. 

Over the years the basic designs had undergone some 
evolutionary improvement. Positive safety locks had been 
added so a dropped or fumbled gun couldn't fire acciden
tally. Fragile leaf springs had been replaced to some ex
tent by longer-lived and cheaper coil springs. Cost-reduc
ing changes had been made and proclaimed as improve
ments. Guns originally made for the .38 Special had been 
adapted to the more powerful .357 Magnum cartridge by 
improved heat treatment and materials. Some models had 
been revised with so-called "short actions" in the interests 
of the paper-punching competitive pistoleros, but this 
meant nothing to a working patrolman. 

But through all this, it took a trained engineer to see 
any difference between the guns of the '20's and those of 
the '50's. The two basic models dominated police weaponry 
and 11·ere considered primarily single-action (thumb-cock
ing) guns with double-action (trigger-cocking) function-

ing built in as sort of an emergency measure to be em
ployed as a last resort. 

So firmly entrenched were the two companies involved 
that hardly anyone would have considered for even a 
moment competing with them. Hardly anyone, that is, 
except Doug McClanahan who formed Charter Arms Corp. 
in 1964 to produce his new, unique, and extremely com
pact, all-steel, pocket-size revolver for undercover use. In 
fact, he designated it the "UNDERCOVER" model, which 
name it bears yet today . 

Though beset by all manner of delays, Charter Arms 
guns finally reached production status in early 1967. That 
its new design features were appreciated by many is estab
lished by the fact that even today, more than four years 
later, production has still not caught up with demand. 
People who wouldn't have given a plugged nickel for the 
chances of any new handgun manufacturer began to 
scratch their heads and take a second look at the market. 

Colt Official 
Police Mark Ill 
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Possibly, but not necessarily, spurred 
by Charter Arms reception, other arms 
designers and producers-specifically 
Bill Ruger ( of Sturm-Ruger auto-pistol 
and single-action revolver fame) and 
Dan Wesson ( great-grandson of D. B. 
Wesson of S&\V)-got into the act. 
Both men, ·harp designers in their own 
right, had become dissatisfied with the 
then-current crop of double-action serv
ice revolvers. And, double-action shoot
ing was coming lo tl1e fore as being 
the dominant form of law-enforcement 
gun work. They elected for a piece of 
the a<.:Lion. 

Both set about. with their associates. 
to develop newer. simpler, and in their 
view better double-action revolvers 
around the .:~57 Magnum cartridge. 
Both strove for maximum simplifica
tion of design and reduction in num
ber of parts, and for the use of modern. 
low-cost fabrication methods. Both 
wanted a gun that would be ideally 
suited to police use, yet appeal just 
as strongly lo the civilian handgun 
fancier. 

Both succeeded, with different de
signs, different approaches, and diITer
ent ideas. Both guns were designed 
primarily for double-action, combat
style shooting, with single-action capa
bility built in as a secondary feature 
for deliberate slow-fire-exactly oppo
site the traditional approach. Both 
firms are delivering guns to the trade 
in quantity a~ this is written. so the 
11ew guns are readily arnilable to both 
individual officers and departments by 
now. 

So. within the past few months, the 
police officer's choice has been ex
panded to a marked degree. No longer 
is he restricted to a choice of two basic 
competitive models made by companies 
who've had the market all to themselves 
for over three-quarters of a century. 
Not only does this give him immedi
ately a wider flock from which to 
cho~se the gun upon "·hich his life will 
depend; the spirited competition that 
is certain to develop will undoubtedly 
produce even better arms in the rela
tively near future. So, let's take a look 
at just what your the law enforcement 
officer can choose from today. 
Service Guns: 
COLT'S: The new Mark III series con
taining a newly-designed action. intro
duced in early 1970 and built around a 
restyled frame and heavy barrel. Basic 
model ( first introduced) is the "Troop
er MK III" in .357 Magnum, offered 
in 4" and Ci" barrels with target sights. 
Augmented (Continued on page 581 
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Id VaiL 1'H/ 
CRAFTSMAN 

IN WOODAND 
METAL 

By GEORGE MARS CASSIDY 

WHEN the town, Warwick, New York, is men-
tioned, one name comes to the mind of people 

who know and appreciate fine gunsmithing-Roy 
Vail. Many know his shop as a prime source for fine 
French walnut stock blanks, but a select few know 
Roy personally, or are priviledged to own one of his 
products. 

Roy Vail began working with guns some 46 years 
ago, refurbishing Kentucky rifles as a hobby. His 
collection grew to more than 200 finely crafted and 
carefully refinished rifles, and then came the depres
sion. To support his family during those lean years, 
Roy eventually sold all of his collection. Soon, shooters 
were bringing their guns into Vail's workshop, and as 
their numbers grew, Roy was forced into full-time 
gunsrnithing. At first his customers were from the 
lower New York State area, then they began corning 
from surrounding states, and soon his clientele num
bered gun fanciers from around the country. The 
quality of his workmanship and his many satisfied 
customers were all the advertising he needed. 

Roy Vail is an all-around gun maker; he excells at 
stock work, prefering to style his rifle and shotgun 
stocks in the classic patterns. His metal engraving is 
alive, and reflects his thought that with any first class 
job you don't watch the clock. He does all of this 
well, but he prefers not to do them on an individual 
basis; he will not accept a separate engraving or stock
ing job. What he does prefer is to take the basic com
ponents, whether they be for a rifle or shotgun, and 
make up a complete gun, which he offers for sale. 
Because time spent on a job is unimportant, he has 
made fewer than 200 rifles and 150 shotguns during 
his career. 

Roy imports all of his wood, and prefers French and 
Circassian walnut. Out of a good shipment, he will 
choose 30 to 40 blanks of "Exhibition" quality for his 

own work, seUing the others to custom stockrnakers 
throughout the country. Vail likes to work with the 
French and Circassian walnuts because of their 
strength and durability, in addition to their handsome 
figure. 

He chooses Mauser actions for his rifles, and prefers 
actions and barrels from Webley & Scott for his shot
guns, although he occasionally will use barreled 
actions from Belgium and Germany. 

His rifles are chambered to minimum dimensions, 
and he advises the buyer to stay away from hot loads 
to assure the accuracy he builds into every rifle. 

Roy Vail's custom guns have not only been sent to 
every part of the country, they have been associated 
with some pretty fancy names, too. Clark Gable had 
Vail make up a custom rifle that he used on hunts in 
the U.S. and Canada. A special presentation shotgun 
was made up by Roy Vail for then General Dwight D. 
Eisenhower. A short time later Eisenhower was so 
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ROY VAIL ... 

pleased with it, he asked Vail to make him a 28 gauge 
field gun for hunting rather than showing. But the 
gun that Roy Vail remembers best, and the one that 
gave him the most pleasure, was made, not for a celeb
rity, but for a GI stationed in Korea. Through cor
respondence, the GI told Vail the type of gun he 
wanted, the specifications, and placed his order for 
delivery when he returned from duty. When he came 
to pick up the gun, the GI told Roy that the idea that 
his custom gun was waiting for him gave him the 
desire needed to stay alive in tough situations. 

One might imagine, looking at a Roy Vail gun with 
its clean lines and organized artistry, that the Vail gun 
shop would reflect this picture of tasteful harmony. 
The barn-like workshop, even from the outside, gives 
the appearance of complete disarray. Once inside, it 
looks even worse; heads of game animals line the wall, 
and stacks of guns and gun parts cover the floor. By 
following a course somewhat like a maze, you can 
make your way to the work area, where Roy Vail 
spends some of his most pleasurable, and most produc
tive hours. 

When not at work, Roy relaxes in his home, which 
others might call a museum. He is an inveterate col
lector, picking up relics, antiques and artifacts during 
most of his life. He has several "hobby" rooms, and 
each is filled with his "collectables." Carefully dis
played are·- arrowheads and other Indian artifacts, 

Gun on our cover is one of this pair 
of fine 28 gauge side-by-sides 
made by Vail. Stocks of Cicassian 
walnut match perfectly, as does 
the handsome engraving on the 
Belgium side locks. 



CRAFTSMAN IN WOOD AND METAL 

trophy heads and important documents. Each has a 
special meaning to Roy, but he is particularly proud 
of his collection of mementos of Thomas Fitzpatrick, 
plainsman, hunter, Indian fighter and guide to Cap
tain Fremont during the 184o's. Roy has one of his 
rifles, chaps and a jacket, and his hand-made Bowie 
knife. 

As you walk through the room, Roy will point with 
pride to the skin of an 8' 8" leopard bagged on an 
African safari a few years ago. Being the collector 
that he is, the rooms show many African artifacts, 
including ivory, picked up during his visit. 

Another of Roy Vail's hobbies is the collecting of 
bronzes, and he owns, among others, some by Carl 
Kauba, an Austrian who went West, lived with the 
Indians, and brought his sketches back to his father's 
foundry in Austria to make his reknowed bronzes. 

Roy Vail is one of those rare men who lives life the 
way he wants it. His home and shop are nestled 
among the trees, and he spends what spare time he has 
enjoying the outdoors. As a craftsman, he appreciates 
the beauty and craftsmanship of nature. His hunting 
seldom interferes with his work, he just makes the 
most of the time spent at either occupation. 

A gunmaker to many famous people, he would 
rather be known as a gunmaker to those who appre
ciate traditional artistry, in design 
and function. Cal 

The hands of an artist as they chisel the 
intricate designs in metal. These hands 
produced the beautiful 28 gauge shotgun for 
Dwight D. Eisenhower shown below. Gun is now 
in the Eisenhower Museum, Abilene, Kansas. 



WHEN IT COMES TO VARIETY AND 
UNIQUENESS OF DESIGN, IT'S 
HARD TO BEAT 11 POCKET" PISTOLS. 

By JAMES B. STEWART 

A MONG arms collectors one area that has re-
ceived far too little emphasis is the automatic 

pistol. Aside from the Colt, the Luger, and perhaps 
the Walther and the Mauser, very little collector 
interest has traditionally been accorded these arms. 
In the last several years, particularly since the 1968 
gun law drastically curtailed importation of most 
foreign handguns, interest has been rising, particu
larly in military weapons. 

Several very fine collections have been built 
around arms designed to chamber the 9 mm Luger 
cartridge or around the military automatics of a 
single country such as Japan or Germany. This has 
caused an economic pressure which has priced rare 
or unusually fine examples out of the reach of the 
average collector. For example, ten years ago a 
Japanese Nambu, almost any variation, could be 
had for between $10 and $20. Nowdays a standard 
issue in decent condition ranges from $4,0 to $4.S 
and the so-called Grandpa ambu will bring in 
excess of $400. 

There is one area in the collection of automatic 
pistols that has so far received much less attention 
than its potential interest warrants; this is the 
pocket automatic, particularly those chambered for 

A selection of .25 ACP pistols, center, then clock
wise from top. Model 1905 FN Browning; Mann 
Model 1921; Jo Lo Ar Model 1924; Model 1921 
"Praga;" Clement Model 1906; Cheylewski Model 
1914, Swiss; "Boltun Patent" 1912, from Spain; 
"Le Francois" D.A. ,only; Steyr Model 1920; Mau
ser Model 1910; Webley & Scott with hammer, 
similar to the H&R hammerless model. 
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Top row (L-R): Forerunner of Ger
man Kommer, no serial No.; FAR, 
serial No. 9, pilot for Belgian 
"Dictator;" inventor's model by M: 
Santos Fernandez, pilot for Span
ish "Teuf-Teuf." 

Right row (top to bottom): The 
first true vest pocket auto, a Wal
ther Model 9, and two of its con
temporaries, the Mikros from 
France and German "Liliput." 

Left row (top to bottom): Three 
variations of Belgian 1908 Robar 
and DeKerkhove pistol; early type 
with Melior tradename; later type 
with name "Jieffeco," and last, 
sold in U.S. with Phoenix name. 

I.,. ni. ., ./. 'n h'Jr,,c.1/:.•f'. 
, -,v,~ tJ :t-r t:'c.1up.~· 

the 6.35 mm Browning, or 25 ACP carfridge. This car
tridge and the first gun to fire it were the brain-children 
of the renowned arms designer John Moses Browning. 
Emboldened by the success of their Model 1900 automatic 
in 7.65 mm which Browning had designed for them, the 
Fabrique Nationale d'Armes de Guerre of Liege, Belgium, 
was high~y receptive when he proposed a small, pocketable 
automatic to use a scaled-down version of the 7.65 mm 
cartridge. 

its cartridge reached the market early in 1906 and were such 
a success that they were almost instantly followed by a 
6.35 mm. version of the 5 mm. Clement and by a new de
sign from the frrm of Nicholas Pieper of Liege. The popu
larity of the cartridge spread more rapidly than any other 
in history and before the First World War literally mil
lions of guns chambered for it had been made and their 
manufacture spread over at least a dozen countries. 

The development of such an arm Was a shrewd market
ing maneuver. The need for a very small or "vest pocket" 
personal protection weapon was indicated by the large 
sales of small, inexpensive velo-dog deringers and revolvers 
and the reasonable success of the pioneering German Berg
mann and Belgian Clement pocketable 5 mm. automatics. 
The Browning vest pocket, or "Baby" as it was known, and 
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As several key features of the Browning design were 
covered by patents and since the cartridge itself was of 
rather low power, much weird and wonderful experimenta
tion was done, either to circumvent patents or to introduce 
alleg~d improvements, or merely as a matter of economic 
expediency. Despite the patents many virtually exact copies 
of the Browning design were produced. 

This bewildering variety of design and manufacture is 



both a boon and a discouragement to the collector. For 
one thing, the absolute number of trade names and designs 
is so vast that it is doubtful if anyone could collect them 
all. Indeed, even today there is no one source available 
with information on more than a handful of these interest
ing pjstols. 

One of the first decisions which must be made is how 
the collection should be structured so that an interesting 
and meaningful grouping will result. As with the collecting 
of other arms, there are several generally accepted cate
gories. Added to this are several which suggest themselves 
due to the proliferation of designs and tradenames. This 
results in ten distinct categories_ These of course are not 
all of the possible divisions and indeed some could easily 
be broken into sub-categories to further reduce the number 
of pieces necessary for a "complete" collection. 

The first category, and the one which most often at
tracts people to the 25 automatic initially, is that of odd
appearing or unusually functioning designs. Into this cate
gory fall such well-known oddities as the Czech "Praga" 
folding-trigger or "beer can-opener" pistol, the German 
Lignose with its cocking-action trigger guard, and the 
Austrian "Little Tom" with its pioneering double-action 
trigger system. There are, however, many lesser known 
designs in this category such as the "Securitas" which has 
no trigger and is fired by means of its grip safety, and the 
"Radium" which has no detachable magazine but has an 
ingenious system involving a sliding grip which is pulled 
down for loading. While this category of odd appearance 
or function is one of the first to attract the neophyte col
lector it is also, because of the general oddity interest of 
these weapons, one of the most expensive. 

The second most common way to collect is by manu
facturer or tradename. The most common collections in 
this category are of Walthers or Mausers, but equally ex
tensive and interesting groupings can be found under the 
Clement, Star, J. P. Sauer and Sohn, Melior, Bayard, Menz, 
and Bergmann names. Complete collections in this cate
gory can be as simple as the five basic models of the Sauer 
or as complex as the approximately twenty models and 
variations of the Walther. 

The third most common category is by countries, which 
may be collected by many examples from one country or 
by one example from each of as many countries as possi
ble. For the 25 ACP, the countries where the greatest 
variety and quantities were manufactured were Spain, -Bel
gium, Germany, and France, in ap-

plain but is probably due to our long history of reliance 
for personal protection of the revolver and distrust of the 
dependability of the autopistol. 

A fourth category for collecting would be that of the 
copy_ The most numerous example of this is, of course, 
the legion of Spanish- and French-manufactured replicas, 
under an enormous variety of tradenames, of the Model 
1905 Belgian Browning. Not as well known is that several 
copies exist of other arms that achieved wide popularity 
such as the German Walther Model 9, the Spanish "Star," 
and the Belgian Pieper. 

A category which is of its nature restricted to the 25 
automatic is the collection of true vest pocket pistols, that 
is, pistols of around four inches or less overall length. 
These diminutive arms were pioneered by the Walther 
Model 9 in 1921 and over the next twenty years nearly a 
dozen other manufacturers including FN brought com
peting miniscule arms to the market place. The first of 
these competitors was the famous Liliput, produced by 
August Menz in Suhl, Germany. Later Belgium, Spain, 
France, and Italy made contributions to this category. 

The sixth category is that of interesting names. Like the 
"Suicide Special" or "Saturday Night Special" American 
22 caliber revolvers the Spanish and French copies of the 
Model 1905 Browning automatic were marketed under a 
bewildering array of hopefully attractive tradenames. A 
list of the more picturesque would include Action, Apache, 
Asiatic, Atlas, Bronco, Bufalo (sic), Cow Boy, Demon, 
Destroyer, Dictator, Dragon, Express, Fox, Frontier, Lib
erty, Looking Glass, Marine, Pathfinder, Peugeot, Preci
sion, Protector, Sharp-S (h) ooter, Singer, Sprinter, Terri
ble, Thunder, Titanic, Trust, Victory, and humorously 
anomolous, Unique. 

A seventh category made possible by the great variety 
of pistols chambered for this cartridge is that of type of 
action or construction. Among these would be the many 
quick-removable barrel systems, the guns capable of being 
loaded and cocked with one hand, double-action lockwork 
pistols, pistols with metal grips, actions with tip-up barrels, 
and so forth. Within each one of these categories at least 
a half-dozen different examples may be found. This type 
of collection could consist of varieties of a feature rather 
than similarities. There are, for example, several differen1 
types and locations of magazine catches. These range from 
the one on the "Le Rapide" which pulls forward from un
derneath the trigger guard to (Continued on page 64) 

proximately that order, although ex
amples may be found from such unex
pected places as Chile, South Africa, 
and Switzerland. A careful study of 
proof marks of the various countries is 
necessary to this type of collection. 
Surprisingly enough, the world's pre
mier powers, that is, the United States, 
Soviet Russia, England, and more re
cently Japan, are noticeably absent 
from the ranks of major designers and 
manufacturers. In England, Russia, 
and Japan this condition can be attrib
uted to the sad state of the commercial 
arms industry due to their stringent 
anti-firearms ownership laws. The lack 
of native automatic design in the 
United States is more difficult to ex-

Left: Far Eastern hand-made copy of .32 Ml900 
Browning in .25 ACP; extremely rare. Right: The 
Spanish "Radium," made by Gabilondo y Cia about 
1914. This design has integral magazine, loaded 
by pulling left grip downward, as shown in photo. 
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GUN OF THE MONTH 

DIXIE DELUXE 
Pennsylvania Rifle 

NO ENTRY FEE! 
NOTHING TO BUY, 
Simply mail a plain post card with the required 
information to GUNS Magazine TODAY and you 
will be eligible for the January contest featuring 
the Dixie Pennsylvania Rifle. In addition to the 
rifle the winner will also win the Dixie powder
horn, authentic indian tomahawk, shotbag and 
genuine full pelt coonskin cap. The Deluxe 
Pennsylvania Rifle is available in your choice of 
either Flintlock (as illustrated) or Percussion. 
Featured with gleaming brass and butt-plate, it 
is 55" long, 40" barrel, and perfectly balanced 
at 10 lbs. 

The Dixie Catalog has come to be the reference 
work for all muzzleloading equipment and the 
many accessories. It has over 300 pages and is 
$2.00. Send your money to Dixie Gun Works Inc. 
Union City, Tennessee 38261. 

Sponsored by 

GUNS MAGAZINE and 

DIXIE GUN WORKS 
All you do to enter is fill in the required infor
mation on a plain post-card and return it to 
GUNS Magazine. Be sure to enter bottom line 
information-GM, Jan. GUNS. DO NOT MAIL 
ANY ENTRY IN AN ENVELOPE! Your name will 
be entered in the drawing to be held Jan. 10th. 
and the winner will be announced in the June 
issue of GUNS Magazine. 

DO NOT USE ENVELOPE! 
MAIL POST-CARD TODAY 

GUNS Magazine 
8150 N. Central Park/Skokie, 111./60076 

Nam&---------------

AddresS---------------

GUNS JANUARY 1972 

HANDLOADING BENCH 

(Continued from page 8) 

remember many pleasant range and 
hunting sessions when I had no more 
than five or ten cases. I still have the 
five cases made up for a fine old 1886 
Bullard .50-115 Express rifle I once 
used. Five rounds were plenty for 
hunting, and for range work they 
were simply reloaded on the spot. 

Loading in the field requires nothing 
but components, a decapping awl, as 
they were once called, a square stick 
of hardwood, and a two-inch square 
or larger piece of smooth steel plate. 
You can get fancier if you want, but it 
isn't at all necessary. 

A piece of %4'' diameter music wire 
protruding %" from the largest dowel 
that will enter the case mouth does 
the decapping. Slip it into the flash 
hole, and bump the fired primer out 
with the heel of your hand. 

To reprime, lay a primer anvil-up on 
the steel plate and tap the case down 
over it with the stick. Take care to 
not damage the case mouth. To be 
sure of this you can carry an extra 
mouth-fitting dowel ½" longer than 
the case to use as a driver. When the 
case head contacts the plate, the pri
mer is seated flush. 

Powder charge is simple. Check the 
throat and chamber of your gun and 
determine how deep bullets m,ust be 
seated to lack about 1~2" - ½s" of con
tacting the rifling. Then cut off one 
case ½o" above where the bullet base 
falls. Solder or epoxy a wire handle to 
the charge cup thus formed, then pour 
or dip it full of FFg powder, strike off 
the excess, and pour the charge into 
the primed case. 

The actual weight of the powder 
charge isn't important. It should be 
large enough in bulk so that it is 
lightly compressed when the bullet is 
seated (the reason for that extra ½6" 
of case) to produce best and most 
uniform results. 

Let's get one point made very clear. 
It is impossible to get enough black 
powder into any of those cartridge 
cases to generate pressures unsafe in 
the old guns-assuming, of course, the 
gun is in good mechanical condition. 
Any charge you can put in the case is 
safe. 

Bullets are no problem. Since the 
cases do not need resizing ( except, 
perhaps, after many firings makes 
them difficult to chamber), lubricated 
lead bullets are simply pressed into 
the case mouth by hand. If the fit is a 
bit tight, use the stick to tap bullets 
solidly down on the powder, with the 

case resting on that steel plate. 
Even if bullets are loose in the case, 

shooting isn't impaired. Just squeeze 
the case mouth somewhat oval with 
thumb and finger so that the bullet 
won't fall out during chambering. 

Neither is selection and availability 
of bullets any problem. The Lyman 
catalog lists dozens of moulds for the 
old-time calibers in .38, .40, .44, 11mm, 
.50 calibers, and others as well. I 
much prefer the heaviest bullets for 
this type of shooting, and usually se
lect a flat-point design as well. The 
more lubricating grooves, the better. 

Cast like any other bullet, but from 
the softest lead you have. Get the 
bases as perfect as possible. If the 
proper bullet is chosen, sizing is sel
dom necessary. Just lubricate by the 
old cake method-stand bullets on 
bases in a tray; pour melted lubricant 
in to cover grooves; then cut bullets 
out of hardened cake with a fired case 
or piece of tubing. The Alox-base lu
bricants seem best, both for accuracy 
and prevention of leading. 

When leading persists in spite of 
normal lubrication, melt some lubri
cant and let it solidify in a sheet about 
½G" thick. 

Reduce powder charge height in case 
by ½s", then press the lube sheet over 
case mouths, leaving a grease wad in 
the neck. Seat the bullet over this 
wad. This will often cure leading 
problems, but occasionally a tight-fit
ting cardboard wad soaked in melted 
lubricant or beeswax, then drained, 
will do better. 

There isn't much left to this simplest 
and most enjoyable type of shooting, 
except to care properly for the cases 
after shooting. Black powder residue 
will combine with atmospheric mois
ture (sulphuric acid is one of the by
products of combustion) to corrode 
the brass badly if not removed 
immediately. Under some conditions, 
only a few days are required to ruin 
the case. 

Simply decap all cases immediately 
after firing, then wash them well in
side in hot water and detergent. I boil 
them twenty minutes first, then use a 
small bottle-brush to loosen any stub
born fouling, and finish by boiling in 
clear water. Shake off excess and let 
them air-dry. 

Of course, it goes without saying 
that after each use you'll clean the gun 
thoroughly. That acid fouling will 
ruin the bore in short order 
if you don't. Ciil 
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By JIM CARMICHEL 

WHEN IT COMES TO drawing ad
miring glances from lovers of fine 

sporting rifles, few gadgets are as suc
cessful as a simple but well made floor
plate release lever. This distinctive ac
cessory is synonymous with the fine 
sporting arms built on the European 
Continent before WW II. Thus the re
lease lever is associated with a brand 
of gunsmithing requiring ultra-meticu
lous, even mystical, craftsmanship. 
Home gunsmithing hobbiests are thus 
more or less "brain-washed" into over
estimating the skills of the old world 
craftsmen and underestimating their 
own abilities. 

Actually, as we shall presently see, 
a very amateur craftsman with no more 
sophisticated tools than a hacksaw, 
two or three files, a drill, a tap and a 
bit of sandpaper can fashion a very 
handsome lever release assembly from 
a hunk of steel and have it installed 
and working in an evening's time. 

What might have been the only diffi
cult part of installing a lever release 
assembly, undercutting the trigger 
guard for the lever catch, has, in fact, 
already been done for us on Mausers, 
Springfiekls and 1914,-17 Enfields. We 
simply make use of the milled under
cut just forward of the trigger guard 
bow originally intended for the floor
plate catch lip. 

Though any sort of mild steel will 
do, a piece of :y,/' or 1//' cold rolled 
key stock about four inches long will 
do fine. Actually the finished lever will 
only be some two inches long but the 
additional length makes a nice "han
dle" for holding the lever in a vise dur
ing the shaping process. 

Begin work by tracing the profile of 
the lever on the key stock. Arrange the 
pattern so that both the lever arm and 
the pivot shank will be a single piece. 
It takes a bit more filing this way but 
the added strength and simplicity is 
worth the effort. Also by doing it this 
way we get "one up" on the old-world 
gunsmithing wizards who made the 
lever arm separate from the shank and 
then had to hold the two parts together 
with a screw that showed from the out-

•1-6 

side. Our way keeps the outside parts 
free of screws and is thus much better 
looking. 

File the profile to shape but make no 
attempt at contouring the lever for the 
time being. By establishing both side 
and t.op profiles first it will be much 
easier lo get smoothly flowing, sym
metrical contours later. Also be sure to 
leave the "handle" attached. 

Filing the pivot shank to a near per
fect cylinder may seem a formidable 
task but is, in fact, quite simple. The 
square form is first cut to an eight
sided shape, which in turn is rounded 
ofl. The proper diameter of the shank 
is determined by the size of the hole 
which already exists at the rear of the 
floorplate. A little cut-and-fit technique 
here will get you a perfect fit. Also, 
this is as good a time as any to cut the 
lug off the inside of the floorplate. 
These are always of mild steel and easy 
to cut with a hacksaw. se a file to 
dress the inner surface smooth and 
flush. 

After the pivot shank and the side 
and top profiles have been filed to 
shape, you are ready to move on to 
working the lever clown to final shape. 

Frankly, it is difficult, if not impos
sible, to describe how to shape a form 
by words alone. Therefore your best 
guide will be the illustrations shown 
on these pages. Note how the contours 
flow gracefully with no sharp edges or 
slab-sided surfaces. 

Most of the shaping can be done with 
a simple six-inch three sided file or 
even a round chain saw file. A set of 
needle files, if you have one, is very 
helpful but not really necessary. 

During this final shaping is where 

you really begin to appreciate that 
"handle" fastened to the rear end of 
the lever. If it were not for this you'd 
really have a job trying to hold on to 
the ,-mall lever and file on it too. You'd 
file as much skin as steel. 

For final finishing wrap a strip of 
220- or 320-grit finishing paper around 
the file and work out the tool marks 
and scratches made by the filing opera
tion. When the lever is smooth you can 
cut off that handy little handle and 
then smooth up that last little scar. 
Now you're ready to install the lever. 

The Aoorplate is locked in place by 
a small latch arm which pivots lateral
ly. entering into that milled recess in 
the trigger guard 11·e discussed earlier. 

Since the latch must fit rather snugly 
and be in positive alignment with the 
lever it is necessary to attach the 1,rn 
parts in such a ,my that any slipping 
will be impossible. This is "cc·om
plished easily enough by a c:tnplc 
tongue and groove union with the l1rn 

parts held together by a small screw 
running down through the latch piece 
and threading into the lever shank. A 
6-48 screw is fine for this job and just 
about everyone who tinkers with guns 
has a 6-48 lap. ( Continzied on page 66) 
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GUNS MAG,AZINE is proud to present to its readers a col
lection of exploded drawings from the FIREARMS ENCY
CLOPEDIA. Every issue of GUNS will contain at least two 
drawings complete with detailed assembly and disassem
bly instructions. We have more than 100 drawings avail
able, covering modern and antique handguns, rifles and 
shotguns. 

Each page is complete, with the drawing on one side and 
descriptive material on the back. Binder holes are indi
cated so that you may start your own loose leaf book. 

These drawings will be available only in GUNS Magazine, 
and extra pages will not be available. Don't miss a single 
copy! 

Note: These drawings are copyrighted, and may not be 
reproduced without written permission of the copyright 
holder, GUNS Magazine. 
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TOKAR EV MODEL 30 - Cal. 7.62 mm Russian 

This pistol is an adaptation and simplification of the Browning parallel-ruler locking system developed by the 
well known Russian small-arms designer, F. V. Tokarev, The cartridge is the Russian version of the 7.63 Mauser, 
(DWM No. 403), loaded to slightly less intensity and fitted with a thinner rim. The old Mauser round was very 
popular in Russia, and especially in Siberia, and in its present form it is the standard pistol and sub-machinegun am
munition of the Soviet Union. 

The Tokarev is well worth study as an example of the course of modern Soviet small-arms design. It was de
signed to be manufactured as cheaply and easily as possible with a minimum of expensive machining operations. This 
was achieved by eliminating many refinements of the prototype, but at the same time notable improvements in the 
facility of stripping, repair and maintenance were made. As a result, the pistol is lighter and more compact than the 
1911 and functions reliably with much more powerful ammunition. 

The locking system is identical to the 1911 pattern. Note that the locking ribs encircle the barrel. This permits 
simple lathe production and eliminates milling and shaping. The barrel bushing is simpler, a small stud on the recoil 
spring locking it in place. The pistol has no manual or grip safety outside of the half-cock notch of the hammer. The 
firing pin is of the floating type and is retained by a transverse pin engaging a slot on its upper surface. This eliminates 
the costly machining of the 1911 firing pin stop. A flat spring engaging a groove in the slide stop pin is provided on 
the right of the frame, since the slide does not retain the stop as in the normal Browning assembly. 

The firing system comprising hammer, sear, disconnector and springs is mounted as a sub-assembly in the rear 
of the frame from which it is easily removed for field stripping and cleaning. (The pin mounting of the 1911 makes 
disassembly of the same components a difficult armorer's task.) The helical hammer spring is housed within the ham
mer, obtaining compression against a transverse pin. The most important features of the sub-assembly are the integral 
cartridge guides at its forward end which insure straight line feed from the magazine lips to the chamber. (Most jams 
in Browning type automatics are due to deformation of the magazine lips and consequent crooked feed.) 

The magazine is the standard straight line box type, containing 8 rounds. It is easily stripped from the bottom 
for cleaning. The magazine release is similar in function and position to the 1911, but comprises fewer parts. 

To Operate: Draw slide of empty pistol back. Slide stop ( on left of frame over the trigger) will engage and 
lock slide open. Press magazine release (to left rear of trigger) and withdraw magazine. Load magazine in standard 
fashion with 8 rounds. Re-insert and depress slide stop to chamber a round. The hammer may be lowered by hand 
from full cock to rest on the slide, or to half-cock. This requires care and two hands. 

The standard dimensions of the pistol include an overall length of 7¾", with a 4½" barrel, and an unloaded 
weight of 52 ozs. The finish is generally a phosphate gray or black. The stocks are an identifying feature, being of 
black plastic marked with a Soviet star and "CCCP". No significant variants have been encountered. 

Field Stripping: Withdraw magazine. Depress recoil spring stud protruding through barrel bushing. Rotate freed 
bushing to the right to disengage, and draw forward. Draw back slide stop lock on right of frame over trigger and 
withdraw stop from the left. Slide may now be drawn forward off frame. Disengage barrel from locking engagement 
and draw out forwards with recoil spring and guide. Firing sub-assembly may be lifted out of frame with fingers. 
Reverse for assembly. 

Further Stripping: Magazine - Depress stud of false bottom on base of magazine and slide true bottom forward. 
Withdraw false bottom, spring and follower. 

Slide - Drive out firing pin retaining pin from right of slide. Withdraw firing pin and spring 
from rear. 

Frame - Reach in magazine well and draw rearwards stock retaining springs. Shake off 
stocks. Drive out magazine release from right and withdraw trigger and spring. 

Evaluation: The Tokarev is rather roughly made of good materials. Non-essential surfaces are always poorly 
finished, while mating surfaces and guides will be found in finishes varying from fair to excellent, depending on the 
date of manufacture. Specimens produced during war-time stress show the worst fitting. The grip slope is not quite 
steep enough to provide instinctive pointing. The lack of a comprehensive safety system makes it necessary to carry 
the arm either fully lowered or with the hammer at half-cock or in cocked position. Lowering the hammer for the 
latter positions is dangerous with sweaty or gloved hands. 

However, the pistol is amply strong, sturdy and reliable, and when used with the proper ammunition is reliable. 
Some brands of American 7.63 ammunition will function properly, while others which adhere closely to the German 
case dimensions may cause frequent failures to extract. DWM ammunition is, of course, the worst in this respect. If 
this ammunition is to be used constantly, a few thousandths can be ground off the inside of the extractor hook to insure 
proper functioning. 

P. A. MIRANDA 
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JAPANESE MODEL 1925 

This is a modification of the original 3 m/m Nambu (some are encountered with 
an enlarged trigger guard for use with gloves). Cal. 8 m/m. 

TO DISMOUNT: 

1. Press in head of firing pin extension and unscrew bolt nut. Remove firing pin 
extension and firing pin spring. 

2. Remove magazine, force muzzle back by pressing on wall or table, and push 
magazine catch in, pulling down on trigger guard. 

3. Slide barrel assembly forward and off receiver. ( Assemble in reverse order.) 

NOTE: These weapons employ a locking block (or link) that is positioned by a 
spring. Care should be taken to insure that these parts are replaced properly. 

Nambu with enlarged trigger guard for shooting with gloves. 
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DERE 
MR. ACMI 

(Continued from page 25) 

enough" like it should. 
Awaiting your reply, we remain 

Yours truly, 
Frank S. Miller 
President 

Cottonwood TEXAS 
dere mr Acmi 

you dont understand i told you i 
didnt want no custom gun way at the 
furst what i want is you to fix this 
gun sos it will shoot hard enuf like it 
shud so i kin shoot that cayote befoar 
all my old ladys chickens are gone 
thats all i want so please let me kno 
whut it will cost to fix it to shoot hard 
enuf like it shud and i appreshiate the 
nice folder and all you sent but thats 
not whut i want like i said and now i 
kno that no gun or enything else i get 
from Slick Williams is eny great 
shakes of a bargain but i cant bak out 
of a trade now so i want you to fix my 
rifel like i said. 

yours truli 
Jake Smith 

September 30, 1970 
Mr. Jake Smith 
Rural Delivery 
Cottonwood, Texas 
Dear Mr. Smith: 

The price of $97 .50 previously quot
ed is what it will cost to fix your gun 
to "shoot hard". It is not the price 
of a custom gun which would run 
considerably higher. 

Yours truly, 
Frank S. Miller 
President 

Cottonwood TEXAS 
dere mr Acmi 

i got youre letter today and i got to 
say i was beginning to look forward to 
hearing from you all now and then 
like weve been doing and i had to reed 
youre letter twice to see if i was reed
ing rite now it hurts me plenty to say 
this but i think you and Slick Wil
liams is the same kind of people and i 
kno Slick is so crooked he cudent 
sleep in a roundhouse. anybudy that 
wud charge 97.50 to make a gun shoot 
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hard like it shud aint all the ways 
honest and frankli i just dont care to 
have eny further corruspondence with 
you anymore. 

yr obedt servt 
Jake Smith 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
In order to better serve our cus
tomers in the future, all custom 
gun work and repairs can be 
handled through your own local 
gun dealer who will offer you our 
personalized Custom Gun Service. 

Dealers: write for 
attractive discounts. 

ACME CUSTOM GUN WORKS 
3245 Pershing Street 

Los Angeles, California 
Frank S. Miller, President 

U.S .. 30 CAL. CARBINE 
PARATROOPER STOCH 
New custom-made Schmeisser FallschlrmJa,Jer 
type folding stocks for Ml carbine. ~autlful 
walnut and ordnance blutd stttl. Lodr.s optn 
and closed. Full pistol grip. Ready to Inst.all. 
Standard length when open, 26-1/2.., when 
closed. Fabulous shooting qualities. 

Stop Wasting Ammo! Ge.t tighter 
groups than ever before. Jim's 

❖ Scope Target indicates improper 
aim immediately by its unique 
design. The distinct one inch grid 
makes scope adjustment fast c:nd 
accurate. Send for free brochure. 
Never miss again. 

BAINBRIDGE CO. 
P.O. Box 12066, Denver, Colo, 80212 
Ask for the Gold Target and be 
a 'Golden Gunner' • 

Shipped parcel 
post prepaid 

COMPLETE CARBINE ACCESSORIES! 
5-SHOT MAGAZINES ........ , ................................. $1.'19 ppd. 

15-SHOT MAGAZINES .......................................... $1.'19 ppd. 
All brand new manufacture. Modtrn stttl. 
Satisfaction guaranttf'd. (All new, no worn parts, 
no crystalllzed springs, no reblued surplus) 

30-SHOT MAGAZINES ....... , .. , ...... , .. , ... , . , , , . , . , . , •• , , , . , $2.'19 ppd, 
60 ROUND JUNGLE CLIP (damps 2-.30 mags, end to end) ........•.... $2.99 ppd. 
SLING & OILER ............................................... $2.'19 pp<I, 

ANYONE CAN ORDER BY MAIL 
MAG POUCH, holds 2-15 rd. mags .................•......... , .•.. $1.99 ppd. 
MAG POUCH, holds 2-.30 rd. mags . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . $2. 99 ppd. 

This Is an accessory servfce for carbine owners. 
No FFL required. Send check, cash or money 
ordel', $5,00 deposit for C.0.0. on Pal'alrooper 
stock, In California add 5½% stat~ tax. 
DEALERS INQUIRE 

FALSH HIDER .................................. , .............. $6.'19 pp<i. 
LO-PROFILE HANOGUARO .................................... , . , $2.'19 ppd. 
VENTILATED STEEL HANOGUARD .. , ....... , ...................... $3.'19 pp<I. 
PISTON NUT WRENCH (double ended) .............. , ...... , ... , ... $1.99 ppd. 
SCOPE MOUNT, OOVETAlL CLAMP TYPE, NO DRILLING OR TAPPING , . $6.'19 ppd. 

FEDERAL ORDNANCE, INC., P.O. BOX 36032, DEPT. DH, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, 90036 

f 
UNIFORMS, ORGANIZATION ANO HISTORY 

W&J?[??'c~~= 00 
BY ROGER JAMES B[ND[R 

AND HUGH PAC( TAYLOR 

0 6",0"FORMAT "160PAGES •g 95 
•350 ILLUSTRATIONS AND PHOTOS • 

• DOZENS OF FULL-COLOUR PAGES 

* Unaltered, Reprint of Original Text and Illus, 
trations. Scparat.• German-English Glossary to 
Aid in Translation. 

* Hard Cover, 650 Pages with 63 Brilliant 
Colour Plates of HSDAP Uniforms and flags. 

CALIF RES. ADD So/,; "19 95 
POST PAID f • 

i 
UNIFORMS, ORGANIZATION .ANO H~TOPV 

W&J?[??I~~=00 
VOLUME II 

. B'( ROGER JAMES BENDER 

• ANO HUGH PAGE TAYLOR 

COLOURED STANDARDS AND FLAGS 

176 PAGES, 6"x9" FORMAT 

237 ILLUSTRA.TIONS & PHOTOS $ 9.95 
DELUXE CASE BINDING POH P.4.10 

UNITED STA TES MARTIAL 
AND COLLECTORS ARMS 

i, 
1 

• 900 U.S. Government Inspectors, 
Weapons Marked & Years of 

, Employ men! 

* 55 U.S. Military & Collectors 
Ji .- Arms, Serial Numbers, Produc-

t',' • ~ lion Quantities 

-.. * Complete Lisi of Commemorative 
Guns 

$2.50 
POSTPAID 

* Soft Cover, 96 Pages, 5" x a·· 
Format 

GERMAN 88•MM 
ANTIAIRCRAFT 
GUN MATERIAL 

WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL 
TM E9-369A 29 JUNE 1943 
Unaltered reprint of the manual compiled by 
U.S. Army Ordnance experts at Aberdeen Prov
ing Grounds. A complete guide with hundreds 
of photographs showin~ operation, firing, main~ 
tenonce, ammunition and fire control equipment. 
183 pages, soft cover. 

POSTPAID $4 95 
Calif. Res. Add 5% • 

MIIJT ARY ARMS RESEARCH 
P. 0. Box 941 

San .Jose, California, U.S.A. 95108 
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"NO 
GAME 
NO 
PAY" ® 

BLACK BUCK 

ANTELOPE 

SAFARI STYLE HUNTING 
■ OVER 125 SQUARE MILES 

■ GAME FROM FOUR CONTINENTS 

■ EXCELLENT MEALS, LODGING 

■ CUSTOMER ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY 

~Y.O. 
RANCH 
BOX 77 MOUNTAIN HOME, TEXAS 7805B 

Telephone (512) 654-2076 
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Polluti~n, riots, traffic, and the 
hectic rush of city life are just 
newspaper headlines to us. Here, 
we g·ct away from it all, and can 
deYotc ourselves completely to 
our work. For the past twenty 
~·cars, our work has been making 
quality g-unstocks of modern de~ 
sig-n. From the selection of 
qualit~• woods to the finest de
tailing of hand carving-, we 
spend the necessarr time to pro
duce the distinctive excellence 
for which Reinhart Fajen is 
famous. 

Current Catalog #70 
$2.00 p.p. 

1971 was a record year for the clay 
target sports in the United States. 
Some of the boom may have gone 
from the economy, but the boom in 
shooting (no pun intended) just keeps 
rolling along. Nearly seventeen thou
sand entries competed in trap's na
tional tournament, the Grand Ameri
can, at Vandalia, Ohio, eclipsing the 
1968 record of 16,799 entries. San An
tonio, Texas hosted 2,571 hopefuls in 
the 1971 NSSA World Championships, 
skeet's supreme tournament test in 
the United States. Every gauge 
showed increased entries at San An
tonio. 

Last month's "Pull" column led off 
with the statement "Next year can be 
your big year in clay target competi
tion!" Confirmation for this statement 
comes just one month later, when I 
report that Ralph C. Davis of Lorton, 
Virginia won the biggest prize in 
trapshooting during the 1971 Grand 
American, the Grand American Han
dicap, just about one year after he 
started shooting trap'. Davis, an engi
neer with Safeway stores, began his 
trapshooting career in July of 1970. 
His previous high score before the 
Grand was a 97 in the Maryland state 
event. He had to win his trophy in the 
Grand the hard way, when nine 
shooters were deadlocked at 98 for the 
big prize after regulation shooting. 
Davis must have had butterflies, 
Grand American variety, when he 
missed his first target in the shoot-off, 
but he steadied for a 24, and elimi
nated the rest of a nine-man hungry 
pack with another 24 in the second 
stanza of the shootoff. 

Don Brown of Macon, Illinois will 
remember the 1971 Grand for a long 
time. He missed his one hundredth 
and last target to fall back in the 
shootoff pack. He would have been 
the uncontested champion if he could 
have only broken that last target. He 
recovered a share of the glory by tak
ing runner-up to Davis, via two extra 
rounds in the mass shootoff. 

There was a lot of congestion at the 
top in the 1971 Grand American Han-

PULL! 
By DICK MILLER 

dicap. Because nine shooters posted 
scores of 98, these shooters accounted 
for nine of the ten trophy places. This 
situation set up another battle royal, 
when nineteen shooters with scores of 
97 had to shoot off for the one re
maining trophy place. 

Tenth place was quickly decided 
when a mother of eight children, Mrs. 
Bonnie Byrne, of Flint, Michigan, 
broke 25 straight and ended the 
agony. 

Next to Don Brown, the role of 
hard luck shooter in the 1971 Grand 
probably goes to the great Dan Orlich, 
and this is a new role for him. Orlich 
broke 699 of 700 regulation event 16-
yard targets and did not win a trophy 
for his labors. He did win the "Cham
pion of Champions" trophy, a special 
event for state winners, but this was 
not a part of his seven hundred tar
gets with just one miss. 

The usual pack of shooters broke 
the initial two hundred straight in the 
North American Clay Target Cham
pionship, which is to 16-yard gunners 
what the Grand American Handicap 
is to distance shooters. Eleven shoot
ers broke the perfect 200, including 
some of trap's biggest names, but 
when the smoke had cleared, a first
timer put his name in the record 
book. Richard Smith, a school super
visor from Newcomerstown, Ohio, had 
been in the shootoff on two previous 
occasions, but he was not to be denied 
in 1971. Another newcomer, who came 
to the Grand a Class A shooter, Elgin 
Gates of Riviera, Arizona, previously 
better known for his big game hunt
ing records, took runner-up. Gene 
Sears from El Reno, Oklahoma re
peated the 1970 victory in the All
Around, with 391x400. Bueford Bailey 
of Big Springs, Nebraska last won the 
back-to-back all-around trophies in 
1964-65. Steady Britt Robinson keeps 
rolling along with the High-Over-All 
score of 964x1000 and the trophy. An
other big-namer, Larry Gravestock, 
took the Doubles Championship of 
North America back to Wichita Falls, 
Texas. Two shooters broke 99 in the 
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Preliminary Handicap, dress rehearsal 
for the Grand American. Robert 
Huffman of London, Ohio bested Har
old Beckman of Springfield, Illinois 
for the trophy, in a one-round shoot
off. 

The youth movement took over in 
the Vandalia Handicap, final handicap 
event, and sort of a consolation event 
for those who were denied glory on 
Wednesday and Thursday. 13-year old 
David Keefe broke 99 and took the 
trophy back to Tiptonville, Tennessee. 
The next two places also went to 
youngsters, Rick Jenner from W au
paca, Wis., followed by little Randy 
Voss of LeSeur, Minnesota. 

Youth also came on strong in the 
1971 NSSA World Skeet Champion
ships at San Antonio. Scores were 
high despite some spill-over from a 
hurricane in the form of drenching 
rains. Robert Paxton, who turned 
eighteen during the shoot, and Rich
ard "Red" Hill tied the world's all
around of 548x550, set in 1964 by Wil
liam Sesnon III. Paxton dropped one 
target in the .410 race and one in 20 
gauge. Hill lost one 20 gauge bird, and 
one of the 250 flyers in 12 gauge. Pax
ton and Hill broke the all-around tro
phy tie with a sudden-death .410 
round with Paxton winning the title 
when Hill missed high 4. Hill regained 
part of this loss by winning a shootoff 
for the .410 championship after a shoot
off with William Davis of Houston 
who had also broken the century with 
the pee-wee gun. It used to be that if 
you were straight in the .410 race, you 
could sit back and watch the rest of 
the shoot-offs. Even that has changed, 
and we now have a man breaking 100 
of the .410 targets and still losing. 

Kenny Barnes showed no ill effects 
from his sabbatical from skeet, and 
quickly established that he is back on 
the scene, grabbing the 20 gauge tro
phy by outlasting twenty-one other 
perfect shooters. Raymond C. Crae
mer, Jr. from California,. Maryland 
turned back fifteen more aspirants 
who were straight over the regulation 
century in 28 gauge. Dick Bienapfl, of 
Minneapolis, Minn. broke 561 consec
utive targets to win the always gruel
ing 12 gauge championships. Dick had 
won the Eastern Open twice before 
and this year is still a youngster who, 
at 23, could do some rewriting of the 
record book in his own time. 

Some other trophy winners from 
San Antonio were Karla Roberts in 
the Ladies All-Around, Tito Killian in 
the Junior division, and J. R. Hiland 
in the Senior classification. R. B. Ross 
was the All-Around veteran champ, 
and the sub-senior trophy went to 
John Golla. Barney Hartman grabbed 
the honors in the industry division. 

( Continued on page 57) 
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NEXT MONTH: 

Pistols That Never Were 

Binoculars For Hunters 

Dynasty of Straight Shooters 

24 PDR NAVAL GUN "CONSTITUTION"-Hand
!-ome PrPsentat ion Model, or Deluxe easy to assemble 
Kit. Produced in our own shop. 10½" handcast 
solid Bronze polished barrel. Chassis & wheels of 
solid Ash, with 16" Ash baseboard, brass etched 
nameplate. 14 Black Steel Cannon Balls with sepa
rate stand. Finished Model $59.50 PPD, or Deluxe 
l(it $42.50 PPD. Calif. residents add 5% S.T. 
Satisfaction guaranteed! Other Kits from $5.50. 
Illustrated catalog by 1st Closs !!ail 2'i¢ 

Military Miniature Reproductions 
Box N-1143 Hollywood, Calif. 90028 

EXOTIC GAME FOR STOCKING 
and All Year Trophy Hunting 

Exotic breeds from Asia, Africa and Japan available for 1972 delivery in the Southwest. 
Guaranteed top quality game, all breeds well adapted to Texas short grass ranges. 
Hunting: 10 guaranteed trophies during 1972 for individuals or company entertaining. 

AXIS DEER FALLOW DEER EUROPEAN RED STAG BLACKBUCK ANTELOPE 
MOUFLON SHEEP JAPANESE SIKA DEER AOUDAD SHEEP SAMBAR 

THESE EXOTIC BREEDS ALSO AVAi LAB LE ON SPECIAL ORDER 

SITATUNGA • ELAND • 4 HORNED SHEEP • ELK 
CORSICAN RAMS • BARASINGHA 

THE WORLD FAMOUS 

PATIO GAME RANCH 
P. 0. BOX 21100 • SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78221 • 512 WA 3-3411 
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By CARL WOLFF 

Behind Senator Birch Bayh' s anti-gun 
drive is a classic game of "upmanship." 
Bayh, out to get the democratic nomina
tion in the run for the White House, is 
upstaging the Administration. 

This GUNS contributor has been told 
by people ina position to know, that 
the Treasury Department has told for
eign countries {which must now meet 
federal standards on the importation 
of pistols and revolvers) that an Ad
ministration bill to put them on a more 
equal footing will be presented to Con
gress by October. Bayh, by moving be
fore the Administration gets its bill 
ready, takes the steam out of its ef
forts. 

Regular readers will recall the 
Treasury Department has the H. P. White 
Laboratories doing some research work 
on handgun standards. Then selected 
members of the shooting fraternity 
were to sit down with the boys in the 
Tobacco Tax and Firearms Division to 
try and come up w»th a recommendation 
for legislation. 

That meeting has not taken place at 
this writing. However, already there 
is some basic agreement. The idea is to 
set standards whereby unsafe, cheaply 
manufactured handguns can be elimi
nated from the American Market. The 
new standards would apply to both do
mestic and foreign manufacture. 

The problems are many, both techni
cal and legislative. There is general 
agreement that a proofing act is not the 
answer. There is also general agree
ment that size should not be the key 
factor. 

Under the Bayh measure, domestic 
manufacturers would have to meet the 
standards now met by importers. That 
is, three pre-requisites must be met in 
order to sell a revolver: (1) a safety 

test must be passed by the weapon, (2) 
overall length of the frame must be 4½11

, 

and, (3) the barrel length must be a 
minimum of 3 11

• 

These criteria are weighed and a 
total value on a point basis of 45 must 
be accumulated if the gun is permitted 
to be sold. In addition to a safety 
prerequisite, the pistol must be six 
inches in length, and the combined 
length and height must be 10". 

These standards are not acceptable 
to the domestic market as there are now 
in circulation many revolvers with 2" 
barrels. If the Bayh bill were enacted, 
Federally licensed dealers would not 
be permitted to sell such guns. 

For some time now the democrats and 
the anti-gun groups have been trying to 
force the President into favoring more 
restrictive firearm legislation. The 
cry has been get rid of the "Saturday 
Night Specials." 

Some of us "old timers II can remember 
back when the late ex-senator, Thomas 
Dodd started his crusade in the Senate 
Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency. 
The charge, with some justification, 
was that young hoodlums were using • 22 
caliber and .25 caliber pistols and 
revolvers. 

The final result was the Gun Control 
Act of 1968. We have gone full circle. 
Senator Bayh now heads the same Sub
committee. Most observers here say 
that Bayh will not make the same mis
take Dodd made. 

The best he can hope for is making a 
political issue out of, "Before my 
congressional investigation the pres
ent Administration opposed my legisla
tion to ban "Saturday Night Specials." 
He can, at the same time, charge that he 
has a forward looking measure to cover 
one of the ( Continued on next page) 
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loop-holes in the 1968 Act. 
The key to the Bayh drive is not 

the Senate but the House. He does not 
chair a legislative committee so he 
does not have the real power to push 
·a measure through congress. Repre
sentative Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.), 
Chairman of the House Committee on 
the Judiciary, will have to supply that 
political force. 

Barring the unexpected, any mea
sure Bayh moves out of the Senate 
will be referred to the Celler Com
mittee for review. Mr. Celler, how
ever, has his own bill for additional 
gun control. 

The Celler bill provides for national 
firearms registration, establishes min
imum standards for licensing firearms 
possession, and imposes restrictions 
on the availability of all handguns so 
strongly that only the police could 
have them in their private possession. 

The question at this juncture: Is 
Bayh, like Dodd, opening the starting 
rounds in a major effort to curtail 
firearms ownership? We will ~ 
see in the coming months. a.a 

PULL! 

(Continued from page 55) 

All-around is the total score in one 
hundred each 20, 28, and .410 birds 
plus 250 targets in 12 gauge. 

Jack Johnson kept the International 
Skeet trophy at home in San Antonio, 
by breaking 197 of the 200 difficult In
ternational style targets, an event 
added in recent years to the NSSA 
Championships. Also on the interna
tional scene during 1971, Yank clay 
target gunners took team gold medals 
in skeet at Cali, Columbia during the 
Pan-American Games. Ever-tough 
Bob Schuehle from Elmwood Park, 
Illinois garnered a gold medal in the 
Pan-Am Games for his 195x200 in 
skeet. Personable young Anthony Ro
setti from Biloxi, Mississippi brought 
home a silver medal from Cali for the 
same score over the demanding inter
national skeet range. 

For more on the youth movement 
in clay' target shooting, even the 
sub-juniors can get punched back to 
the 27-yard line! 14 year old Robert 
Mieczkowski of Wintersville, Ohio re
cently became the fourth sub-junior 
(under fifteen) to win his way back 
to the present maximum 27-yard han
dicap stripe. Bob is now fifteen, so he 
can start a new career in the junior 
ranks, but he can't get any farther 
from the trap house unless the ATA 
changes the rules. 
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Our fully lined carrying strap 
with the snug fitting, waxed, 
linen stitched keeper is com
fortable and sharp looking. 
Latigo lace adjustment is quick 
and easy. Tapered ends fit 1" 
swivels. In our best quality full
grain sling leather. Plain or 
basket weave in Russet only. 

Sold by Gun Shops, Sporting Goods Dealers and Law Enforcement Equipment Dealers Everywhere 

J.M. BUCHEIMER co. BUCHEIMER-CLARK co. A D1v1s1on of ID 
FREDERICK, MD. 21701 25562 AVENUE STANFORD 

VALENCIA. CALIF 91355 
MA TAI\IDY COAPOJIATIO'°i COMPA'ljV PHONE (805) 259-6810 

Genuine 
Gurkha Kukri 
with ceremonial 
blood-lettin~ notch 
and deep, wide blood grooves! 
Authentic hornhandle with metal 
pressure rings & symbolic Gurkha lion-head! 
Sheath is black leather over native 
Indian wood; includes two small knives for skinning. 

----½% GURKHA KNIVES, Dept. G-1 
4535 Huntington Dr. So. • Los Angeles CA 90032 

If you're looking for 
a scope with an 

outstanding reputation 
for 

Optical 
Brilliance, 
Mechanical 

Precision and 
Superb Sealing 

against Fogging ... 
... ask your dealer to let you compare a Leupold with the other scopes. 

You'll be impressed with the image contrast, resolution and 
the generous eye relief. For a clincher, ask him which one has the best 

reputation against fogging in the field ... 

leooold 
Leupold & Stevens, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 688 
Beaverton, Oregon 97005 
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Stop flinching, improve scoring. Use Sonic 
Ear Valvs, the only mechanical hearing pro
tector. Comfortable, protects without plugging 
-you can still hear normal conversation. $4.95 
a pair, ppd. Money back guar. At sports shop, 
or write Sigma Engineering Co. Dept. G 
11320 Burbank Blvd., N. Hollywood, Ca. 91601 

~®OODIB ear valvs 

·'/1~----

... .,"'E FOR 00'\':I) 
IIAINDMADt • •' 

ORDER BY MAIL 
APACHE 

Our very finest new style. 
Handsome, durable dark 
brown gen u i n e SHARK 
vamps. Black, brown, tan, 
green or red 12" or 14" calf
skin tops. Six rows 
of stitching. 

$71.95 
All Austin bO()l.S :n·c rully lf'at.hcr lined, wood pcf!'~cd 
and IJrass Hailed nrchC!S with steel shanks. Top 
Qui1lity at, rc;1.son:ih!c price;... 

(12) 

fREE CATALOG 

When Ol'dCring plc:isc g-ive $1-!0E SIZE and 
\VIDTII, ('.tlr of le)! measurement. foot tr;1c• 
i111~ talum \VtTIIOUT wci::.:•ht on foot. and if 

in.step is 1·c:,rular, high or vc,·y hh::-h. Fo1· 
sizes 12 11::i thru 13.n or cnlf mcnsurcments 

~'j~,~ 1y°ou'~.d~i}c
0

~~ ~~r::6;;";>'},~~1
~ij~~ic~;e,\

1•t1
~~~~ 

only.) $10.00 deposit on C.O.D. Ol'der1;. You 
pay postnl cliar~es. \Ve pay post:t:::!°e on pre. 
p:1id 01·dcl'S. Onr g-u:u·ant<.'c for cxchungc 01· 
refund: return boots und:unagcd or unworn 
\\'ithin ten dayr;. 

P.O. Box 12368-G EL PASO, TEXAS 79912 

POLICE HANDGUNS 

"made an outstanding contribution to 
the NSSA and skeet shooting." Like 
George Blanda, Alex Kerr wrote the 
record book over the last quarter 
century in skeet, and is still a tough 
competitor when the chips are down. 
And, he gives and gives of himself to 
skeet and the NSSA. 

Yes, 1971 was a great year. 1972 
will be still better, I predict. c; 

(Continued from page 36) 

by the fixed-sight "Official Police," 
"Lawman" and "Metropolitan" varia
tions in .38, .357 and .38 respectively, 
with the same barrel options. All are 
rather heavy and bulky and are of
fered with optional target-type trig
gers, hammer, and stocks. Actions are 
simplified and make maximum use of 
formed and sintered metal parts. 
Basic layout is typically Colt's, with 
side plate on the left, left-opening cyl
inder, and pull-back cylinder latch on 
the left side. The "Mark III" series 
design appears to be destined to re
place the older basic Colt's lockwork 
in all heavy-frame guns. At present, 
the expensive, top-of-the-line, tar
gP.'-sigh r--~ "Python" .357 Magnum is 
still available with the older lockwork 
and frame in 4" and 6" barrel lengths. 
All Colt service revolvers are six
shot. 
SMITH & WESSON: The basic "Mili
tary & Police" model with square butt, 
six-shot cylinder, with 4" or 6" 
barrel contains the traditional lock-

work design as modified in 1950 and 
comes in .38 Special as the M-10 with 
fixed sights; the M-15 (Combat Mas
terpiece) with target sights; and may 
be had with target-type trigger, ham
mer, and stocks. It is also offered in 
.357 Magnum as M-19 with target 
sights only. Beyond this are the 
large-frame guns (based on the origi
nal .44 Special frame) in .357 Mag
num, .41 Magnum . .44 Magnum, and, 
formerly, in .45 caliber. All are identi
cal to the M-10 design except for size 
and caliber, and are offered only with 
target sights except for the 4" M-58 
.41 Magnum M&P model. Actually, 
this is the most powerful series of po
lice-type revolvers in the world when 
using full-charge factory ammunition. 
STRUM-RUGER: Ruger offers one 
basic model, the "Security Six" (6 
shots) D-A revolver in .357 Mag
num/.38 Special caliber. It contains 
two features highly unusual in a po
lice gun. First, there is no detachable 
sideplate to permit access to the lock

---------------------------------------, work. This permits much greater ri-

STA B 
CZc.. . .,w.1c.x a ___ _a • .... .. . .. . . 

DIAMOND-LAPPED BARRELS $24.95 
II II II plus $1.00 ppd. IN THE WHITE 22 , 24 & 26 /t~i,;:;,;J/,,<g;,~,, 

6-GROOVE, BUTTON-RIFLED FL ::25-5068, 

STAR BARRELS are precision-made by craftsmen who 
make top-quality barrels for several U. S. manufacturers 
of fine firearms. All Star barrels are 6-groove button
rifled with diamond-lapped bores. They are threaded and 
chambered for most popular actions, including F.N., 98 
Mauser, Large & Small Ring Mausers, Springfield, 1917 
Enfield and others. 

CALIBERS: 22-250, 243, 6 111111., 257 Rob., 25-06, 7x57, 
270, 284, 308 Win., 35 Whelen, 358 Win., & 30-06. 
Magnum Calibers: 264, 7m111 Rem., 300 Win., 338 Win. 
and 308 Norma. Other calibers on request. 

WEIGHTS: Lightweight 22" (2 lbs. 10 oz.); Sporterweight 
24" (2 lbs. 12 oz.); Heavy Sporterweight 26" (4 lb. 4 oz.). 
All weights approximate. 

INSTALLED on your action: Fit, head-space and test-fire
sample test-fired cese furnished. Mauser actions $6.00; 
all others $7.50. Alteration of bolt-face and rails on Mag
num calibers, $10.00. 

BARREL LINERS for .22 Center & rimfire. Outside dimen
sions ½" or S/a"; 26" or 28" length, $12.50, 

STAR BARRELED ACTIONS 
(Calibas & weight,.:; same a.'> listc<L for barrel.,;} 

Santa Barbara STAR Barreled Action, $82.00 
MARI< X MAUSER Star Barreled Action $74.00, 
with adjustable Trigger $82.00 
Action only, $59.00, adj. Trigger $6.00 extra. 
M 98 Mauser STAR Barreled Action, $52.00 
Sav. 110 (Left hand only) STAR Barreled 
Action, $97.00. 
Premier Grade Barrel, $3.00 Additional 
Deluxe Polishing & Blueing, $15.00 
Magnum Calibers, $10.00 Additional 
Supreme Polishing & Blueing, $25.00 

Postaru: & htwdlinu. $1.50 11cr Unit 

NEW! ~~~:f~~tWo 
ALL STEEL 

TRIGGER GUARDS 
for '98 Mauser-type 
actions. These units 
have h i n g e d floor 

REPLACEMENT BARRELS FOR WINCHESTER M12 12 Gauge plate, contoured trigger guard, and are blued 
only. 26" Imp. cyl. choke; 28" modified and 30" full. 
Specify choice. Plain barrel using your parts. Send your to a rich satin lustre. $16.95 
shotgun for fitting. Barrel only will be blued. $75.00. Other commercial Mauser parts available. 
Add $5.00 for handling, return postage and insurance. Dealer inquiries invited. 
Business Hours: 8 to 5 Monday thru Saturday Dealer & Gunsmith inquiries invited. Arca phone (412) 221-9700 

FEDERAL FIREARMS CO. INC. Federal. Box -·Oakdale. Penna.15071 
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gidity of the frame and further avoids 
loosening of assembly screws by re
coil. Second, the entire revolver may 
be completely disassembled without 
tools-other than a coin to turn out 
the stock screw and a disassembly pin 
concealed beneath the stocks. This is 
made possible by a new and simplified 
lockwork mechanism which may be 
drawn out the bottom of the frame 
after removal of the stocks and trig
ger guard. The "Security-Six" makes 
maximum practical use of modern 
4140 steel investment castings for 
the frame and other major compo
nents, as well as other advanced fab
rication and assembly techniques. 

Designed primarily with double-ac
tion shooting in mind, it has shorter 
hammer and trigger travel than is 
found in older designs;, spring rates 
and caroming actions are balanced for 
maximum ease of double-action pull. 
The cylinder latch is unusual, though 
located in the traditional place on the 
left side of the frame. Pressing inward 
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on a serrated thumb lever unlocks the 
cylinder to allow it to be swung out 
leftward in the traditional manner. Of 
particular interest is the aesthetically
pleasing sty le of the Ruger de
sign. In this writer's opinion, it has 
more grace of line and eye appeal 
than any other revolver ever made. 
While by no means skimpy of metal, 
it gives a visual impression of light
ness and strength that belies its actual 
heft. It is currently offered in both 
fixed and target-sighted versions and 
with 4" and 6" barrels. 
WESSON ARMS: August of 1970 
marked the shipment of the first Wes
son M-12 .357 Magnum ::evolvers to 
the trade. The M-12 departs from tra
dition in several areas, especially that 
of the barrel. Barrels may be inter
changed with only a spanner wrench 
and alignment shim for tools. This is 
accomplished by a slim barrel proper 
screwed lightly into the frame and 
surrounded by a slip-on housing held 
in place by a nut on the barrel muz
zle. Four-inch and six-inch barrels 
may be interchanged in less than a 
minute without affecting performance 
in any way. In addition, the M-12 en
joys almost 100% parts interchangea
bility. Every part, including the lock
work, is made to be assembled or in
terchanged without gauges or tools 
other than those furnished with the 
gun in the spanner-wrench/combi
nation tool. All tolerance accumula
tion is focussed into the length of the 
hand and this is the only item which 
needs hand-fitting in either original 
factory assembly or repair. Even side 
plates are generally interchangeable. 

The serrated cylinder latch or re
lease is unusual in that it is located 
on the upper left portion of the crane 
and is pulled down to release the six
shot cylinder to swing out leftward in 
normal fashion. Another M-12 feature 
unique among service-type revolvers 
is the absence of a stock-supporting 
frame extension. Instead, only the 
mainspring housing extends down
ward from the frame proper, and a 
one-piece stock slides up over it. 
Thus, stock shape and size are not 
limited by frame profile. 

The Wesson M-12 is unusually ro
bust and massive in appearance, 
though not abnormally heavy as a 
consequence. Maximum use is made 
of sintered and investment-cast and 
formed parts throughout and all 
springs are of the coil type. At pres
ent, the M-12 is offered in all barrel 
lengths and with extra interchange
able barrels; with fixed or target type 
sights; and with target or service-type 
stocks. 

The M-12, too, is designed primarily 
for double-action work. D-A pull and 
travel are shorter and lighter than in 
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older comparable models. 
Undercover Guns: 
COLT'S: All of Colt's above-men
tioned service guns are offered with 
2½" barrels for undercover and off
duty use. Generally, though, their 
bulk and weight make them difficult 
to conceal. A complete series of 
smaller models is offered on the small, 
light, six-shot "Detective Special" 
frame in .38 Special caliber. All are 
offered with 2" barrels, some with 3" 
and 4" and are highly concealable 
with the shorter length. All except the 
ribbed-barrel "Diamondback" carry 
fixed sights and are not offered with 
target accessories. Both round and 
square butts are available and the 
"Cobra" and "Agent" variations uti
lize aluminum alloy frames to achieve 
minimum weight. All the guns in this 
group use the old-style Colt's lock
work which is not especially noted for 
double-action efficiency. 
CHARTER ARMS: Only a single basic 
six-shot .38 Special model, the "UN
DERCOVER," is offered, built entirely 
of steel and weighing only 16 ounces 
with 2" barrel. It is of advanced de
sign without a detachable sideplate. 
Disassembly is through the bottom of 
the frame after removal of the trigger 
guard and separate stock frame. 
Lockwork is simplified and uses sub
stantially fewer parts than S&W and 
Colt's guns. The cylinder latch is of 
typical push-forward design on the 
left of the frame-however, pulling 
forward on the ejector rod will also 
free the cylinder to swing out left
ward. 

A 3" heavy barrel is offered as an 
option, as is a .22 caliber version with 

JORDAN HOLSTER 
BY DON HUME 

.......... are unsurpassed for 
style, efficiency and comfort, 
and produced by expert crafts
men who give each item the 
personal touch. 

The Jordan holster is constructed 
from heavy saddle leather. Metal in 

holster extends into Belt Loop. Welt and plug 
are hand stitched with waxed linen thread. Give 
gun size, make and barrel length. For double 
action only. $13.75. 
The River Belt is fully lined with heavy cast 
buckle. Give waist size. $12.00 
Catalog 35¢, Postage Paid, Bonifide. dealer in
quire on letterhead. Oklahoma res,dence add 
2% 

DON HUME LEATHER GOODS 
BOX 351 DEPT. G, MIAMI, OKLA. 74354 

9" Overall Length 
5" When Closed 
• Opens instantly 
• Sharp and 

Tough 
• Stainless 

Steel Blade 

Flips 
open in

stantly and 
locks auto• 

matically to 
prevent acci

dental closing. 
Razor sharp 

tough stainless 
steel blade for re

liable use and hard, 
long service. Money 

back in 5 days if not 
satisfied. Send $2. 75 

plus 251 to cover post• 
age and handling. 

WESTBURY SALES CO. 
P.O. BOX 434, WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590 

DEPT. L-152-G 

REMCO 'Shot Caps' Cartridges 
make your pistol a shotgun 

U.S. Pat. No. 3179051 

.38 SPECIAL 
CARTRIDGES 
0ci'l$495 

25 

158 Grain-No. 9 Shot 

Plastic-cased lead shot, loaded in shell, ready 
to fire. 'Shot Caps' Cartridges contain 40% more 
shot for effective striking power at greater dis
tance. Tight pattern at 60 feet. Will not harm bar
rel or cause leading. 

Ideal for killing small game, snakes and var
mints. Sportsmen, ranchers and farmers will wel
come this exciting new way to hunt. 

Standard 'Shot Caps' Cartridges loaded with No. 
9 Shot, No. 6 and No. 7½ Shot available on spe
cial order. 

Excellent for home protection 
'Shot Caps' Cartridges are an effective safe

guard against intruders. Law enforcement officials 
are invited to order test samples for police 
sidearms. 

Order from your Dealer 
, j Plastic-cased shot ready for easy loading in standard 

REMCO Shot Caps pistol shells. Write for literature and prices. 

REMCO 'Shot Caps' Corp. 
1404 Whitesboro Street 
Utica, New York 13502 
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THE SILENT PARTNER 

The American Tomahawk Company 
of Ebensburg, Pennsylvania handles a 
unique collection of original Indian 
design tomahawks, along with a spe
cial tomahawk of recent design by its 
founder, Mr. Peter LaGana. Used by 
U. S. troops in Vietnam, tomahawks 
are beautiful collectors items as well 
as useful tools. 

For a brochure on the complete line of 
tomahawks, send $1.00 to: 

AMERICAN TOMAHAWK COMPANY 
EBENSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 

15931 

&ANDEi 
MOUNTAIN'S 

BIG, NEW 
1971-72 

CATALOG 
NO. 12 

GANDER MOUNTAIN, INC. 
P.O. Box 6, Dept. GM 
Wilmot, Wisconsin 53192 
Yes ... rush my NEW, FREE No. 12 Catalog. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

*U.S.A. only 

Also send a FREE Catalog to my friend 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 
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target sights and a .32 caliber varia
tion called "UNDERCOVERETTE," 
which is intended for use by female 
officers who find the .38 Special cart
ridge difficult to handle. 
SMITH & WESSON: All S&W serv
ice guns based on the M-10 described 
earlier are offered with round butts 
and/or 2" or 2½" barrels to adapt 
them for undercover use. Due to their 
slightly less bulk and weight than 
comparable Colt's models, they are 
more adaptable to undercover use. 
The M-10 is also offered as "Air
weight" with a light-weight alumi
num alloy frame. 

Like Colt's, S&W offers a line of 
smaller five-shot guns based on a 
scaled-down version of the M-10 
frame and lockwork, and the basic 
model is the "Chiefs Special" in, 2" 
and 3" barrel, .38 Special only. It is 
available with either steel or alloy 
frame, round-butt only, also with all 
major parts made from stainless steel 
(M-60) for service under severe cli
matic conditions. Unusual undercover 
variations on the basic model are the 
"Bodyguard" with its shrouded ham
mer (which may still be thumbcocked 
when desired), and the "Centennial" 
with completely enclosed hammer, 
double-action-only lockwork, and 
grip safety. Both are offered with ei
ther steel or light alloy frames. 
STRUM-RUGER: At the present 
time, Ruger offers only a 2112'" barrel, 
fixed-sight version of the "Security
Six" .357 Magnum revolver for under
cover use. 
WESSON ARMS: No special under-

FORGET THE FULL CHOKE! 

cover models exist yet. The basic M-
12 may be ordered with 2½" barrel 
and smaller stocks, or those items 
may be readily installed by the user 
to adapt it to undercover use. It may 
also be ordered with the short barrel 
permanently installed if desired. 

After all this, someone is bound to 
ask which of the lot I would choose if 
I were out there in a blue suit walking 
a beat. First let me say that among all 
of these guns there isn't a bad one in 
the bunch. The choice is one of per
sonal preference, and not everyone 
likes my brand of booze, my taste in 
female companionship, or my choice 
of an automobile. With that, let me 
say that if I were in a position to 
make a choice I probably wouldn't 
pick a revolver for everyday wear. If 
I had to, it would be a toss-up between 
the Ruger Security Six and the S&W 
Combat Magnum, both in .357 Mag
num, with 411 barrel and target sights. 
As for an undercover gun, I've still to 
find anything I like better than the 
very compact S&W Airweight Body
guard loaded with Super Vel 110 
grain JHP .38 Specials. I'd throw the 
standard stocks in the trash can, then 
have Steve Herrett fit his Shooting 
Ace to the little gun, the Shooting 
Star to the big one, to improve double 
action handling. My very small hands 
rule out the bigger and heavier guns 
for fast double-action shooting. 

I don't doubt that many readers will 
disagree with these choices, and that 
is as it should be. The point is, how-
ever, that now you do have ~ 
a much wider choice. La 

(Continued from page 23) 

was possible to make a gun shoot 
tighter patterns and therefore in
crease its effective range, the gun 
manufacturers quickly adopted the 
discovery and began ballyhooing the 
"advantages" of their new, "long
range" guns. Shotguns were manufac
tured by the thousands with the tight
est chokes possible, and advertise
ments claimed game-getting effec
tiveness over impossible ranges. 

The United States has traditionally 
been a nation of riflemen used to 
shooting over longer, rather than 
shorter ranges. And when shotguns 
became available that would "kill 
game out to 100 yards" (according to 
some early advertising claims), 
American shooters flocked to buy 
them. 

Although advertising claims are 
down some ( even with the develop
ment of "magnum" loads), Americans 

are still flocking to buy "hard shootin' " 
full-choked guns. 

I know the first two shotguns I owned 
wore 30-inch full-choked tubes. My 
first scattergun was a Model 37 Win
chester 12-gauge single shot, and my 
second was an Ithaca pump (also a 
Model 37, coincidentally). It was a 
foregone conclusion that these guns 
would be full choked. That was the 
choke marking on the barrel of my 
father's gun, and the shotguns owned 
by my uncles, cousins, friends-in 
fact, by everyone I knew-were all 
"full" choked. Full chokes "shot the 
hardest" and would kill game the far
thest, and that's all anyone wanted to 
know. Why buy a gun with less choke 
that would only limit your bird-kill
ing ability? 

The fact is that, with the full-choked 
guns, we couldn't have limited our 
bird-getting ability more. Contrary to 
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our beliefs, long-barreled full-choked 
guns didn't shoot a p p r e c i a b 1 y 
"harder" than their shorter-tubed, 
open-choked counterparts. And while 
these tight-patterning guns gave us 
the potential to kill birds cleanly at 40 
to 50 yards (maximum), very few of 
us had the ability to make full use of 
this long-range potential. 

And at normal ranges, the extremely 
tight, dense patterns were unforgiving 
of anything but the most expert 
marksmanship. And the occasional 
birds that were downed at typical up
land distances were usually unfit for 
the table. 

I sold those first shotguns to help 
finance my freshman year at college. 
When I later began shopping for a re
placement, a knowledgeable salesman 
talked me into trying a modified
choked repeater. 

Up until that time, I had been only an 
indifferent marksman with a scatter
gun. And while I didn't become a 
deadly shot overnight (a claim I still 
can't make some 15 years later), I did 
begin dropping considerably more 
ducks on the marsh. And when the 
pheasant season got underway that 
year, my self esteem improved by a 
couple of more notches when I col
lected my first day's limit several 
hours (and shells) earlier than usual. 

Since that time, I have experimented 
with many different choke/gauge 
combinations, and have settled on 
lively handling small-bore (20 and 
28-gauge) guns for most of my up
land bird-shooting chores. These 
guns, choked "skeet" or "improved 
cylinder," carry light, get on target 
fast, and kill enough birds to keep my 
ego in at least fair shape every season 
(something my full-choked guns 
wouldn't do). 

And in the duck blind, where I once 
thought "full" chokes were de ri
gueur, I now favor a modified-choked 
12-gauge pump, or a similarly choked 
20-gauge autoloader digesting short 
magnum shells. You would be sur
prised at the percentage of duck blind 
shots that are actually taken short of 
the 30-yard mark, and even 40-yard 
mallards are anything but safe 
from the 60-percent patterns thrown 
by my pet 12 gauge. 

Full-choke devotees who can be 
talked into trying more open-choked 
guns are almost invariably surprised 
at how quickly their scores improve. 
My photographer, Ken Turner, was so 
enthusiastic over the results he ob
tained with a borrowed improved cyl
inder gun that he had two inches 
lopped from the barrels of a full
choked 12-gauge double he owned
thereby removing all choke. He now 
swears by this foreshortened arm for 
hunting over dogs, and is deadly on 
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pheasants with it out to about 30 
yards ( the "normal" upland gunning 
range-remember?) 

Owners of full-choked shotguns who 
would like to have these guns con
verted to a wider degree of choke 
(without removing all choke, as Ken 
Turner did) can have this operation 
performed by most competent gun
smiths. This is not a job for the home 
workshop, and should only be at
tempted by someone who has had 
considerable choke-reaming experi
ence. 

Although I favor wide-patterning 
scatterguns for most hunting condi
tions, I do own a 12-gauge magnum 
with a long, full-choked barrel. 
Armed with this gun, 3-inch shells, 
and usually groundless confidence, I 
make annual pilgrimages to several 
pass-shooting Meccas in my home 
state of Utah to test my skill on 
high-flying geese. Since even with 
this gun honkers above 60 yards are 
safely out of range, I spend a consid
erable amount of time on these hunts 
in frustrated agony, watching birds 
tantalizingly just beyond reach glide 
safely by. And birds that do pass 
within ideal range (40-55 yards) of 
my magnum-powered artillery often 
emerge unscathed, as it takes consid
erably better than average shotgun
ning skill to connect consistently at 
these distances. 

There is a need for full-choked guns. 
The dedicated pass shooter should 
have one, the turkey hunter needs 
one, and the upland hunter might.find 
occasional use for one late in the sea
son when the birds are flushing wild. 
And of course, most trap shooting en
thusiasts choose full-choked guns for 
their unique sport. 

But except for these few specialized 
uses, the full choke is probably the 
worst possible selection the average 
sportsman could make. For almost 
any feathered game, a more 
choke will usually do the job 
and spoil less meat 
in the process. 
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Model #960 
The FOLDING SPORTSMAN 

Blade 4" long; 
Handle 45/s" long 

This folding hunting knife 
out performs any straight 
hunting knife. It's blade 
opens smoothly and locks 
firmly into position. The 
body of the knife is made 
of solid brass and inlade 
with exotic Pacca wood. 

BUILD THIS PISTOL 

1he ARMOURY 
me, 

Percussion Pistol 
Kit, Engraved lock, 
fully inletcd s to c k, 
rifled barrel. Complete 
instructions. 

Percussion Pistol Kit -
$16.95 

Flintlock Pistol Kit -
$19.95 

Send for our new illus
trated Muzzle loading Cat
alog. Everything for the 
B I a c k Powder Shooter. 
SOC Post Paid. 

THE ARMOURY INC, 
Route 25 

New Preston, Conn. 
06777 

_, ___ ,Who else wants a 
REMINGTON 

Tie Clasp? 

Hunters, shooters, sportsmen prefer Remington 
Sports Jewelry. Wear their great tie clasps for 
dress or sport. Fine for gifts, awards, trophies, 
birthdays or special events. 
Use the order form below. Be sure to indicate 
type, quantity and whether gold or silver plate 

{G or SJ. ~111inglo,i ~ 
Send check or money order to: 

r----------------------------
Remington Specialties. 
Box 731, Bridgeport, Conn. 06601 

Quantity Model No. Gold or Silver Amount 

Name 

Address ____________ _ 

City _____________ _ 

State ________ Zip ___ _ 

L-----------------------------
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HANDGUNNING 

(Continued from page 13) 

It might be noted that, in becoming 
deference, I eschewed bourbon in 
favor of transparent libations for the 
duration of the convention. I did, 
however, take the liberty of showing 
these letters to my friend Ted Busch, 
of the Caswell Equipment Corpora
tion, whose taste in things elegant I 
admire, feeling that they fell well 
within that jurisdiction. Ted immedi
ately urged me to publish them, and 
on due reflection it seemed a crime 
for anything Bill Jordan wrote not to 
be shared around as widely as possi
ble. I asked, and got, his permission 
the following day to print them. 

Those of you for whom this letter is 
a first taste of J ordanesque prose are 
truly fortunate, for one of life's finer 
pleasures is still yours to savor. I 
speak of course of his book, No Sec
ond Place Winner, which in my opin
ion establishes Jordan as one of the 
finest raconteurs the English language 

GUN RACK 

has produced. It is not at all a book I 
agree with, on the technical or "craft" 
level, from end to end, but it is one I 
turn to frequently on a long evening, 
with pipe, easy chair, and (pardon 
me) bourbon at hand, for the sheer 
delight of rereading it. My very can
did opinion is that any shooter whose 
bookshelf lacks this volume has done 
himself a grave disservice, and should 
promptly rectify the situation. It is 
available for $5 directly from Bill 
Jordan, P.O. Box 4072, Shreveport, 
La., 71104. 

Then there was that chap Skeeter 
Skelton, with the laudable passion 
for benchmade boots and hand
blocked bonnets. He hosts the hand
gun column at Shooting Times, and 
any pistolero who doesn't mosey over 
that way about once a month is, I 
must confess, missing some mighty 
fine vvriting. But don't forget ~ 
to mosey on back. will 

(Continued from page 15) 

side-by-side, made ·in 12 and 20 
gauges, with 28-inch barrels, cham
bered for the standard length 2¾" 
twelve and 3-inch for the 20. The gun 
has 2 triggers, is a non-ejector and 
sports a box lock. The stock is of 
good, yet plain, Pyrennes walnut. The 
forestock is faintly beavertail and the 
barrels have a semi-rib. The field gun 
sent for test was bored full choke and 
modified. Patterned with Federal 
loads of 1 ounce #7½, the FC barrel 
shot 71 % and the modified shot 68%. 

The triggers are a bit too heavy for 
me to be effective on either live game 
or clay targets. The stock is an excel
lent fit as it runs 14¼" length of pull 
with 1½" drop at comb. The gun 
weighs 6-pounds, 5-ounces, which is 
an excellent weight for a 20 gauge 
field gun. It is chambered for 3-inch 
shells but at this weight should not be 
shot with anything heavier than 1-
ounce loads. 

For a piddling few dollars over one 
hundred this is a shotgun to be rec
ommended to the budget-conscious 
sportsman.-Charles Askins 

"Plainsman" MA22 Pistol 
The name Healthways has been as

sociated for a long time with sporting 

equipment such as swimming gear, 
exercise apparatus and other general 
recreational types of paraphernalia. 
Lately Healthways, Inc., 5340 West 
102nd Street, Los Angeles, California, 
has gotten into the shooting end of the 
sporting field with their MC22 rifle 
and MA22 pistol. There is a fine array 
of BB-type guns around, but what 
makes these guns rather unique in 
their field is that they fire spherical 
steel balls coated with what is appar
ently pure lead. While the use of 
round balls greatly simplifies the de
sign of the feed system, it also makes 
construction easier. 

With a list price of $25.00, the MA22 
pistol has a major feature of attrac
tion in that it is semi-automatic, hav
ing a magazine capacity of approxi
mately 50 rounds. Advertised features 
such as leak-proof seals, adjustable 
sights, positive safety and accuracy of 
50 shots within one-half inch at 25 
feet are quite attractive. 

Constructed primarily of die-cast 
zinc, the MA22 weighs in at about 1 ¾ 
pounds. Machined parts are at a mini
mum and plastic grips are used. Ac
tually the mechanism of the gun is 
that of a double action revolver with
out the exposed hammer. When the 
hammer drops it actuates a CO, valve 
rather than a firing pin. 
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Another nice feature of the MA22 is 
that of the variable power settings of 
which there are three. With the test 
pistol we got considerably more shots 

• per setting than was advertised. 
At 25 feet the accuracy of the pistol 

proved to be surprisingly good. There 
was no difficulty in attaining groups 
of 11/s" to 1 ¼" consistently. This was 
shooting off-hand position. 

The MA22 uses standard 8.5 gram 
CO, cylinders housed in the grip. Un
screwing a plug in the butt allows the 
cylinder to be inserted or removed. 
The plug is turned up tight to pierce 
the gas seal. 

The positive safety on the pistol is 
on the left side of the grip and is 

POINT BLANK 
COL. CHARLES ASKINS 

moved up for "safe" and down for 
"fire." Engaging the safety disconnects 
the trigger from the hammer. 

Loading the pistol is quite conven
ient and easy in that the lead covered 
balls are simply poured into the mag
azine housed in the "slide" portion of 
the gun. To open the magazine, a slid
ing gate is merely pushed up. This 
gate also carries the rear sight. Filling 
is quick and simple. 

All in all, the Healthways MA22 
pistol is well worth the money for in
door shooting, plinking and all around 
family fun target practice. It is by no 
means in the "target" class, but it is 
well suited for shooting small ~ 
birds and pests at close range. Lilll 

(Continued from page 11) 

coin of the realm to finance an Afri
can holiday. Along with this the Brit
ish colonist in such places a Kenya, 
Tanzania and Uganda is being forced 
off his farm, compelled to sell out to 
the government which in turn settles 
the local black natives on the land. 
This has relegated the colonial sports
man to virtually a non-hunting status. 
You may go into the leading gun store 
in Niarobi today, it is called the 
"Bunduki"-formerly Sh aw & 
Hunter's-and you will find one of the 
finest collections of double express ri
fles anywhere in the world. These are 
all used rifles sold by the British 
farmer. 

The dearth of hunting on the part of· 
the Englishman has ruined the sale of 
the double express and has likewise 
cut the bottom out of the manufacture 
of his huge elephant cartridges. In 
1962, Eley-Kynoch, subsidiary of the 
huge Imperical Chemicals Industries, 
announced that all the better known 
big cartridges would be discontinued 
during 1963. Later, during the suc
ceeding year it was stated that a sup
ply of the more popular loads would 
be made up and held in reserve 
stocks. If you are a collector of these 
big rounds better get hold of all you 
can for all of them will soon ~ 
be fetching premium prices. Lill 

Hunt Africa, India and the 
Orient in Texas. 

Eagle Ranch is located deep in the heart of Texas· hill 
country. Its 6,500 acres abound in a variety of the world's 
great trophy game. Local game and excellent fishing add 
excitement for the most avid outdoorsmen. 

Enjoy the finest accommodations, meals and recreation 
facilities. Take a safari around the world ... in Texas. 

For information and reservations cali or write: 

Tel. (214) 350-5895 

EAGLE RANCH 
Reservations Center, Dept. G 

2345 Mockingbird Lane 
Dall;is, Texas 75235 

BLACKBUCK ANTELOPE• AXIS DEER 
AOUDAD SHEEP• MOUFLAN SHEEP 

r----- SIKA OEER • FALLOW DEER ------J!J 
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WHITE-TAIL DEER• WILD TURKEY 
JAVELINA • YEAR ·ROUND HUNTING 
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1972 EDlilON 
WORLD'S LARGEST 
SPORTS CATALOG 

\ 
- >¥. \ 

'~f~ \ SINCE 1893 THE 
~-· CHOICE OF SPORTSMEN 
" THE WORLD OVER 

• Contains 625 pages, 10,000 items, 
thousands not available elsewhere. 
Camping, Hunting, Reloading, Clothing, 
Fishing, Food and Archery supplies, 
Snowmobiles, Mini·Bikes. 

• Low direct factory prices. 
• No dealer or jobber profits to pay. 

Send $1.00 today and save. $1.00 
refunded on first order of $10.00. 

Address Dept. lL 

~COMPLETE 
~FIREARMS 

F---~••mm CARE 
COMPLETE GUN TREATMENT 
• Cleans-removes a II traces 

of rust and leading. 
• Lubricates-wi II not freeze, 

oxidize or evaporate. In• 
sures perfect firing at a II 
temperatures. 
Protects-leaves an invis• 
ible magnetic film over ~II 
metal parts which will pro-

-tect aginst rust and finger. 
marks. 5 oz. can $1.39 pp. 

I _5 
.k 

INCREASE YOUR INCOME-FIX GUNS 
Turn your hobby into profit. Learn the professional 
way-at home, in spare time. 

EARN AS YOU LEARN 
We show you how-tell you what to charge, how 
to get business-where to buy needed parts whole• 
sale, etc. 

SET UP YOUR OWN BUSINESS-AT HOME 
Limited space needed. A den, kitchen, basement. 
etc., will do. Age no barrier to success. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 

..... -... -.... -... ~~

1llii@.1
!=·········: 

MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL Dept 2814 ! 
4225 N. Brown, Scottsdale, Ariz. 85251 

Enclosing 10¢. Send book, complete details. 
Name ____________ _ 

Add res._ ___________ _ 

City ______ State __ Zip __ 

···························································-··' 
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jar of world famous 
G-96 Solid Gun Blue 

Creme, a can of 
spray Gun De
Greaser,a can of 
G-96 Complete 
Gun Treatment 

together with steel 
wool and polishing cloth. 

Jet-Aer Corp., Paterson, N,J, 07524 

MACHINEGUNS 
Complete studio arsenal from the fab
ulous MGM Movie/TV collection, and 

, many others for the shooter or col lec
tor. Thompsons, Lewis Guns, Vickers, 
Schmciscrs, MG 42's and 34's, MP 
44's, BAR'S, and aircraft types. Large 
illustrated informative and historical 
brochure, only $1.00 ($1.25 in Can
ada). 

J. CURTIS EARL 
5512 N. 6th St., Phoenix, Arizona 85012 

JOHN EK "FIGHTING KNIFE" 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE. 1000/o HANDMADE. COMPLETE 
WITH LEATHER SHEATH, $35 PP. DEALERS WRITE. 
Send $1 for 1944-66 Handbook •Your Silent Partner' 

JOHN EK COMMANDO KNIVES 
Dept. SI, 1547 N.W. 119th St., No. Miami, Fla. 33167 

Powerful New Transistorized Listening Device 

$}895 
Plus $1.00 
pp. & hdlg. 

SNOOPER-EAR 
• Amplifies Sound 
• Complete with Tripod & 

Earphones 
Electronic marvel. Works on same 
principle as fabulous Missile Track
ing antennas. Aim disk reflector, hear 
jets roar in your special earphones. 
Pick up voices too distant to hear. Big 
18" reflector-disc concentrates sound 
waves into the transistor unit and am
plifies inaudible sounds loud and clear. 
Sturdy tripod with stethoscope-type 
earphones. Used by govermpent agen
cies. Tape recorder can be plugged in. 
Fully guaranteed. 

WORLD CO., 
Dept. 1-G, 1 Park Ave., N.Y.C. 10016 

HUNT WILD BOAR 
IN 

, PENNSYLVANIA 
Year round 
hunting. Trophy 
Hunts & Non
Trophy Hunts 

on wild boar. Trophy Hunts on wild goat. 4 
breeds of sheep. Exotic deer & turkey. No 
licenses required. Food, lodging, guides. 
fiunt with dogs, stalking or on stands.· Daily 
kills guaranteed. For reservations or bro
chure, write or phone: 

TIOGA BOAR HUNTING PRESERVE 
RD. 1, Tioga, Pa. 16946 Tel: 717-835-5341 
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BURNHAM'S 
NEW CATALOG 
CALL YOUR GAME UP CLOSE 
- varmints, crows, deer, 
elk. Hand & electronic 
calls, tapes. New Red Beam 
& Scope Lites. Guaranteed 
to work or money back. 64 
pages of hunting, fishing, 
outdoor needs! For calling 
story booklet, send 35¢. 
Catalog is FREE-write now! 

COLLECTING 

THE .25 AUTOMATIC 

( Continued from page 43) 

those of the "Le Fran~ais" which uti
lizes the entire bottom of the maga
zine or the "Little Tom" whose visible 
magazine catch does not function as 
such; the magazine is inserted and re
moved through the top of the action 
with the slide locked back. 

A category which is available to the 
person of average means only in such 
an area as the .25 auto is that of pro
totype, pre-production, or low se
rial-numbered pistols. Surprisingly 
enough, .25 autos in these categories 
often change hands at little or no pre
mium over standard production items. 
This is due mostly to the lack of gen
eral knowledge of the relative scar
city or even the make or country of 
origin of many .25 autos. A little con
centrated study by the collector in 
these areas can net enormous divi
dends. in terms of the personal satis
faction of discovering a "sleeper" and 
in eventual monetary value. 

One pitfall in the collecting of low 
serial numbers is that almost all Eu
ropean-manufactured pocket pistols 
have a one- or two-digit number 
stamped on most parts. This is ·not a 
serial number; it is an assembly num
ber which was placed on all parts of a 
given pistol so that after final finish
ing and bluing the same parts could 
be assembled together again. This was 
necessary as many of the lower cost 
foreign automatics required consider
able hand fitting in order to function 
reliably.· The only safe assumption is 

· that if a two-digit number appears on 
more than the frame, ,slide, and barrel 
it is probably an assembly number. 
Ari additional problem with collecting 

• "low" seriai numbers is that rrianufac
t.urers often d1d not.start a model with 
serial' riu.mbe:i; one but iJ.t so~e higher· 
number such as 1000 to suggest that 
there. were already a number. in use, 
or • the numbering of a new model 
might be ~ontinu~d in the same series 
as a previous model. Only diligent re
search can uncover this type of situa
tion. 

One of the nice features of collect
ing .25's versus Lugers or other mili
tary autos is that your investment in 
a rarity is not likely to become depre
ciated by the opening of some military 
surplus warehouse as happened with 
the Brazilian and Portuguese Lugers. 
Although one or two minor excep-

tions do exist, the .25 ACP was not 
generally contracted as a military arm 
so that a rarity today is likely to be a 
rarity tomorrow. One of the interest
ing exceptions to this rule is the 
Model 1905 Browning which was sup
plied to the Czarist Russian govern
ment in a special nickel-plated model 
with the Russian crossed-rifle insignia 
and military issue serial number car
ried on the right side of the slide. 
Only a half-dozen or so of this arm 
are known to exist at the present 
time. There are also a few known 
Swiss martially-marked Model 1936 
"Baby" FN Brownings and a small 
quantity of parkerized Colt vest 
pocket automatics marked "U.S. 
PROPERTY." The last were ostensi
bly for use by the OSS during the 
Second World War. 

Although these are the only known 
military contracts there are other 
contracts or special markings or mod
ifications, which constitute the ninth 
collection category. The most inter
esting of this group are those which 
were intended for sale in the Aus
tro-Hungarian Empire prior to the 
First World War, or in the Czechoslo
vakian republic which was formed at 
its conclusion. The law, in effect until 
the late 1920's, was that no arm might 
be sold that was less than 18 cm. (7.09 
inches) overall length. As can be im
agined, this led to some weird-looking 
.25 autos. The resulting long-barreled 
modifications are often erroneously 
referred to as "target models" when 
in fq.ct the extended barrel was 
merely the simplest and cheapest 
method for complying with the 18 cm. 
regulation. This is very clearly dem
onstrated by the Model 1 Walthers 
which were made for sale in Aust
ria-Hungary. The barrel itself is no 
longer than normal but the barrel 
sleeve, which was merely a part of 

-the takedown system, is absurdly ex
tended to make up the total length of 
18 cm. 

Commercial contracts are a fruitful 
area for collection as dealers often 
purchased guns marked with their 
trade names for resale. Probably the 
most extensive such operation was 
carried on by Robar and De Ker
khove of Liege, Belgium. This firm 
marketed a line of variously designed 
pistols from 1908 through the 1950's 
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under their trade names of Melior and 
Mercury. Before World War II the 
same models were marked Jieffeco to 
be sold by the Belgian firm of Jann
sen Fils et Cie, and ML to be sold by 
the Manufacture Liegeoise d'Armes a 
Feu. Some also were sold by Adolph 
.Frank (Alfa) and Albricht Kind 
(Akah) of Germany and the Phoenix 
Arms Company of Lowell, Massachu
setts, marked with their respective 
trade names. Indeed, Jannsen re
marked and resold some of their 1922 
contract through the Davis Warner 
Arms Company in New York City 
making a triple transfer of these par
ticular pieces. 

The final general category is that of 
the complete outfit. This typically 
would consist of a mint condition pis
tol in its original box or case with in
struction book or sheet and any other 
original accessories such as hang tags, 
cleaning brush, etc. In some instances 
specially packaged or marked boxes 
of ammunition will be found for a 
particular make of pistol. Because of 
their domestic manufacture the Colt 
and the Harrington & Richardson .25's 
are most commonly found in this 

complete condition. During the 1920's 
and early 1930's importers both large 
and small marketed large quantities 
of foreign .25's in this country and 
many of these too can be found in 
near perfect condition. Among the 
most popular were the Mausers, 
Walthers, and Brownings, closely. fol
lowed by the Ortgies and . the 
Schmeisser Model I. Some. of _the 
smaller houses imported· numbers of 
the low-cost Spanish ·automatics as 
well, although bad publicity some
what limited their sale· as compared to • 
the Belgian- and German-manufac-
tured items: . • • 

You can see. that a collection of the 
interesting, relatively inexpensive ·.25 
auto can be structured in almost any 
manner desired. With the virtual em
bargo on importation imposed by the· 
1968 gun law -there is little doubt that 
the value of such a collection_ will in
crease as relative availability de
creases. For the past twelve years I 
have found collecting the .25 auto to 
be a great source of both challenge 
and satisfaction; I recommend it 
heartily and wish you ~ 
"Good hunting." Ll1ill 

REPLICA, ANTIQUE, OR FAKE? 
(Continued from page 27) 

as a means of restoring a gun to its 
original condition or modifying it to 
the owner's desires, such as barrel re
placements, etc. However, it can be
come a form of up-grading a piece in 
an effort to seek a higher purchase 
price. This is where the "Sticky 
Wicket" begins. Where does restora
tion end and faking begin? This is the 
question so frequently asked. When 
does the real article become a "fake" 
or "replica?" If one cannot accept his 
own intuition and principles as a 
guide marker, then to specifically 
answer this question, a legal case 
must ensue before past precedence 
can be established and a technical 
definition offered. 

A recent glaring case was that of a 
reputable dealer selling a purported 
Walker Colt on consignment to a 
prominent arms enthusiast. The arm 
was a rehabilitated model using some 
original Walker parts. Because of 
some "grey" areas in the opinion of 
the dealer and seller, a court case fol
lowed which was prompted by the 
buyer in an attempt to recover his in
vestment. The court examined the 
arm piece by piece and heard the tes
timony of experts. Finally the original 
pieces from a Walker Colt were iso
lated from other new and old parts of 
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unknown origin. The Judge ruled the 
gun a "REPLICA" or "FAKE" · based 
on the fact that less than 65% of the 
major components were not originally 
Colt Walker parts indigenous to the 
arm. The buyer promptly received the 
return of his money. This points out 
the delicate balance between the 
"real" thing and replica-fake. Fur
ther, a replica doesn't necessarily 
mean just a newly made copy of an 
existing antique firearm. Obviously, 
there are many replicas currently 
masquerading as the real article. 

Most seasoned collectors and dealers 
are even reluctant to accept re-fin
ished arms. Some consider this a 
minor modification to an antique arm, 
yet even nickel or a re-blue can hide 
many things that can result in disap
pointment to a prospective collector. 
It would seem that an antique should 
be as the term implies and not re
worked, excluding minor broken in
ternal parts perhaps, or re-finished in 
its entirety. 

Through the years as an enthusiast 
or collector progresses, he will men
tally computerize his experiences and 
establish a code of ethics and accept
able principles. Hopefully, the un
scrupulous dealer or collector ~ 
will be in the vast minority. i.iliill 

MOMENTOS of the infamous 3rd REICH. Cast NAZI 
Eagle-Wall Plaque 7"x20" Wide. Rugged Solid 
Aluminum $10.00 postpaid. 

Our fully 
illustrated Flag1, De• 
relic collector's cals, Arm 
CATALOG of • • • B a n d s & other 
Helmrts, Hats, Med- hard • to • find 
als, Pins, B .. d g e. I items. CATALOG free 
Books, Photos, Post• with order or Mailed 
ers, Manuals, Stamps, to yo a for $1.00. 

. W.W. ±t2-G Ltd., Box 2063, St. Louis, Mo. 63158 

STATE PISTOL LAWS 
Booklet {lcs~ribiuir latest pistol regulations vcr
tai11i11g to possrssinir. carr,\;ng, and vurchasing of 
hand guns for all states $1.00. 

Bullet Lube Case Lube 

GREEN BAY BULLETS 
"Bullets of Distinction" 

Cast Rifle - Pistol Bullets 
Most old black power calibres 

233 N. ASHLAND, GREEN BAY, WIS. 54303 

TROPHY TIE TACKS 
PO Box ~556, Grand C!Jntral Stn., N.Y., N.Y. 10017 
Other animals also avallat?l4l! send _25c for brochure, 

Dealer lnqu1r1es Invited. 

LO-SWING Sctipe Mount 

UNEQUALED IN HUNTING VERSALTILITY 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC. 
1220 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE• LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90015 DEPT. G-1 

Prime Goose Dovvn 
nts & Sleeping Bags 

campers & backpackers 

Superior quah 
equipment made to 
expedition standards b 
foremost specialists in ultr 
and hiking equipment. 

Complete 
satisfaction 
guaranteed 

or your money refunded promptly. 

Leisure Equipment Supply 
Dept. G-1, P.O. Box 8539 Portland; Ore. 97207 
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sharpen shooting skills ... 
and know all about this 
unregulated weapon 
with the brand new 

COMPLETE BOOK 
OF THE AIR GUN 

COMPLETE BOOk 
Ofthe 

For basement plinker or Olympic competitor, BB 
or deluxe pellet gun owner-or those just think
ing about it-Major George C. Nonte, Jr. relates 
everything about choosing, using, and caring for 
air guns of all kinds ... from BB guns to the more 
deluxe, gas operated pellet models ... handguns, 
rifles, and shotguns. His simple, direct style is at 
its best as he shares all the experience and secrets 
for becoming a good shot with the air gun- using 
paper targets at home, hunting small game, or 
being on the line in any kind of competition. 

The COMPLETE BOOK OF THE AIR GUN 
• reviews history, including police and 

military uses 
• evaluates today's models, analyzing 

- use - firing system 
- range - gun valves 
- accuracy - trigger mechanism 
-quality of workmanship -safety features 

• presents tips on self-made improvements 
• shows you how to fix many problems 
• instructs completely on home shooting 

range construction 
- backstops and traps 
- shot curtains 

-target mountings 
-lighting 

- pads and shooting mats 

r--------- -----, 
I Guns Magazine Book Department GS-5. 
I 8150 North c;entral Park Ave. 
I Skokie, Illinois 60076 

I 
01<. Tell ·me all about air guns. Send me 
__ • copies of the COMPLETE B001< OF THE 

I AIR GUN at $7.95 postpaid. Payment in full 

I :~~los~~mb;~;;· l'tchoeu"~Joo¥~~~ sc"~uc~ibci'F 
I AMERICA. 
I Nam,.,_ __________ _ 

I Stree1--__________ _ 

I City, ___________ _ 

I Stat.~------~,.. ___ _ 

L---------------~ 
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PROJECT: 

FLOORPLATE RELEASE LEVER 

(Continued from page 47) 

The latch piece should be about a 
half-inch square and about ¼" or so 
thick. Don't worry too much about 
the shape at the beginning because it 
will undergo a good bit of reshaping 
before the job is done. For openers 
cut it down just enough so that it 
will fit in the lug well (the hole in 
front of the trigger guard bow) when 
the lever is in the full open position. 
(At right angles to the floorplate.) 

The next step is cutting down the 
edge of the latch so that it will slip 
into the locking slot when the lever is 
moved to the "closed" position. Since 
this is a "blind" operation there is no 
other way to go about it except to cut 
a little, give it a try and cut some 
more. 

A handy hint here is to cut a bevel 
on the leading edge of the latch arm 
so it can slip into the slot easily. Once 
the edge catches in the slot it is an 
easy matter to file the rest of the latch 
to the correct shape. It is a good idea 
to bevel the entire surface of the latch 
slightly so that it wedges tight as the 
lever is moved to the closed position. 
This gives the floorplate an extra tight 
closure. 

JIM CLARK: PISTOLSMITH 

Repeated use over a period of time 
will probably result in some wearing 
of the locking surfaces which could 
conceivably result on looseness. This 
can be avoided by heat treating the 
latch. Holding the latch piece by a 
piece of wire through the screw hole, 
heat it to a cherry red and quench in 
oil. Test the surface with a file to see 
if the proper degree of hardening oc
curred. If not, it may be necessary to 
heat again and quench in water. It all 
depends on the type steel you're 
using. 

All that remains is to blue the 
lever. Cold blue will do fine if the 
lever is polished clean and is free of 
oil and fingerprints. Repeated applica
tions of the cold blueing solution will 
darken the blue until it matches the 
rest of the guard assembly. 

The trouble with these little do-it
yourself projects is that all your 
shooting pals want you to do the same 
on their guns. So if you don't want 
more work than you can handle, just 
do as I do and tell them that the work 
was done by your little old master 
gunsmith deep in the 
Black Forest. 

( Continued from page 29) 

of the pistol with 5-inch barrel is 46-
ounces. The High Standard variation 
has a ventilated rib and a barrel 
weight beneath the tube, otherwise 
the two are the same. 

Clark buys all his barrels from the 
very well known and highly regarded 
Douglas Barrels Inc., Charleston, 
West Va., taking them in 32-inch 
lengths, bored and rifled. He then cuts 
these longer tubes to his lengths and 
chambers to caliber. The stock as it 
comes from Douglas runs 1 7/s" in di
ameter, this as requested by Clark 
who then proceeds to mill the indi
vidual barrels to provide his own in
tegral barrel link. He secures all his 
chambering reamers from Keith 
Francis, Talent, Oregon,· a technician 
with a reputation for producing the 
best in tools. When I asked Clark if 
he had ever tried Shilen barrels he 
replied, "Yep, and they are good. But 

they cost me three times as much as 
the Douglas". 

Clark insists that his .45 caliber 
tubes must run .450 to .4505 bore di
ameter, .443 to .4435 land diameter 
with a twist of 1 turn in 16 inches. For 
the .38 the bore diameter must go .355 
to .356, land diameter .348 to .349, with 
a groove depth of .0035 and a twist of 
1 turn in 10 inches. This is quite a de
viation from the old standard of 1 
turn in 16 inches. It accounts for the 
fact that .you never see any tipping 
from the wadcutter bullets fired from 
a Clark/Douglas barrel. 

All Clark-turned pistols are ma
chine-rest tested before they are 
shipped off to the buyer. The pistols 
must group into 2 to 2½" IO-shot 
groups at 50 yards before they are re
leased. When you consider that the 
Standard American IO-ring measures 

(Continued on page 68) 
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THE MAN OF THE WEST 
THE MAN OF THE YEAR 

In our last issue, JOHN WAYNE was chosen as the GUNS Magazine Man Of The Year. And because he exemplifies, 

more than any other public figure, the time-honored American virtues of action and courage, we are proud to offer 

t'1is beautiful, four-color poster of "Big John" and the prized Colt "Peacemaker" that was presented to him by 

GUNS Magazine. Perfectly suitable for framing, this handsome memento stands as a token of the freedom and 

personal honor on which this country was founded, and as a lasting tribute to the type of men who helped found her. 
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II FOUR-COLOR II 

SUPPLY LIMITED 
TO 1,000 ONLY 
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If you also honor the man, and hold in esteem the values 
of early America that made this the greatest nation in the 
world, then this is your opportunity to be a part of it. But, 
hurry, the supply is really limited to 1,000. Just fill in the 
coupon and send it along with $2.00 in cash or check to: 

"BIG JOHN POSTER" 
GUNS MAGAZINE 
8150 N. CENTRAL PARK AVENUE 
SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 6007~ 

Enclosed is $----- For _____ Posters 
Name _______________ _ 

Address---------------

City _________ State ____ _ 

(Zip) ____ _ 
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3113" this gives the shooter a nice 
margin to play on. 

Clark has probably fired more shots 
from a pistol machine rest than any 
man. The other day he entered into 
an agreement with a lead merchant to 
mine his backstop. The merchant to 
get half the lead and Clark the re
mainder. ·His share ran 1800 pounds, 
the results -~f testing over the past 
20-24 months: rn: '53;. Clark who had been shooting 

••• the .22 Match Target Woodsman, the 
.38 OM Colt and the .45 S&W Model 
50 revolver, got fed up with the poor 
performance of the revolver and sent 
to Colt for a .. 38 Super automatic. He 
looked at this pistol a long time and 
then he set to work to alter it to shoot 
the .38 wadcutter cartridge. At about 
the same time Howard Peters, a bet
ter than average pistolsmith of El 
Paso, Tex., was doing the same thing. 
"I didn't know about him and I 
reckon he didn't know about me," 
Clark commented, "but both of us came 
up with the conversion about the same 
time." The Clark modified .38 Super 
today is guaranteed to shoot into 2½ 
inches or better at 50 yards. Many ri
fles will not do as good. Bill Blanken
ship, the greatest pistol marksman 
this country has ever seen, set a new 
world record in the centerfire aggre
gate with a Clark converted .38 wad
cutter. His score was 891-41X. 

As a result of the successes of the 
Clark .38 wadcutter both S&W and 
Colt built automatics to handle the 
cartridge. The S&W Model 52 is one of 
the finest target pistols extant. When I 
asked Clark about the Colt .38 Gold 
Cup he said it was impossible. "There 
is no lockup, it is a straight blowback, 
you can't get accuracy out of a gun 
like that." 

It was also about this time when 
someone conceived the idea of putting 
an extension on the front sight on the 
Model 1911 automatic. This stretched 
out the sighting radius and as the .45 
has always been a tough one because 
of the closeness of the sights, the in
novation was hailed as a good one. 
This extension is milled from bar 
stock and welded into a grooved re
cess cut into the front end of the slide. 
It comes in various lengths and may 
extend the sighting radius as much as 
8½ inches (this with the Bo-Mar rear 
sight) or may be only 7 inches. Clark 
made these from the first and he still 
offers them. It has been my observa
tion that they are not as popular as 
they were in the beginning. The ex
tension is sturdy enough but it looks 
fragile and I am sure that whenever 
the gunner found his pistol a mite out 
of zero he promptly decided that ex
tended front post had been knocked 
out of plumb. Clark also made 6-inch 
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barrels for the .45 and these were the 
going thing for a time. The barrel ex
tended through the barrel bushing 
and no doubt did improve accuracy at 
least to some extent. These have now 
all but disappeared. 

Early in his business Clark settled 
on the Bo-Mar sight as the standard 
for his custom-turned pistols. The 
Bo-Mar, first manufactured at New 
Haven, Mich., moved to Carthage, 
Texas, which is just a couple of long 
pistol shots from the Clark establish
ment at Shreveport. Undoubtedly the 
close relationship between, Korzen
iewski, the head of Bo-Mar and Clark 
had a great deal to do with the change 
of scenery. The Bo-Mar series of 
sights are micrometered adjustable 
target jobs, capable of changes as 
small as 3/s" at 50 yards, fully locking 
and designed to stay in zero under the 
hammering of service-loaded .45 
hardball. 

The company not only makes a set 
of front and rear sights, but also spe-

cializes in full length heavy ribs. 
These ribs provide as integral parts 
both the micrometered rear sight and 
the undercut partridge-type front 
post. The weight in the rib dampens 
recoil and improves the balance. Just 
how much of the design work which 
went into these advanced type sight
ing accessories was done by Clark and 
how much by Korzeniewski we'll 
never know, but the facts are that 
shooters profited tremendously by the 
new offerings. 

A device which I do know was a 
joint effort is the Bo-Mar lockup bar
rel positioner. This unit is pinned to 
the forward end of the Bo-Mar rear 
sight and it extends to the ejection 
port. Here it bears on the top of the 
barrel shroud ( or hood) and it aligns 
the tube and holds it in an exactly 
similar position for each shot. This 
means the firing pin strikes the pri
mer in precisely the same place shot 
after shot. This is one of the devices 
that accounts for the tack-driving ac
curacy of the Clark-turned pistols. 
The barrel positioner is a standard 
item of attachment in all the .45 and 
.38 wadcutter pistols· unless the 
shooter specifically asks that it not be 
installed. 

As Jim Clark shot in match compe
tition around the country and did 

more accuracy jobs on the big auto
matics, it became increasingly clear to 
him that both the .45 and the .38 wad
cutter pistols would be improved if 
the slide was made longer. To 
lengthen the slide would necessarily 
make the barrel longer and it would 
also stretch out the sighting radius, all 
advantages which he reasoned would 
improve shooter performance and 
scores. Satisfied a longer slide was a 
sound design change he neatly sawed 
off the forward end of the .45 slide 
and then with a second did the same 
thing. Only on the second .he was 
careful to leave more length to it. He 
welded the two pieces together and 
had a new unit which was a full 1" 
longer than standard. The next step 
was to cut a length of Douglas barrel 
to a 6-inch dimension instead of the 
standard 5 inches. The Air Force 
school of marksmanship had tried the 
same strategy. Only they welded two 
slides together and got an overall 
length of 1 ½" more than standard. 
"This was too much," Clark com
ments, "you were too slow to recover 
after recoil with this much length. 
The 1" extension was more nearly 
ideal". 

The Clark "long slide," as he identi
fies it, gives the .45 a weight of 44 
ounces; the .38 wadcutter is the same. 
The sighting radius with the Bo-Mar 
sight is 8½ inches on both guns. It has 
always been my contention that a 
handgun to balance properly for tar
get shooting has got to weigh 40 
ounces or more. The weight of these 
two pistols is very close to ideal. Not 
only does the pistol have a muzzle 
heavy balance, which is essential for a 
steady holq, but the preponderance 
out in front very materially dampens 
the up-flip of the muzzle. With this 
result recoil is negligible and the gun
ner recovers a good deal more 
promptly to fire the next shot in the 
rapid-fire stages of the match. 

Where in the beginning Clark 
needed two slides to come out with 
the one in its lengthened configura
tion he has now gotten around the 
loss by mutilation of the second slide. 
He now mills his own slide extension 
from solid stock and welds the newly 
milled forward end to the original 
slide and does such a neat job of the 
welding operation that it takes a mag
nifying glass to see the thread-like 
joint. There is no strain or force on 
the forward end of the slide as it 
serves to hold the barrel bushing and 
the front sight and that is all. 

Once the pistol has been pro
nounced finished by Clark and his trio 
of technicians it must prove its accu
racy from the machine rest. The gun 
with the standard length slide is fired 
20 shots and those with the long slide 
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get 30 rounds through them. Ten-shot 
groups cannot exceed 3 inches and 
most of them run 1½ to 2½ inches. 
Clark guarantees the accuracy of his 
finished pistols and provides the 
groups shot when the arm is shipped. 

I asked our master 'smith what 
ammo he uses for his machine rest 
testing and he said, "All of it. Some
times Remington, other times Win
chester, and very often Federal". I 
then wanted to know, "which is the 
best?" 

"It depends on the particular lot 
and not so much on the make," Clark 
stated to me. "One brand will beat the 
others and then with a switch in lot 
numbers it will be the poorest. I 
never know until I crank up the ma
chine rest". 

The best .45 ACP bullet for reload
ing that Jim has ever fired is cast by 
Richard Carpenter of Dallas, Texas, 
who uses linotype metal and moulds 
the No. 68 Hensley & Gibbs .45 cal. 
185-grain semi-wadcutter bullet. 
"That slug is absolutely tops," our 
man offers. He shoots reloaded .45's in 
all his match gunning and depends on 
A. R. Bloxom, Shreveport, La., to load 
them for him. The load for the .45 is 
3.9 grains No. 700X powder for 50 
yards; and 3.6 grains of the same pro
pellant for 25 yards. Despite the good
ness of the Carpenter linotype bullet, 
Bloxom casts and loads the Hensely & 
Gibbs No. 130 bullet, a 185-grain slug. 
Clark shoots nothing save factory .38 
wadcutters in all his match competi
tion and sticks with Eley pistol match 
for the twenty-two. 

Ranking champions all over the 
country swear by the pistols finished 
by this superb artisan. Usually the 
sh,~0ting box will contain a Clark .45 
wil1~ long slide or heavy slide depend
ing t•n the preference of the gunner, a 
Colt Super converted to handle the 
.38 wadcutter by Clark and with ei
ther the standard slide or with the 
special stretched-out job which is a 
trademark of our master. Finally 
there will be a .22 automatic, either 
the High Standard Military model 
with the Clark heavy barrel, or the 
S&W Model 41 with Clark refine
ments. Such a battery gives the owner 
a decided advantage before a single 
shot is fired shoulder-to-shoulder. It 
is often conjectured who has the most 
Clark-turned pistols. When I asked 
him he did not know but he specu
lated it was Henry Chen, a civil engi
neer of Los Angeles, who now pos
sesses the somewhat astounding total 
of twenty-one! 

It is often asked just what does 
Clark & Co. do to either one of his 
pistols or one of yours when you go to 
him to get the ultimate in target re
finements. One of the first things that 
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is done is to meticulously fit the slide 
to the receiver. The slide is first tight
ened to remove all play, both laterally 
and vertically, and then lapped to the 
frame with grinding compound to get 
the necessary fit. After the Douglas 
barrel has been turned down almost 
to final outside dimensions the barrel 
shroud ( or hood as Clark likes to call 
it) is painstakingly fitted to the face 
of the breechblock. The barrel bush
ing selected to be used is carefully 
expanded to make an extremely tight 
friction fit with the slide. It is then 
fitted with an insert bushing and this 
bushing and the barrel are then 
lapped by hand to provide an ex
tremely close tolerance between the 
pair. The locking lugs are cut to 
proper depth for a positive and uni
form lock-up. The link is then fitted 
and it is made by Clark so that the 
depth of the lock-up is rigidly con
trolled. 

The trigger is custom fitted to the 
gun frame by adding metal to the 
bearing surfaces and hand-filing trig
ger and frame for a perfect match. 
The trigger sear is honed and fitted to 
the hammer for proper engagement. 
This is an exceedingly critical opera
tion and when properly done results 
in that crisp, clean let-off sought by 
all shooters. The slide is milled to a 
depth of .170" for the installation of 
the Bo-Mar rear sight and the barrel 
positioner. The slide is tapped and 
drilled for four Allen screws and 
these hold the sight and the barrel 
positioner very securely. The fore
strap on all Clark-turned pistols is 
stippled by hand. A painstaking oper
ation which produces a rasp-like sur
face ideal to hold the pistol from 
twisting in the hand under recoil. 
When the .45 fires it tends to turn 
away from the supporting hand. The 
Clark stippling is a deterrent that is 
very much worthwhile. Clark does 
not advocate the old style flat 
mainspring housing. He attaches the 
new mainspring housing which is 
arched and fatter than its older coun
terpart. He also attaches the new trig
ger which is shorter than the original. 
He does not use any custom-made 
stocks on his target guns and puts out 
all his finished pistols with the stand
ard factory stocks. 

The finished Clark pistol is built for 
only one purpose and that is to shoot 
just as accurately and as consistently 
as possible. This is achieved by metic
ulously handfitting the highest quality 
components to each other and all 
under the skilled and critical eye of 
one of America's finest craftsmen. The 
final result is a supremely accurate 
handgun impossible of duplication by 
"ny kn wn production ~ 
line manufacture. L.1111 
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COMBAT COMMANDER 

(Continued from page 33) 

the entire handgun far more rust pro
tection than a conventional blue finish 
would give. 

As the old mountaineer once said 
"this is great, but does it shoot?" It 
does! I put hundreds of rounds of my 
wadcutter handloads through it fol
lowed by GI ball ammunition, Norma, 
Super Vel, Remington, Federal and 
Winchester. No problems of any kind. 
I have not yet had a chance to load 
some of my special handloads using 
Hornady and Sierra bullets but I 
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know of no reason why these bullet 
designs should not function through 
this pistol. Everything else has. In ad
dition to being smaller then the Model 
1911 and a lot better looking it cer
tainly incorporates the big pistol's 
rugged reliability. 

The nicest part of the Combat Com
mander is that it sells for only $125.00 
retail. And, if you don't like the satin 
finish, buy one with the conventional 
Colt deep blue finish. Your ~ 
dealer has them in stock now! La 

(Continued from page 21) 

Texas. That is a deficiency in my edu
cation which I hope to correct this 
year. It is one of the oldest preserves 
in the country, having been started 
about 40 years ago by a man who, at 
the time, was president of the San 
Antonio Zoological Society. It was 
later sold to the famous World War I 
flying ace, Eddie Rickenbacker. It is 
now owned and operated by world 
hunters H. E. Stumberg, Jr. and Louis 
H. Stumberg. I am told by those who 
have been there that a trip to the 
Patio Ranch is like a trip to Africa 
during the days of "Teddy" Roosevelt. 

One thing I am sure everyone 
would like to ask is, "What does it 
cost?" That is not an easy question to 
answer. Prices across the country are 
not very well standardized. I think I 
am safe in saying, however, that in 
almost every case, the per-trophy cost 
is far less than it would be to make a 
trip to the animal's native land and 
bring them back, even if they were 
available, which many of them are 
not. Perhaps I could best answer by 
giving you an example. If you lived in 
the Middlewest and wanted a trophy 
bull elk, your license in Wyoming, if 
you could get one, would cost you 
$125.00. Most reputable outfitters 
would charge you a minimum of 
$1,000.00 for a ten day hunt. That 
comes to $1,125.00, not counting the 
cost of getting from home to the 
hunting area and back. You could be 
sure of nothing but some beautiful 
scenery and a lot of hard work. 

Now, if you want to be sure of a 
trophy, you could drive north and 
visit my friend Arlo Hinegardner on 
the North Star Shooting Preserve at 
Montour, Iowa, and he would guaran-

tee you a trophy for just $800.00. No 
trophy-no pay! If you want the high 
mountains as a backdrop for your 
hunt, you could drive to the Lou 
Wyman Ranch (10,000 acres) at 
Craig, Colorado. This hunt would cost 
you $1,200.00, but you would have the 
satisfaction of knowing that no one 
has failed to get a trophy since 1965. 
By and large, I think that this will 
give you a fair picture of what you 
can expect to pay. Figure to pay a 
minimum of $300.00 for a trophy ram, 
and from that up to the price of a new 
automobile for some of the larger, 
rarer exotics. 

A few years ago, Bert Klineburger 
and I worked together to produce a 
book entitled Big Game Hunting 
Around The World. While acting as 
anchor man for this production, I had 
a chance to "pick the brains" of some 
of the world's greatest authorities on 
big game. After six years it was my 
conclusion that no living man has a 
greater knowledge of world hunting 
conditions than Bert. Some men may 
have a wider knowledge of some 
areas, but no man has a wider under
standing of general conditions the 
world over. On my way to visit Safari 
Island last October I stopped over in 
Seattle to visit with this master of 
world trails from the jungles of the 
Amazon to the High Himalayas. 

We sat together in a water-front 
cafe and discussed what had happened 
since last we met. The tiger is gone, as 
already stated. Bert said, "I doubt 
that the big cats will ever be practical 
for hunting preserves. They are too 
difficult and expensive to obtain, and 
they do not breed well in captivity." 

I was not completely convinced by 
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this, however, for I saw the same 
gleam in his eye as I had seen there 
several years ago when we had dis
cussed opening the High Himalayas to 
hunting for the fabled Marco Polo 
Ram. At the time, it seemed an im
possible dream. I have come to know 
the Klineburgers well enough to 
know that the fact that a thing is im
possible does not provide any great 
barrier to their doing it, once they de
cide to try. 

Bert and I do not agree on the 
world's greatest trophies, so I asked 
him about the Gaur, which, next to 
the tiger, I have always regarded as a 
candidate for top honors. He replied, 
"Gaur, of course, would adapt just 
about anywhere in the world, except, 
possibly. very cold areas-just about 
anywhere cattle are raised. The water 
buffalo, of course, has already been 
successfully introduced in areas far 
removed from its native habitat, Ma
rajo Island in South America, for ex
ample. There are thousands of them in 
Australia, where they are even being 
cropped as meat animals in some 
areas." 

I asked him about just how tame 
exotics become when bred in captiv
ity. "In some areas of Texas the ani
mals are as wild, and in some cases, 
wilder, than in their native habitat. 
This is especially true of the Aoudad 
(Barbary Sheep). They are very 
adaptable, as is the Black Buck, and 
very quickly learn to take full advan
tage of new terrain. On Safari Island I 
can see little difference between them 
and whitetails. Sometimes hunters 
hunt for days without seeing a possi
ble trophy although they are sur
rounded by them all the time," he re
plied. 

I asked him about the part which 
private hunting preserves are going to 
play in the future of big game hunt
ing. He replied, "Even in Africa, in 
such places as Rhodesia, Southwest 
Africa, South Africa, etc., hunting is 
already being done on private farms 
and ranches." 

I asked Bert to explain why they 
turned Safari Island (formerly Spe
den Island) into a hunting preserve. 
His answer should be a revelation to 
those who have been misled by cer
tain prominent television news pro
grams previously referred to. This in
terview took place the week before 
Safari Island was so unjustly ma
ligned on said program. 

"Well, we bought the island which 
had been a sheep and cattle ranch. 
The thought of raising these dull ani
mals, with but six to eighteen months 
to live before ending up in a slaughter 
house, just did not appeal to us much. 
So, we decided to stock it with beau
tiful, interesting animals which had 
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already lived just a little past their 
prime. I guess it worked, for I under
stand that some of the excursion boats 
have changed their routes so their 
passengers can see the animals. Sure, 
most of them will end up as trophies 
on someone's wall, but that seems less 
unkind than to fill a place in some
one's hungry gut and then be forgot
ten." 

Since I want you to be able to get 
the very best out of your exotic hunt
ing, there are a few other things I 
have learned from experience which I 
feel I should "cue you in on." 

Before booking a hunt, make sure 
that the preserve has animals of the 
species you want to hunt in the tro
phy class. Unlike hunting of the type 
to which you may be accustomed, 
your guide will know what is avail
able. Make sure that what you are 
looking for is there. Many guides can 
tell you just about what you are look
ing at. Bobby Snow, Jr., Ranch man
ager at the Y. 0., can tell you within 
an inch. However, your guide can't 
show you game that is not there. 
Make sure it is there before you book. 
Perhaps the best way to do this is by 
a telephone conversation. 

Of all the exotics the Mouflon, per
haps, is subject to the greatest varia
tion. Originally, the true Mouflon ram 
was, except for size, very close to 
standard in coloration and horn con
formation; the horns making a half 
circle or a little more and seldom a 
full curl. They had a chestnut-brown 
coat, black mane, white underparts 
and golden or white patches back of 
the shoulders. James L. Clark the au
thor of The Great Arc of the Wild 
Sheep called the Mouflon, " ... per
haps the best dressed of the wild 
sheep of the world." 

Game breeder Mark Moss at Llano, 
Texas, in an effort to increase the 
ability of the Mouflon to withstand 
cold weather, crossed him with the 
drab little Barbados sheep. Then he 
began breeding these crosses back to 
true Mouflon standards. Just why he 
chose the Barbados, I am not sure. 
But he was so successful that there 
are small herds here in Wyoming 
which can withstand temperatures of 
30° or 40° below. 

However, the sheep did a little ex
perimenting on their own and crossed 
with just about every type of domes
tic sheep they came to know. The re
sult was some of the most spectacular 
trophies you can imagine. Some have 
horns that are exact miniatures of the 
famed Ovis Poli rams. These are not 
easy to come by, but they can be had 
if you want one badly enough to keep 
hunting long enough. Some reach fan
tastic sizes. The largest horns I have 
seen were taken on Safari Island. This 
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old bruiser had massive horns which 
compete favorably in size with the 
average top Stone ram. They meas
ured an unbelieveable 41 inches. The 
variety of trophy rams is virtually 
endless. I took a ram on Safari Island 
with a mane of about the same irides
cence as the ruff on a cock pheasant. 
The true Mouflon has no wool at all. 
The only place I know where one can 
be sure of getting a pure Mouflon is 
at the Patio-Stumberg Game Ranch 
at Hunt, Texas. There may be others. 

I would like to say one last thing. I 
am sure that there are many hunters 
who are interested in game that is ca
pable of "shooting back." In other 
words, game that may resent being 
hunted and decide to do something 
about it; game that has the capability 
for doing so. There is such an animal 
among the exotics. I refer to the Eu
ropean Boar, the animal about which 
I wrote when I opened this article. I 
have never been sure that that one 
actually charged me. I recognize the 
possibility that he may have been out 
on his feet and just running blindly. 

CHAUNCEY THOMAS: 

FRONTIER FIREARMS 

My guide, however, who claimed to 
have been run up half the trees on 
the preserve, was sure that he was 
charging. Of one thing you may be 
sure; the "Russian" has the mean and 
fearless disposition to come for you, 
with provocation or without. He ha11 
the brute-strength to drive home a 
charge. Some have called him the 
most dangerous animal in North 
America. I doubt this, but I am will
ing to concede that he is one of the 
meanest. 

Well, that about says it. You can 
have a rich, rewarding life of big 
game hunting even though we are 
forced to admit that the future of 
many native species looks very un
certain. With exotics, you may hunt 
without the uneasy feeling that you 
are contributing to the extermination 
of a species. You may hunt without a 
twinge of conscience, for you are no 
more contributing to the extinction of 
Black Buck when you take a trophy 
than you are to the extinction of 
steers when you buy a T-Bone. ~ 
Good Hunting! La 

(Continued from page 31) 

horn. But these men usually had ex
tra cylinders and had them ,loaded. 
Then instead of attempting to re
charge their weapons from powder 
horn and bullet pouch while in a fight, 
they merely substituted these loaded 
extra cylinders for the emptied ones. 
These extra cylinders, though loaded 
with loose powder and a cap, both 
very absorbent of dampness, could 
easily be made almost waterproof by 
dipping them when loaded into melted 
beeswax and wiping off the surplus 
while yet warm. This made the whole 
extra cylinder one metallic cartridge 
with six loads in it, which could be 
inserted into the empty revolver 
frame as one unit, where later each 
metallic cartridge has to be loaded 
into the cartridge revolver one at a 
time. The time of reloading the two 
was practically equal. 

These guns used both round bullets 
and projectiles. The user himself 
usually had a bullet mould, often 
small enough to go readly into his 
pocket or pouch, and ran his own 
bullets from what lead he could get. 
Incidentally, lead was much harder 
to get on the frontier than was gun
powder or caps. It had to come the 
same distance and was much heavier. 
Today lead is so common that we 

never think of this, but it was an im
portant matter on the frontier from 
the time of the Revolution till the 
days of factory-made metallic car
tridges. A sort of paper prepared car
tridge was often used for the cap
and-ball revolvers, especially for army 
issue, but loose powder loading was 
much preferred by individuals. 

These revolvers were not equal in 
range or deadliness to the Indian bow 
and arrow, so old plainsmen have 
often assured me, nor were they so 
reliable under all weather conditions. 
But when farther ranged and more 
reliable metallic cartridge revolvers 
came, about 1870, they equaled the 
Indian bow. However, to stop a horse 
or a buffalo the revolver appears 
never to have equalled the Indian 
arrow. 

So far I have spoken of the fire
arms of the white man only. The 
Indians sometimes carried revolvers, 
but usually preferred the bow. The 
white man was a revolver man; the 
Indian was not. The favorite Indian 
gun was the Winchester 1873 model 
carbine-not rifle. He usually drove 
its woodwork full of brass-headed 
tacks and otherwise decorated it with 
bits of red cloth, feathers, and sundry 
trinkets. The Indian, by the way was 
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usually a poor rifle shot. Also, what 
greatly contributed to the usual In
dian inaccuracy with all firearms, was 
the absence of the constant care and 
cleaning of them which was so nec
essary. So between his lack of sight
ing and the deplorable condition of 
his firearms, and often the wrong 
ammunition in them, the Indian bul
let was not so deadly in general as 
his arrow. The arrow was a silent 
weapon and could be used over and 
over again. There were additional 
reasons for his holding on to it. 

Besides the three holster revolvers 
I have mentioned as made by Colt, 
there were others of the same general 
shape and design, but much smaller 
and lighter, for pocket use. Colt often 
made revolvers to individual order, 
and thus any number of slightly dif
ferent designs exist. That was before 
the days of factory standard. Later 
Colt introduced the new almighty 
system of standardization and inter
change of parts without hand fitting. 
Great as was the contribution of the 
Colt revolver to the world in aiding 
in settling the frontier, this was al
most as nothing in comparison to its 
influence on civilization through the 
creation of the modern system of 
manufacture with interchangeable 
parts. The Colt revolver was the first 
machine in the world so manufac
tured, and this more than anything 
else made it such a favorite on the 
frontier. All other guns, if broken, 
had to be repaired by hand. But two 
broken Colt revolvers could in a few 
minutes be made into one go·od re
volver by interchange of parts. 

There were, of course, revolvers 
other than the Colt on the frontier in 
the cap-and-ball days, such as the 
Remington, the Starr, and the Ken
nedy, but there were more Colts than 
all others combined. The celebrated 
Smith & Wesson revolver was from 
1860 on to be had in a small .32 cali
ber "Officer's Revolver," shooting one 
of the first rimfire metallic cartridges, 
but this never was used much on the 
frontier. They are a good gun even 
yet. I was shooting one of them re
cently. 

Incidentally, I have shot and in 
many cases owned, all the guns men
tioned in this paper, sometimes from 
curiosity, sometimes for ballistical in
formation, and in the older days, as 
an actual weapon, such as the cap
and-ball Colt revolver, and the muz
zle-loading shotgun. I have killed 
much game with the latter gun, but 
that was now nearly fifty years ago. 

Now the derringer, and our review 
of the muzzle-loading era comes to 
an end, and that of the metallic car
tridge begins. The derringer left no 
counterpart in the gun world of to-

day. It was of very large caliber, 
from the size of the little finger to 
that of the thumb, with a barrel two 
to three inches long. Some were so 
made that the barrel screwed off, and 
the bullet was put into the barrel, 
then the powder, and the barrel was 
then screwed back into the frame. 
The whole load of powder and bullet 
often filled the barrel to the muzzle. 
The derringer was fired like any 
shotgun or rifle, by a cap. If there 
were flintlock derringers, they do not 
concern us here, for they were not 
used on the frontier, but the cap ones 
were, and they were a special favor
ite with the gamblers, as they were 
quicker to use than a revolver. But 
they were good for only one shot and 
that at a range of only five or six 
feet. They gave not only a deadly 
wound themselves, but also created 
a diversion so that the knife could be 
brought into the fight right after the 
derringer. They were often carried in 
pairs, could be concealed in the palm 
of a large hand, or in the vest pocket, 
and weighed about half a pound each. 

We now turn from the muzzle
loading firearms to the metallic car
tridge guns. The change was swift on 
the frontier and the metallic cartridge 
made "the ramrod good for nothing 
but to whip your wife with," and that 
proceeding was so highly dangerous 
that the ramrod fell at once into 
disuse. 

There have been many changes but 
no improvement in the revolver since 
its invention by Colt except the use 
in it of the metallic cartridge instead 
of loose powder and round ball. The 
revolver, the machine itself, is now 
being superseded by the automatic 
pistol, and this makes the revolver 
perhaps the one famous machine in 
the world that was not capable of 
material improvement from its in
vention to its disuse, over a period 
of now nearly a century, and over all 
c o u n t r i e s around the world. Inci
dentally, the revolver was a purely 
American invention, and during its 
now rapidly ending life no other na
tion or people ever learned how to 
make one as good, or how to use one 
so well, as the American. The revolv
er is the typical American weapon, 
although the once famous "Bowie 
knife" was also uniquely American. 
But the Bowie knife has vanished 
like its companion, the derringer. 
Both were Mississippi River boat 
weapons, useful mostly to gamblers; 
and the river steamer, the Bowie and 
the derringer sank into the frontier 
together. 

The metallic cartridge came onto 
the frontier after the Civil War, al
though used in that war, first in the 
Henry repeating rifle, the forerunner 
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of the later famous Winchester rifle, 
and in the cavalryman's Spencer car
bine. This Spencer carbine at once 
became the favorite horseback and 
stagecoach rifle, or carbine, rather, 
for a carbine is, of course, only a short 
rifle. My father carried a Spencer 
carbine and two Navy Colts from 
Fort Laramie, Wyoming, back and 
forth along the Rockies to Santa Fe 
in 1866 to 1868 as traveling corre
spondent for the Rocky Mountain 
News, the first newspaper of the re
gion. 

When the center fire brass cartridge 
guns arrived on the frontier, about 
1870, all other guns were soon laid 
aside. 

In revolvers, the Colt still held the 
lead; the Smith & Wesson, in many 
ways a better made gun than the 
Colt, came too late to win the place 
its excellent workmanship deserved, 
as was the case with the Remington 
and the Merwin and Hulbert, now 
changed to center fire metallic car
tridge revolvers. A number of makes 
in cap-and-ball revolvers simply died 
and were promptly forgotten. The 
most popular pocket revolver, as it 
still is, was the .38 double-action 
Smith & Wesson; the most popular 
holster revolver was the Colt .45 in 
army circles, the .44 in cowboy camps, 
because it shot the same cartridge as 
did the cowboy's .44-40 Winchester 
rifle, and the .41 in the gambler's 
waistband, concealed by his right vest 
pocket. The gambler had a special 
pocket made in his trousers, merely 
a gun-sized watch pocket. My per
sonal favorite of all revolvers has al
ways been the Colt .45 army revolver 
of the old days, with its greatest load 
and full length barrel, and at one 
time I had something in the world 
known solely by a number, a ".45." 

It is worthy of note that the whites 
needed and used revolvers more 
against each other than against the 
Indians. The revolver had but little 
to do toward winning the West from 
the Indian; that was practically all 
rifle work. When the cattle came 
onto the plains, after buffalo and the 
Indian had gone forever, then was 
when the revolver rose to its chief 
use a.nd fame, and its place in history. 
When the cattle finally gave way to 
the nester and his wire fence, then 
backed farther off for the sheep 
herds, the revolver lost its use and 
in due time became even an object of 
obnoxious legislation, even on the 
once frontier. The old-timer's rifle, 
revolver, saddle, and hipflask have 
now about disappeared, like the In
dian bonnet which they once faced in 
flashing battle for the frontier. The 
day of the revolver is done. The 
automatic pistol has taken its place, 
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just as the repeating rifle has dis
placed the single shots and the metal
lic cartridge banished all the stick
loaders. 

We are now done with the belt and 
pocket weapons. The center fire rifles 
alone remain to be looked at briefly. 
The main one was the Winchester in 
the models of 1873, 1876, and 1886. 
During the period of these guns 
things changed rapidly on the fron
tier. There came the railroad, the 
police, the sewing machine agent; and 
the gunman stared and gave up in 
sheer disgust, dead hopeless. Only 
three other rifles are worthy of note 
during this time beside the Winches
ter. These were the Sharps-in two 
models, hammer and hammerless~ 
the Ballard, and the Remington. The 
army was using the "tip-up" Spring
field, first in .50 caliber, then soon in 
.45 caliber, which was also fairly pop
ular in civil circles. But no others 
equalled the Winchester in the lighter 
repeating lines or the Sharps for 
sheer accuracy and reliability at long 
range. The Ballard was like the 
Smith & Wesson revolver, a finely
made rifle, but better for the target 
than for the frontier. The Marlin, the 
attempt of the Ballard to get into the 
repeater field, was well liked, but it 
never seriously rivaled the Winches
ter. 

We cannot here describe all these 
guns; they can be found in any good 
collection. Out of them all arose but 
two rifles that will live in history, as 
will their companion belt gun, the 
Colt .45 revolver. These two were the 
1863 Model .44-40 Winchester and the 
"Buffalo Sharps." 

Before Winchester could get out 
the 1895 Model, a splendid rifle, the 
one Roosevelt used on lion, the fron
tier had gone. The date, 1893, is the 
deadline of the frontier, its last kick. 
The frontier died in the Southwest 
with the capture of Geronimo in the 
late eighties; in the Dakotas, among 
the Sioux, with the totally needless 
murder of hundreds of women and 
children at Wounded Knee in 1890-2; 
and throughout the whole West in 
1893, when the world panic of that 
year enabled the eastern money 
lender to foreclose on the over- bor
rowed West. Then the one-time fron
tiersman, now gray - haired, was 
pulled from the saddle and from the 
seat of final authority he had held in 
the West since the rushes of the 
forties up to Platte and over the 
Rockies. That ended the frontier, 
ended the frontiersman; in came rap
idly woman suffrage, woman gover
nors, prohibition, anti-gun laws, 
hunting licenses, sheep, inspector 
galore, and the frontier 
was done. Gone into history. 
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Total enclosed _____ --,--
Allow two to three week delivery 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 

I 
I 
I 
I 

-------------------------------------------------------- J 



THE GUN MARKET 
Classified ads 20c per word insertion including name and address 
Payable in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date April 

1972 issue {on sale February 23rd) is December 20th. Print carefully 
and mail to GUNS Magazine, 8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, 111. 

BOOKS 

ALL GUN llOOKS AND ll.ELATEO 'l'lTLES. Save on 
our "Baker's Dozen Free l'rc111iu1n l'lan" and ··unbeat
alllc Values." :Send ~ 0¢ for yc,u·-around mailings. Hay 
IU1i11g Arms ilooks Co., GS44 Gorstcu Street, Phila
delpllia. Pa. U) 119. 

Al\:LEUICAN ANTIQUE GUNS and their Current Prices. 
108 pages. $1.00 plus 2t.i¢ postage. SSAJ;: for free bool.: 
listing. Pioneer 1-'ress, llox G840, Union City, 'l'euu. 
382Gl. 

l\rE\V/CATALOG Oli' A~:[E:HICAN, Australian, Brazilian, 
Uritish. Canadian, Cuban, Irish and Swiss manuals on 
guerilla. warfare, weapons and survival. A must for 
modelers. wargamers. and militaria collectors. 25¢ for 
shipping. Paladin 1-'ress. llox 1307G, lloulder, Colorado 
8030t. USA. 

FISHING ENCY~LOPEDIA.. Expert_ ~:Iethods revea:led. 
Free llrochure: F'ishing, Dept. 409 li'A, llox 321, Ho
boken, NJ". 

COLLECTORS 

VISIT DIXJE GUN WOilKS, for Anti(tue Aru1s. Sorry, 
no lists. 

NEW COLLt<..:TOU SEllVJCg - Hare military IJool;;s, 
manuals, \\·ar n!lics, weapons, uniforms. hcl111cts. ac
coutrements, medals, insignia, docu111cnts, photos, paint
ing:, vrints. GO l'ag:c Jllustratcd Catalogue 50c ret"untl
a!Jle with uurcllase. 1-'etcr lllinka, Historical Americana. 
Devt. G, :!:!6 .East Stith Street, N. Y. 100:!8. 

NEW 1 ti i 1 JLLUS'fltA'l'l~D CA'l'ALOG of orig:inal an
tique gun parts for U.S. martial longanns. (i O f)lloto 
plates, 1 :! 8 pag:es detailing: 1\11816 tliru 1\11 ti 03 Sprin~
fleltl, Sharp$, Spcoccr, Enfield, etc. lnsi~11h1, aJ)IJCllli
agcs, accoutrements, IJool,s, l)Ostcrs, documents, !Juttons. 
headrcss, for iufamry, Cil\'alry, artillcrY. Na\')'. A <le
tailed catalog and rcfel'Cncr text on .Military Americana. 
Catalog $1.00 refumJed with purchase. S & S l•'ircarms. 
8S-:!1U Aubrey A\'Cuue, Glendale, ~cw York 11:!:li. 

ENGRAVING 

PHUDUO~l~IE 0 S Alt'l'lS'flC ENGltAVlNG. Folder $2.00. 
a O:! Ward BJ<lg., Slirc\·cport, La. 7 11 O 1. 

FOR SALE 

ItUVEL & CO. 19il AlUJY - NAVY Store 40 I>age 
illuslratcd cat:ilog. ~Jagazines for ca~·IJines. P~S. 4U, 
llro1rni11g H. l'., Garan<l, Suringlield, etc. llayonets, for 
car!Jiue, !llauser, Springl1eld, etc. Uel1uets, Fiel<l .Equiu
ment, l'acJ,s, Sleeping .Hags, Sun'h'al Foods, Field 
1-'llouc, J.lublJcr Uoats, Tents, Gas 1\lasks, etc. All in 
Stock! Hundreds of other 1ten1s. Send 50¢ coin to: 
Ruvel & Co., Dept. D-1, 3037 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 
60614. 

Allt C UNS, Tea.r Cas Guns, Crossbows----complete selec
tion-extremely unusual, catalogue $1.00. SUNIJ~l, COitP .• 
DeJJt. GC, l!J17 Old \Villow, Northl1eld, Ill. 60093. 

MACHIN!.: GUN .50 Cal. cartridges complete with pro
jectile. WWII issue, 5½" long, harmless. uo powder, 
Rare! Collectors item. DO\'eltics and som'enfors. All hand 
polished to mirror finish. $1.25 or 2/$2.00. CoJJpcr clad 
vrojectile (Bullets) 2¾" long 50c or 3/$1.25. Satisfac
tion Guaranteed. Dealers discount! Write. Jelinek Sup
plies, 1201 Cottage Gro\'e, Dept. 4. Chicago Heights 
Illinois GOUl. 

CROSSltOWS, POWEUFUL. ACCtmATE silent. English 
and domestic models complete kits $9. 99 up. Catalog 
25¢. Crossbowman, Box 723-GM-2, .Manteca., Calif. 
05336. 

GUN CABINETS 10 beautiful models at discount prices. 
Free Broohure write Cabinets. 103 Farview Ave.. Le
banon, Ohio 45036. 

GUNS & AMMUNITION 

WHOLESALE GUN DIRECTOllY. Buy Direct from 
Manuracturer ! Lists American. European Sources, Be
come Dealerl Send $1.00. Continental, llox 11211 GY, 
Indianauolls, Indiana 46::!01. 

FEDE.RAT~ li'lREARMS LICENSED Dealers: Write for 
sensational offerings most pouular military rifles-ammo. 
Semi certified COJ>Y Fli'L. Century Arms. Inc .. St. Albans, 
Vermont. 

AN'.r1ou1;; li'lHEAlUlS, Long list or guns made before 
1899. Will trade, send 25¢ for list and conditions. 
14.,ulmer's Antique Guns, Rte. #3, Detroit Lakes, l\Unn. 
56UO 1. 

LUGEHS. LUGEllS; LISTING 50¢: Luger '.l'ie Clasp 
$2.50; Luger Manual $1.25; Luger Stripping and Load
ing Tool $2.25. Shattuck, llox 471, Fran.klin, 1\iichigan. 

llIFLlO:S - Shotguns - Swords - Bayonets - Military 
Accoutrements, Modern. Military, Antique. Sudan 1\Iili
tary Saber 38" orerall with blac!;;; leather sheath -
'l'ra<litional Cavalry Saber of India $13.00 pre11aid. 
Listing of Guns, etc. 25¢. Southwestern .Arms Co., 
Dept. G, 107 Logan Street, Brooklyn, :r,;ew York 11208. 

LUGEHS WANTED: Collections, Singles, '.l'OJ) Cash 
paid. State information. Price. FFL 37-9662 Dl.;ALEU.. 
VOLLME!t'S, Box 88, Bloomington, Illinois 61701. 

LARGE LIST Antique and Modern Firearms. Send .25¢ 
-$2 ycar·s listings. ED 0 S GUN HOUSE, 1626 W. 9th, 
Winona, Minnesota. 55987. 

?iJAUKJ~LS for skeet, trap and Held. T. Uay Permenter. 
l'. 0. JJox 4008, Columbia. S. C. 29204. ~1.'el. AC803 
754--1:.:H. 

OLD WINCHESTKHS, Commemoratives, Parkers, Peraz
zis, Bro\, nings, Krieghotrs. modern & antique, year lists 
$1. :Uecllan·s, 1:.a8 .E St., l''airbury, Nt!b. G8352. 

1iIUZZLELOADEltS-Rll?LES, Pistols, ltevolvers. For 
list or discolult .M:uzzlcloaders wrlto: lndian Nation 
Arms, 113 S. High St., Antlers, Oklahoma 74523. 

IlUNTING OH. l•'ISHING Catalog $1. llrand name 
murchandiso a.t lowest discount prices. No Money 
Down. 2 yea.rs to pay. American J<;xpruss, lJ.ankAmeri
card. Master Charge, Uni-Card. I_,arkcr Distributors 
(JJept. GC-172). 40 Industrial 1-'Jaoo, New HocheUe, 1'. Y, 
10805. 

GUN EQUIPMENT 

AIH JUFJ.E J::QUil,lU::~•1•: New 1071 48 page Digest 
ll\'ailablc. JJeJurul articles. l•'incst .Euroveau 111odcls, 
accessories I C\'Jl•Wcd iu depth. Complete IJaJlistic and 
accuracy m1on11atiou. Dealer rel'cnal lll'O\'idcd. Sali:;
factiou guaranteed: only 25f. Air ltiJle Jlcadquancrs, 
Grallt.S\'ille. \Vest Vi1i,:iuia 26147. 

CUSTOM U .... \NDG UN CASES, presentation and travel. 
Li.st J.5¢. Hubert Greenwood, G2G N .. Fairview St., :Uur
bank, Calit'or11ia 015U5. 

UA.L'IDGU1'NE11 - ItIFLEM.AN '.l'he Bulls Ere Gun.stik 
let.s you shoot botJ1 handgun and rifle with unbelievably 
consistent accuracy. Get on target faster and hold on 
target steadier than is J)OSSible freehand. Like shooting 
from an all dirnctional, mobil tri1>0d whi.le alwa;·s re
tai.Jting your relaxed, normal shooting stance. Weighs 
10 ounces and carries in your Oclt like a. hunting knife. 
Handcrafted from deep grained hardwood, fine leather 
and sol.id brass. Only $9. 95 postpaicl with nameplate 
engraved, check or money order. l'rint name l)laiuly. 
To further imprO\'C your shooting thn ... >o sets of ·Quite 
A Sight' sight panels and cement will be given free 
with ea,el1 gunstik order. Jfol' handguns with blade type 
front sight. White Lexon panels cement to the sides of 
blade clearly defining the edges when there is rnry little 
light aud sighling would otherwise be impossible. 
l'ho most beautiful sight picture you have ever seen. 
If ordered separately, $1.00. Still time to order for 
hunting season. Same day shipment. Satisfaction guar
ant.eed or money refunded. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
TH]~ GUNSl'll{ COlll'A..i.~Y. l'. 0. Box 400, Marshall, 
'l'c...x.as 75G70. 

BOit-LOK FOU. CON SAFETY. 'l'umbler combination 
lock fits end of barrel-rifle, shotgun. handgwi. Leaves 
gun tarnl)Crproof, childproof. No surface marring, no 
key to Jose. Convenient carrying case. State if for 
rit_le, shot.gun, handgun. $4. 95 each. 2 t'or $V.OO. DEAL
LEI.t INQUIHIES INYil'J;D. D & L DIST!UBU'l'ING, 
10485 Scaggsville Road, Laurel, Maryland 20810. 

GUNSMITHING 

GU~S.:\ll'l'HlNG 30 years, military conversion: sporter 
stocl,s $:!9.!.15; Ue!Jlueing $12.50; ltebaneling $24.U5 
uu; Hechambering 30-06 to JOO rnagnuu1 $12.50. llolts 
altered. forged, JJolished $5.!.15. Alter, jewel - $8.UO 
New lmntlle $~.00; iiannlicher type $ I 0.00: jeweling 
$l.OO; Alter Japanese 7.7 to 30-06 $G.U5, 6.5 to 2U7 
$6.!.15. Jap parts. Catalog 1U¢. '1'-P i::ihop, West llrancll, 
l\Iichigan 486Ul. 

GUN l'AH'l'S - .Military-Commercial. li'oreign-Domestlc 
'l'housamls ol' Parts in Stoel.:. Write your ueeds, sta111JJeu 
addressed envelope for rcvl.r. l!Justrated l'arts Catalog 
$1.00. Sot1~hestcrn Arrns. Dc11t. G. J07 Logan Strnet, 
JJrou1,1.n1. New York 11208. 

DJ~JUUNGElt .44 Ca.li!Jcr. l\fal;;e yourself! J.i:asy, com
plete, pre-macllined kit, with instructions - $10.50. 
Complete instr~1ctions alone - $2.00. lnl'ormation li'HEE. 
l1'crnwood. 1725-G.MC121. Springbrook, \Valnut Creek, 
Ca.lifornia. 945!J6. 

llUTLD .22 'l'arget Pistol, .22 Camper's Pistol. Gun 
Uacks, Cabinets, and blue guns - with hand tools. Send 
Sc stamp for illustrated information. Post office Box 
3G2-G. 'l'erre Haute, Indiana. 47808. 

QUALITY B.AHllELS. Accuracy Guaranteed. All bolt 
actions barreled. all calibers, twists and weights avail
able, all charnbcrings, standard and ,nagnum. Walter 
Stmtz, 32:10 Surrnyside, Brookfield. 111. 60513. 

KNIVES & SWORDS 

CUSTOM KNIVES - hunting. skinning, others made 
to your specitlcations - Send 50 cents for brochure. 
Steve's Cust.0111 l"\ni\'es. 301 Meyer, Alvin, 'l'exits 77511. 

KNllt'J.,;MAKI-:n·s SUT'l'LIES. English Blades, Stag, 
Horn. etc. Custom Knifenmker·s Supply, 1,. 0 . .Uox 
11448-G, Dall:is. 'l'e..rn-s 75223. 

\VE 1\fA"I-C.I~ THE World's li'inest hand-made knives. 
Semi for our fifteen page color catalog. It also includes 
a.rticles on l<nife .l!""ighting, Caro and Skinning of 
'l'rophies and Jlow to Sharpen a. Knife. Catalog, 50c. 
Jlone Knife Compa.n:r. 806 A\'enue "J''. Lubbock, Texas 
7~J.l01. 

"TOMOHllOW'S SPOil'.l'SMA..l"l'S KNH'E TODAY" 
..LocKnife" top or the handle snap-fastener locks knife 
direct into fiber lined leather sheath. Sheath secured 
on belt without unbuckling belt. Arkansas hone bonded 
to ba.ck of sheath. Hammer forged blade of Swedish 
carbon steel. 'Write: 1:..0CKnife, Inc.. 11717 East 23rd 
Street, Independence, :Missouri 64050. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

NAZ.l ITE.:us Houi;llt. Sold. Originals 0111:,,-. List UOt 
Le1il,el. 1060 Amlcrson. L'alisade. N.J. Oi0:!4. 
.NAZ.I WAlt SOUVENlHS. Latest illustrated catalog 
$:.LOO cas!l. Disco, Uox: 80~5-l\I, Milwaukee. Wis. UJ2:!3. 
'l'HEASUlt~ HUNTEHS ! .PHUSl·'ECTUHS ! Hclco·s new 
instruments detect buried :;old, silver, coins, minerals, 
lilsLorical relics. 'l'ransistorized. Weighs 3 pounds. 
$Ill.DU UIJ, l•'rec catalog:. Helco-AG, Box: 10839, liouston. 
Texas 7i018. 
]..;VIC:ltYBUDY LIKES DIXIE GUN \\'OHKS. 
liJ::1' Ul'.\"J:; BUCKSKL"l ,IACK.ETS uud hundreds or 
u11il1ue leather iLem.s. 8cnll 50e ior IJuck;o;l,iu money 1iol;;e 
BIHi IJig color catalog. J;ermau Huck.skill CornLJau;·. De1>t. 
32 .. \I i1rneavol is. Miuu. 55-10 L 
\VI~E}IAKJNG ... UHAJ'l•:. 1.;Ln1.;1:u1.;HHY, llA..i.'-· 
D.Bl~IO.K, Frozen Juices, Champague. .llrewmasters· 
Secrets Uercaled! l'owerl'ul Met.hods! Instmctious, Jl6 .. 
ci1ics a11d :Supplies Catalog. $1.00, Contiuellta.l llo.x 
11071-GU. Imtiauapolis, Ind. 4.6201. 
lt'Jt.E.E 81'0H'i'S.\1J.;N8 CA'l'AJ .. OG: Low direct factory 
prices. Fishing, humiug, gnus, ammo, reloa.d, arcllery, 
clothing, suowrnobiJes. mini-bikes. i;:uustocks, ril.Js, decoys 
aud carnui11g SllJJPlies. Jll~lt'l'.Elt'S 1!\C., l)J~l''.1.', CG, 
W.-\SJ-:('A, _\JI:\'~. 5!iOD3. 
GUV.EHNJ\1.EN'l' SUHl'LUS fully Jllustratetl Catalog 35e 
listiug individual 1\lilitary .E<lUip1ucut - Clotl1i11g -
Boots, l.!tC. at bargain urices. Soutlmestcru, Dept. G, 
107 Logan Street., llrool,lyn, New rorl, Il!iWS. 
1\U.NK OIL "LJ.-;ATlH:H'l'H.EJ~'l'" \rntershed and condi
tioner for your uew or stitl' and tired leather goods. 
l'rovcn, satislaction guarnmeed $2.05, Dealers wanted. 
Jelinel\ Supplies, 1201 Cottage Grore, De1lt. 4, Chicago 
Jlcishts. Ill. GOHl. 

'l'Al-'J~S OF OLD Hallio l'rogran1s. Semi 50¢ for Catalog. 
H. F. l\Iussehl, Jt. 1, Box 03, llrooklyn, Wis. 53521. 
.A.Lt~JY SUHl-'LUS .M-1 Carbine Accessories ... 'l'wo 15 
round magazines with dust covers and pouch, unused 
$1.50 ... Sling aml oiler 90¢ ... cleaning rod a.nd 
:vouch $1.50 ... .llra.ss liandlcd British Commando 
Stiletto with sheath $5.50 ... 1-'arkarized hunting sur
rival knife with sheath and sharpening stone $4.50 
... GOOD llAYONliTS Wl'l'll SCAllllAitDS ... U. S. 
:i.\1-5 A-1 Ga.rand $5.00 ... British #4, $1.00 ..• 
Italian 18Dl Carcano $0.00 ... Spanish 93 .Ma.user. long 
or short blade. $3.00 ... Good. Helmets With Liners 
... Italian $:.:.50 ... French $3.50 ... llritish $2.00 
. .. U. \V \VWI $8.50 ... Czechoslovakian, no liner 
$3.00 ... M-1 Garand and l\I-16 Viet Nam nslon slings, 
excellent $2.00 ... Inert Hand Grenades, WW 11 Pine-
apple inert $1.85 ... 'l'ear Gas inert $LOO ... 37mm 
'1:ear Gas Sheil. inert $1.00 ... l!'rench Ua-s l\lask com
plete $8.50 . . . }li.ninrnm Order $3.00. Add $1.50 
l'ostage And Handling. Send four .08¢ stamps for sur
plus list. ll. \V. 'l'radmg Company, :Uox 692-24, Newark, 
Ohio 43055. 

COUNTRY HECOHDS - and tape cartridges - Fiddle 
Tunes - Blue Crass - etc. Legendary J. E. Ma,imer -
Many more. F'rce circular - Uncle Jim O'neil, Box 
A-UM, Arcadia, Calil'onl.ia. DlOOG. 

'l'lUtOWING TOMAJL.\WKI Shawnee, $13.00 Postpaid. 
J.,.,ree catalog. llKEJAl'S, llX8711G, Canton, Ohio 44711. 

Al\J.AZI.NG MOT.ALOY KEE.PS ca.rs Alive, running 
young! i\lotaloy tabs dropped into gas tanks vibrantly 
recondition engines, successfully prolong new car J)Cr
fonnaucc; rapidly rejul'euate older cars. Guaranteed 
s_ingle treatment saves ovcrating costs for lifo of car. 
Postpaid; $6.00. HAAS.E, 503 Camilla, Uoanoke, VA.., 
240H. 

GOOD NE\VS I Hidden Treasure ror a-11. Stamp ap• 
preciated. Write: l\JJ,;THODS. POll 1263.A., Mounta..in 
View. California 04040. 

J'IVE GltEA'l' NJ~W educational Space Posters. $5.65. 
llol-Land l'osters. Box 1025, Bonita Springs, Florida. 
33923. 

"CR .. AZY ... LAZY ... H.UNNlNG" ... Stories 
behind Famous Western Cattle Brands. Plus illustrated 
insttuctions on how to read brands and design your 
own. $1.00. \Vesten1 Lore. Box 9831-G, l•'ort \Vorth, 
'l'exas 70107. 

~'ItON'.l'IEl{ GOOD:-iESS. '.l'IIltEE Old West Booklets. 
$2.00. "Sourdough Cookery," "Chuck \Vagon Meats," 
"Pioneer Desserts" . . . Frontier Prnss, llox 9832-G, 
]fort \Vorth, 'l'exas 76101. 

HO~lli~IADli: BEEit. WINE, COllDIALS. Easy Old 
West reciJ)es. "Hanch-l:louso Brews." $1.00. i""rontier 
Press, Box 9832-G, li'o1t \Vorth, 'l'exas 7Gl07. 

WOJUJ) SllOl'Ph,G FUOM HOME. Bargain prices, 
Belgian guns. Hong Kong suits, Cameras, \Vatches. 
Hunting clothes. Inquire free: Caravan. Dept. 409 
\VA, llox 240, Un.ion City, NJ. 

DHKAM HOME: How to build for ¾ usual cost. In
c1uirc free: Handyman. Dept. 409 DA., Box 3022. \Vee
ha.wken, NJ. 

REAL ESTATE 

GOVEHNMENT LANDS ... LOW As $1.00 Acre. 
Millions Acres! For Exclusive CoJJ.}Tightcd Iteport ... 
plus "Land Opl)o1·tunity Di~est" listing lands available 
throughout U.S. send $ 1.00. Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
Land Disposal, Box !JO!Jl-GY, Washington. D.C. 20003. 

FlUn: ... NE\V SPIUNG 1D72 Catalog! Describes and 
:pictures hundreds of farms, ranches, town and country 
homes, bw;;inesses coast to coast I Specify ty:pe i,ro1>ert.y 
and location preferred. Zip Code, please. UNITED 
Il~AJL\1 AGl.'NCY, 612-.MG \Vest 47th St., Kansas City, 
Mo. (i4112. 

GOVER]).~illN'.l' LANDS . . . Low as $1.25 Acre! 
Available for recreation, investment or homesteading. 
For latest rePott, send $1.00. \VESTEI-tN LANDS, Box 
1555-GM, Tacoma.. 'Washington 08401. 



Take $20 to vour 
local gun dealer 
and ask for the 

finest 22 variable 
monev can buv. 

You'll get the V22 
and $4.05 in change. 

People who want the best 
money can buy are usually 
prepared to spend plenty to 
get what they want. It's true 
in guns, cars, clothes, and 
most other things. Except 
22 variables. 

For just $15.95, you can own 
the class of the 22 scope 
league, the incomparable 
Weaver V22. Dollar for dollar, 
there isn't another scope that 
can touch it for pure 
unadulterated value. Unless 
it's another Weaver. 

Consider the V22's 
features. 

It's accurate. The 
internal adjustments 
provide exact sight 
changes. Once set, 
they stay set. Every 
V22 is individually 
accuracy-tested before 
it leaves the factory. 

It's dependable. After all, it's 
a Weaver. The big 3/a" tube is 
tough aluminum alloy. Highly 
polished and hard-anodized. 
Lenses are fully protected 
in shockproof mounts. 

It's fun to use. The optics are 
bright and sharp. Simply turn 
the eyepiece to whatever 
magnification you need 
between 3x and 6x. 

It's easy to install. Just clamp 
the Tip-Off Mounts into the 
grooves cut in most 22 
receivers. Tighten 

the screws. You're ready to 
sight-in. 

See your dealer today. If 
you're worried about what to 
do with the $4.05 you've got 
coming, he probably has a few 
suggestions. Like a V22 
equipped with the exotic, 
optional Dual X reticle. That 
will cost you an extra $1. 

WEAVE~COPE$. 

For a free catalog, write: W. R. Weaver Company, Dept. 43, El Paso, Texas 79915. 
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